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ABSTRACT
Managing maintenance in manufacturing within an economical short-termism framework and taking the consequential long-term cost effects into account is hard. The increasing complexity of managing maintenance and its impact on the business results
calls for more advanced methods to support long-term development through effective
activities in the production system environment. This problem-based design science
research has evolved into the novel concept of a hybrid simulation-based optimization
(SBO) framework which integrates multi-objective optimization (MOO) with system
dynamics (SD) and discrete-event simulation (DES) respectively. The objective is to
support managers in their decision-making on the strategic and operational levels for
prioritizing activities to develop maintenance and production performance.
To exemplify the hybrid SBO framework this research presents an SD model for the
study of the dynamic behaviors of maintenance performance and costs, which aims to
illuminate insights for the support of the long-term strategic development of maintenance practices. The model promotes a system view of maintenance costs that includes
the dynamic consequential costs as the combined result of several interacting maintenance levels throughout the constituent feedback structures. These levels range from
the applied combination of maintenance methodologies to the resulting proactiveness
in production, such as the ratio between planned and unplanned downtime, in continuous change based on the rate of improvements arising from root-cause analyses of
breakdowns. The model creation and validation process have been supported by two
large maintenance organizations operating in the Swedish automotive industry. Experimental results show that intended changes can have both short-term and longterm consequences, and that the system may show both obvious and hidden dynamic
behavioral effects.
The application of MOO distinguishes this work from previous research efforts that
have mixed SD and DES. It presents a unique methodology to support more quantitative and objective-driven decision making in maintenance management, in which the
outcome of an SD+MOO strategy selection process forms the basis for performance
improvements on the operations level. This is achieved by framing the potential gains
in operations in the DES+MOO study, as a result of the applied strategy in the SD
model. All in all, this hybrid SBO framework allows pinpointing maintenance activities
based on the analysis of the feedback behavior that generates less reactive load on the
maintenance organization.
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SAMMANFATTNING
Underhåll är ett långsiktigt arbete som utvärderas på daglig basis. Det är problematiskt
att motivera förebyggande ekonomiskt kostnadskrävande aktiviteter som har framtida
effekter som är svåra att mäta och dessutom stör produktionstakten. Det underhåll som
krävs för att säkerställa driftsäkerhet i produktion kan förändras över tid, men problemet att avväga ekonomiska insatser mot framtida minskad risk för oplanerade stopp
består. I takt med ökad komplexitet att leda underhåll krävs mer avancerade verktyg
för att vägleda det strategiska arbetet. Genom att studera detta problem har denna
forskning utvecklats till att bidra med ett nytänkande angreppssätt och föreslår ett hybridramverk, vilket kombinerar flermålsoptimering (MOO) med systemdynamisk simulering (SD) och diskret händelsestyrd simulering (DES), för att kunna utvärdera underhållsdrivna aktiviteter utifrån dess effekter på produktionsförmågan och totalkostnaden. Som hybridramverk (kombinera SD+DES) utmärker sig ramverket från tidigare
arbeten inom andra applikationsområden genom att använda MOO.
Arbetet är uppdelat i tre delar inklusive det föreslagna hybridramverket. Först utvecklades en konceptuell SD modell för att studera det dynamiska samspelet (beteendet)
mellan att utveckla underhålls prestation och genererade kostnadseffekter, rapporterat
i en journalartikel. Därefter integrerades MOO med SD modellen för att utforska mervärdet av SD+MOO för att skapa beslutsunderlag vid val av strategi för hur underhåll
ska utveckla sin verksamhet, rapporterat i en journalartikel och två konferensartiklar.
Det resulterade i en strategivalsprocess som ger stöd i att analysera feedbacksamverkan
mellan förbättringsåtgärder och underhålls prestation och dess effekt på driftsäkerheten i produktion, samt hur det resulterande beteendet i produktion, där fördelning
mellan planerade och oplanerade underhållsinsatser, påverkar hur väl underhåll lyckas
kontrollera utrustningarnas hälsostatus. Tredje delen av arbetet beskriver ett koncept
för hybridramverket, presenterat i en tredje journalartikel, baserat på de två föregående delarna och föreslår betydelsen av att kombinera det med ett mer detaljerat perspektiv, vilket stöds av DES. Interaktionen mellan dessa perspektiv (SD+DES) behövde
definieras och anpassas till möjligheterna en DES+MOO analys ger; att definiera utvecklingspotentialen för produktionssystemet genom välriktade aktiviteter.
Användandet av SD+MOO utforskar optimeringsmål som är i målkonflikt och genererar ett kvantitativt beslutsunderlag av möjliga lösningar. Första delen av hybridramverket är en strategivalsprocess med tre faser som genererar kunskap om hur en bättre
avvägd balans mellan reaktivt och proaktivt underhåll kan skapas och ger en output på
bedömd förbättringspotential hos mätetalen medeltid till fel (MTTF) och medeltid för
reparation (MTTR). Denna process föder sedan en aktivitetsvalsprocess för underhåll
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att identifiera hur förbättringspotentialen ska bäst implementeras utifrån produktionssystemets beskaffenhet. DES+MOO är en väl utforskad metodik inom produktionsoptimering tillgänglig i befintlig mjukvara. Avhandlingen bidrar med hur dess användning kan nyttjas från ett underhållsperspektiv för att stödja och prioritera underhålls
planering av förbättringsaktiviteter för att maximera produktionskapaciteten.
SD modellen i sin tur syftar till att illustrera hur insikter och lärande kan skapas för att
ge stöd till den långsiktiga utvecklingen av underhållsarbetet. Där kan mer strategiska
frågeställningar inkluderas och anpassningar av modellen kan bidra till att identifiera
effektivare sätt att nå ett framtida läge. Modellen behandlar ett övergripande systemperspektiv på underhållskostnader, vilket innefattar uppskattade konsekvenskostnader baserat på flertalet feedbackstrukturer och dess underliggande nivåer. Alltifrån utrustningarnas uppskattade hälsostatus och den aktuella fördelningen mellan olika underhållsmetodiker för att underhålla utrustningarna, till den resulterande fördelningen
mellan planerade och oplanerade stopp i produktionssystemet. Fördelningen mellan
dessa nivåer förändras dynamiskt över tid beroende på arbetssätt, t.ex. hur oplanerade
aktiviteter kan minskas men även aktuell användning av resurser. Processen att ta fram
exempelmodellen har skett i samverkan med två underhållstunga företag i Svensk fordonsindustri.
Sammantaget bidrar båda perspektiven SD+DES till en bredare helhetsanalys för att
underhåll ska ta ut riktningen för den strategiska utvecklingen och ge stöd på det operativa planet för att satsa på rätt insatser.
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C H A P TE R 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

Maintenance considerably increases the budget in manufacturing industries. Even if
researchers claim that maintenance has shifted from a strong focus on cost towards
being an organizational strategic capacity (Simões et al., 2011), the tradeoff between
invested costs and their benefits is still of largest concern for decision makers. Moreover, the value of maintenance is strongly challenged by short-termism and the high
pressure on utilization in production from the rise of global competition. Recent developments of increased automation, more expensive equipment, and more complex
production systems have increased the capital tied up (Garg and Deshmukh, 2006),
and has led to more prevalent consequences from unplanned breakdowns (Swanson,
1997). According to Geary et al. (2006), reactive maintenance potentially leads to increased disruption in real-world supply chains, thus causing excess variance in performance. Logically, the opposite should hold; proactive maintenance should reduce variance in performance via the improved precision of maintenance activities in the production systems. In addition, proactive maintenance policies are considered the required strategy (Pinjala et al., 2006), and the proper maintenance practices are considered to contribute to overall business performance (Alsyouf, 2009). However, identifying proper practices and carrying out sound strategies for the development of
maintenance performance is non-trivial. A clear measure of this is the frequently-emphasized gap between theory and practice in the maintenance optimization literature
(e.g. Linnéusson et al. (2018), Kym et al. (2015). One aspect of this gap is that little
attention has been paid to making model results understandable to practitioners (Dekker, 1996, p.235). Yet, considering the concerns brought up by some maintenance
practitioners, Blann (1997) reports on the required shift of paradigm for how organizations focus on maintenance activities, from reactive to proactive, and Woodhouse
(2001) identifies the reoccurring inability to manage sustainable implementations of
maintenance practices with insufficient organizational capabilities to perform and integrate the conflicting priorities and messages into its equation. According to Baldwin
and Clark (1992), capabilities such as identifiable combinations of skills, procedures,
physical assets, and information systems are sources of superior performance. It is
therefore worth understanding how these capabilities are improved and decreased,
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and putting the focus on their long-term significance for the organizational performance (Teece et al., 1997). Baldwin and Clark (1992) describe the importance of the
capacity to experiment as a tool in developing the knowledge which leads to organizational learning.
1.1.1

T H E C H A L L E N G E O F PR O A C T I V E M A I N T E N AN C E

Strategic domain

Differentiate

(Organizational learning)

Maximize integrated value

Proactive domain

Don’t just fix it, improve it

(Organizational discipline)

Eliminate defects: maximize equipment availability

Planned domain

Fix it before it breaks

(Pre‐plan work)

Predict, plan, and schedule all work

Reactive domain

Fix it after it breaks

(Respond to events)

Firefight with each new crisis: spend the necessary

Figure 1.1. Paradigm shifts are needed from reactive to proactive (adapted from Blann (1997).

The definition of maintenance is “the combination of all technical, administrative and
managerial actions during the life cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it
to, a state in which it can perform the required function” (EN13306, 2010). This definition reflects not only the substantial information flows which can follow an item, but
also the focus on items, which are the objects worked on in the production system.
Accordingly, Levitt (2011) argues that the goal of maintenance should also include the
development of production performance through proactive maintenance. This is attained by systematically reducing the need for maintenance interventions through improvements that extend the interval between maintenance or improve the design, thus
reducing the maintenance need in the first place. In other words, via the elusive actions
that lead to fewer and fewer reactive repairs, fewer preventive repairs, more preventive
actions which do not require downtime, increased condition monitoring capacities,
and better equipment in the first place; thus, better acquisition processes, better
knowledge-generating processes, better continuous improvement processes, and so
on. Hence, there is a multitude of potential efforts leading to more proactive maintenance, however, these must also be well prioritized and differentiated. According to
Blann (1997), maintenance as practice needs to develop and be a strategic tool for improving a company’s competitive edge by increasing throughput and profitability and
reducing quality defects. The illustration of maintenance paradigms in Figure 1.1 reveals a scale from reactive to beyond proactive, which is the strategic domain. A domain where the knowledge-generating processes is characterized by organizational
learning, based on the capacity to differentiate those activities that maximize the value
of maintenance to the strategic business level. Overall, the complexity of the problem
is as summed up by Levitt (2011): it is still not clear how long-term maintenance
should be managed in a profit-making company.
1 . 1 . 2 S T R A T E G I C D E V E L O P M E N T O F M A I N T E N AN C E
Maintenance practices are very important in supporting production operations and
thus creating value for customers. However, the value created by maintenance practices is of an implicit character, while the maintenance costs are explicit and part of
standard accounting procedures (Pascual et al., 2008). Maintenance costs are generated both from activities of proactive character and as a consequence of insufficiently
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applied practices. Furthermore, when a breakdown is a fact there are additional consequential costs of maintenance (Vorster and De La Garza, 1990) which are implicit
and intangible and apparent in other parts of an organization, such as fewer manufactured products, increased production man-hours, or quality issues.
The increasing pressures from global industrialization on manufacturing industries,
in terms of higher utilization and tougher external requirements, can make it hard to
prioritize the necessary proactive maintenance practices which keep equipment health
at the required levels. These higher pressures are squeezing the utmost from the internal social and technical systems which are supposed to deliver value on a daily basis.
Previously, the value created could be limited to satisfying customers and creating a
self-sustainable business, but today it is also expected to contain the balance of larger
economic returns, the environmental consequences from production and products including life-cycle perspectives, and social responsibilities as contained by the concept
of sustainable manufacturing (Garetti and Taisch, 2012).
It is in operations that the fruit of the long-term strategic capacity of the maintenance
organization is utilized. Yet, at the operational level, the focus tends to change from
the strategic view towards how to optimally operate the production system, and is a
reality characterized by a stochastic environment. This question of optimal operation
has long been investigated by the application of discrete-event simulation (DES) in
manufacturing (Alabdulkarim et al., 2013). Recently, utilization of DES has developed
into advanced simulation-based multi-objective optimization (MOO) methods
(Pehrsson et al., 2016), which have the capacity to pinpoint the bottleneck in a production system; that is, the point where an infinitesimal improvement can have the
largest impact on throughput (Ng et al., 2014). While this can be useful in supporting
improvements aimed at satisfying the higher utilization requirements, we also need a
way to support the strategic development of capabilities in order to achieve a more
proactive maintenance behavior.
Maintenance management and strategy researchers have implicitly addressed the necessity of a larger system view that takes both present and future conditions into consideration. According to Sherwin (2000), current maintenance performance measurement systems utilize cost over profit measures, and do not capture the reverberations
of today’s actions. Tsang (2000) sought tools that can connect and validate the causal
relationships between strategic initiatives and performance results. Vorster and De La
Garza (1990) emphasized the need to calculate maintenance costs by including estimations of consequential costs with a reasonable degree, in order to assess maintenance policies and strategy based on more sustainable measures of maintenance performance.
What the statements above have in common is that they ask for a feedback approach
in order to allow interpretation of the short-term and long-term consequences of various strategies. Strategy researchers have argued for the application of the feedback
approach of system dynamics (SD) simulation to investigate how the growth and decline of multiple capabilities affect performance (e.g. Warren, 2005, Rahmandad and
Repenning, 2016). SD is a field of research studying feedback behavior, originating
from servo-mechanisms such as information-feedback systems (Forrester, 1960). The
suitability of SD as a structural theory for operations management has been outlined
by Größler et al. (2008), who also used qualitative SD to explain the dynamics which
tend to overload the maintenance department with reactive work instead of proactive
activities. According to Thompson et al. (2016), SD provides a conceptual framework
essential to the discovery of thinking about things.
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SD was developed as a response to the inadequacy of conventional management science, which according to Forrester (1960) had emphasized elementary mathematical
formulations to enable analytic solutions with a high degree of oversimplification. In
attempts to make maintenance optimization models more relevant, maintenance researchers have criticized previous literature for considering oversimplified models
(e.g. Van Horenbeek et al., 2010, Lad and Kulkarni, 2011, Sinkkonen et al., 2013,
Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2015). The analytical paradigm seems to have been strong in the
field of maintenance optimization. For instance, in an influential review and analysis
of maintenance optimization models, Dekker (1996) summarized the limited impact
of works on decision making within maintenance organizations, but still remained
within the analytical paradigm, not questioning the method or even mentioning simulation. However, the same author did later declare analytical models insufficient to
trace the effects from maintenance policies, and called for simulation (Nicolai and
Dekker, 2008).
Recently, there has been an emerging trend of using simulation to optimize maintenance costs (Sharma et al., 2011), but according to Alrabghi and Tiwari (2015) the
available exemplars are still generally oversimplified and that DES may be better able
to mimic the operating conditions of maintenance. The application of DES to evaluate
preventive maintenance (PM) is currently underexplored (Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2015,
Alrabghi et al., 2017). On the other hand, according to Gunal and Pidd (2010), DES
studies do not deal with the feedback behavior which helps explain why certain behaviors arise, and this is a necessary perspective for strategy development supported by
SD simulation (Warren, 2005). The application of SD in maintenance is emphasized
by several authors (e.g. Crespo Marquez and Usano, 1994, Ledet and Paich, 1994,
Repenning and Sterman, 2001, Größler et al., 2008). However, an in-depth literature
review conducted as part of this thesis work (see Paper 1) revealed a mix of qualitative
and quantitative works, few of which demonstrated simulation models, and only one
of which included the equations (Thun, 2006).
Based on the above, we can conclude the following. In order to address the challenge
of proactive maintenance, a longer-term perspective is required. Moreover, the strategic capacity of maintenance is a function of multiple capabilities which are developed
through time, having the consequence that it is the current achieved condition which
defines the potential for optimizing the production system on the operational level. SD
is a method for creating a structural theory or hypothesis of the studied system, and
has been applied to study reactive and proactive maintenance behavior. Nevertheless,
while an SD study incorporates the feedback behavior which helps explain why certain
behaviors arise, it cannot investigate complexity on the level of detail required for production systems in order to pinpoint where activities should be carried out. For such
endeavors, the application of DES is required. Hence, we need a combined approach
in which the strategic development is studied using SD and the complexity of operations is studied using DES.
1 . 1 . 3 T H E N E E D F O R S I M U L A T I O N - B A SE D O P T I M I Z A T I O N
The simulation-based methodologies such as DES and SD promote experimenting and
learning about the modeled systems, by providing environments for “what if” analyses
to explore potential changes. However, in order to efficiently trace which solutions are
more beneficial than others, simulation-based optimization (SBO) is needed (e.g. Fu
(2015). The concept of MOO (e.g. Deb, 2014) has endowed SBO with the ability to seek
not only a single optimal solution with a simulation model but multiple Pareto optimal
solutions that have a high spread in the objective space. While there is existing software, such as FACTS Analyzer, which tightly integrates DES with MOO algorithms,
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making optimization of production systems straightforward to perform (Ng et al.,
2014), this is not the case for the field of SD. Optimization in the SD literature is presented as single-objective optimization (SOO) (e.g. Jones (2014) p. 239 and
Dangerfield (2014) p. 48). SOO has its limits to seek tradeoffs because it cannot include several conflicting objectives. In general, studies investigating the integration of
MOO and SD models, and the use of such integrations, are less reported (e.g. Duggan,
2005, Duggan, 2008, Hedenstierna, 2010, Dudas et al., 2011, Aslam, 2013).
According to Wang (2002), one major problem in the maintenance optimization literature is the restricted use of the minimized maintenance cost rate as the single optimization criterion. Instead, Wang (2002) argues that the criterion sought should be
the tradeoff between maximized reliability and minimized maintenance costs, which
requires a simultaneous consideration of both objectives. Although a simultaneous
evaluation is attainable using MOO algorithms, according to Alrabghi and Tiwari
(2015), they identified a limited number of MOO studies in their state-of-the-art review of SBO in maintenance literature. Still, the application of MOO for maintenance
optimization has been emphasized by several authors (e.g. Ilgin and Tunali, 2007, Van
Horenbeek et al., 2010, Van Horenbeek et al., 2013, Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2015,
Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2016). De Almeida et al. (2015) generally disqualified current
maintenance and reliability models on similar basis as other researchers reviewed
above, but considered that MOO better represents decision makers’ preferences in the
decision problem and also includes the conflicting tradeoffs.
To summarize, SBO using MOO with DES has attained a mature level of application
and is supported by existing software, while SD+MOO integrations are on the level of
research which have indicated on its applicability.

1.2

AIM AND OBJECTIVES

The overall aim of this research is to support the strategic development of maintenance
and its effects on production performance, and thus provide support to maintenance
management in developing their practices in symbiosis with operations. The intention
is to strengthen the capacity to experiment, which according to Baldwin and Clark
(1992) is a vital tool in developing the knowledge which leads to organizational learning. The hybrid nature of the problem, as well as the need not only to study the conditions of operations but also to provide enhanced capacity to analyze strategic problems, calls for a mixed operations research and management science method design in
which SD is applied to the high-level strategic questions and DES is used to analyze
low-level questions in operations.
The aim can be divided into the following objectives:
O1 To create an SD model which can illustrate the effects on operations of the different
strategic development of maintenance operations, in terms of proactive or reactive
behavior and estimates of the total maintenance costs.
O2 To explore the applicability of MOO to the abovementioned SD model, and to evaluate the added value and qualification of SD+MOO to support identification of the
strategic path in maintenance.
O3 To develop a concept, from a systems perspective, of a hybrid SBO framework for
maintenance development which can support identification of the strategic longterm policies which lead to the desired tradeoff results in operations, and also support the specifics of the production system in terms of where maintenance should
put effort in order to gain maximum benefit.
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The resulting hybrid SBO framework will need to apply SD+MOO to identify where
improvements should be made in the maintenance system (i.e., strategic, long-term
improvements), and link this with an existing bottleneck improvement tool which applies DES+MOO to identify where improvements should be made in the production
system (i.e. operational, short-term improvements). Hence, the hybrid SBO framework will be comprised of different method components to form a particular structure,
including the phase structures of contained methods, which aligns with the definition
of framework according to Goldkuhl et al. (1998).

1.3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In order to achieve the objectives, the following research questions were formulated:
RQ1 Can an SD simulation model be designed to evaluate and compare strategies for
maintenance development, while simultaneously considering maintenance operations in interrelation with operations?
RQ2 Can MOO be applied to the conceptual SD model of maintenance performance and
support in order to explore potential strategies and policies for the strategic development of maintenance?
RQ3 Is it possible to design a hybrid SBO framework which can support maintenance
management in considering both the overall strategic (long-term) and the operational (short-term) perspectives for the strategic development of maintenance?

1.4

SCOPE AND DELIMITATIONS

This research includes studies conducted within automotive manufacturing industries. The initial focus was on economic justification of PM, which developed into a set
of questions from the industrial partners that then guided this research.
These questions included high-level issues of explorative character, such as: What are
the dynamic effects from more or less planned maintenance in a production line, in
the long and the short term? What are the potential effects of neglecting planned
maintenance for a period in conditions of either high or low production volumes?
Clearly, these questions stem from past experiences where production requirements
or economic constraints have suddenly become so urgent that the set-out maintenance
principles have had to be temporarily deprioritized, and the consequences have reverberated into the future. Hence, it is the long-term feedback character of these questions that calls for simulation and the use of SD. Furthermore, the focus on searching
for an explanation of the interplay between production operations and planned
maintenance has excluded other processes which have significance for how proactive
and reactive maintenance is generated. For instance, it excludes the acquisition process of new equipment, which is treated in life-cycle costing (e.g. Korpi and Ala‐Risku,
2008, Campbell and Reyes-Picknell, 2016) and which defines the subsequent need for
maintenance in the utilization phase of the equipment. Similarly, the aspect of process
quality has been out of scope, though this is also connected to reactive or proactive
maintenance (e.g. Jambekar, 2000) and is an additional cost motivator for PM activities. Hence, the focus on the interplay between maintenance and operations has put
many aspects which could have been included outside the scope.
Another high-level question was concerned with the need for identification of optimum levels of maintenance, in terms of maximizing benefits from invested resources,
which led to exploring the application of MOO to the created SD model.
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The guiding questions also included low-level issues, looking for answers on the operational level, such as: How can we understand where to put the activities in a production line, and what kind of activities should these be? Can this research set maintenance input data for optimizing DES models?
All these questions call for the integration of the aforementioned strategic level questions into this operational level, which has been condensed into the formulated objectives of this research. Thus, the scope of this research excludes the bottom-up perspective and presents a top-down approach in order to scope and differentiate the efforts
made by maintenance management. Moreover, the focus of combining knowledge on
different levels of maturity in this design science research has implied less focus on
exploring and developing each sub-part of knowledge. It has revealed in terms of, for
instance; taking the next step as soon the base SD model was developed instead of
proposing a more polished model; omitting spending efforts on evaluating the best
MOO algorithms for SD+MOO; or showing a real world DES case and instead referring
to the generalized method developed by others.

1.5

RESEARCH APPROACH

This thesis work has a problem-based and interpretive research character, generated
within the problem solving paradigm of design-science research (Hevner et al., 2004)
using a systems thinking approach. This subsection begins by introducing the systems
thinking approach and design science, and thereafter relates the applied methodology.
1.5.1 SYSTEMS THINKING AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
Systems thinking can be defined as follows:
“The central concept ‘system’ embodies the idea of a set of elements connected together which form a whole, this showing properties which are properties of the
whole rather than properties of its component parts. … The phrase ‘systems thinking’ implies thinking about the world outside ourselves, and doing so by means of
the concept ‘system’.” (Checkland, 1981), p. 3).
Systems thinking is a terminology that “has no clear definition or usage” (Forrester,
1994), p. 10). This is apparent from the range of methodologies within this discipline,
such as: “cybernetics and chaos theory; gestalt therapy; the work of Gregory Bateson,
Russel Ackoff, Eric Trist, Ludwig von Bertallanffy, and the Santa Fe institute” (Senge
et al., 1994), p. 89), not to mention soft systems methodology (Checkland, 1981). Systems thinking methods can generally be categorized as systemic approaches to achieving an understanding of a particular system (Flood, 1999). The basic theory of such
methods describes how systems are comprised and fundamentally functioning, or how
they can be studied. Some systems thinking terminologies provide theories regarding
a system’s ontology, for instance:


The viable systems model (Beer, 1994), a diagnostic tool that can “map the extant organization onto the model, and then ask whether all parts are functioning in accordance with the criteria of viability” (Beer, 1994), p. 155.



Soft systems methodology (Checkland, 1981), an analysis tool or “learning system” for
qualitatively defining systems.



System dynamics (Forrester, 1961), which uses the fundamental building blocks of systems to explain the “universal structure of real social and physical systems” (Forrester,
1994), p. 13) and to guide the construction of a model of a system for analysis.
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Systems thinking is in contrast to reductionism. According to Oates (2006), reductionism is one of the basic techniques within the scientific paradigm of positivism which
aims to explain phenomena by dividing reality into elements which are
understandable and then creating a theory from the study of these parts. Systems
thinking, on the other hand, strives to identify the interconnections between elements
within a specific boundary, in order to explore phenomena and better understand reality as it is. It is argued that “systemic thinking begins with an intuitive grasp of existence” (Flood, 1999), p. 83) in order to facilitate balancing mystery and mastery to
learn within the unknowable. The choice of boundaries is significant in any such analysis, and should remind us that no understanding can ever be complete (Midgley,
2008). According to Midgley (2008), the fact that everything in the world is directly
or indirectly connected to everything else inevitably places the scientific observer as
part of the observed world and not separate from it.
The characteristics described above are, according to Oates (2006), typical of the scientific paradigm of interpretivism, which can use the following criteria for evaluating
research quality:


Trustworthiness – how much trust we can place in the research?



Conformability – have we been told enough about the study to judge whether the findings relate to the data and experiences in the context of the research?



Dependability – how well is the research process recorded for others to trace it?



Credibility – can the enquiry be considered to have ensured accurately explored findings?



Transferability – although each situation may be unique, is generalization possible and
the results transferable?

The interpretive character of this explorative research is supported by simulations and
quantitative exploration of multiple optimization results. However, it can be argued
that all research is interpretive (Gummesson, 2003) and can be defined accordingly:
“Interpretive approaches with an interactive research strategy perhaps only codify the
best of common sense, insights, wisdom, sound judgement, intuition and experience. But
the differentiating factors between personal everyday interpretation and opinion is the
scholarly demands of being systematic, connected to theory, and be as transparent as
possible by publishing the research and making it accessible for the academic community
and business.” (Gummesson, 2003), p. 491).

1.5.2 DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH
Both behavioral science and design science are foundational and complementary to
the discipline of information systems, which is positioned at the junction of technology, organizations, and people (Hevner et al., 2004). Whereas both relate to the identified business need, behavioral science addresses research in order to develop and
justify theories that can explain or predict phenomena, while design science addresses
research in order to build and evaluate artefacts designed to meet that need (Hevner
et al., 2004). Moreover, these two sciences seek truth and utility, respectively, which
is inseparable from the fact that truth informs design and utility informs theory
(Hevner et al., 2004).
Design science addresses important unsolved real-world problems by creating innovative solutions and offering a paradigm shift towards more effectively studying
“wicked organizational problems” (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010), p. 13). According to
Oates (2006), design science research often results in a combination of different types
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of IT artefacts, such as constructs applied in models, models that aid problem understanding, methods which provide guidance for how the models can be applied, and
instantiations which demonstrate the potential implementations.
Nunamaker and Briggs (2012) proposed a definition of the field of information systems research consistent with the applied research of this thesis, as follows:

“Information Systems is the study of the understandings people require so they
can create new value, and of the analysis, design, development, deployment, operation, and management of systems to inform these understandings.”
(Nunamaker and Briggs, 2012), p. 20:3).
Moreover, Nunamaker and Briggs (2012) proposed a subsequent functional definition
of the term understanding which focuses on the understanding that leads decision
makers to execute their decisions with a certain expectation of the outcome. They also
argued for broadening the focus on the IT artefact to contain the whole system, and
stated that the key foci should be value creation with information, design processes,
design products, and designed systems.
This research is, in part, seeking to represent proactive maintenance behavior by focusing on technical aspects of analyzing the symbiosis of maintenance and operations.
However, it falls into design science research, rather than behavioral science, due to
the larger focus on the design of simulation models and the hybrid SBO framework in
order to produce artefacts which can support the understanding required for value
creation by generating information for the decision maker. The abovementioned systems thinking philosophical underpinnings and the focus on value creation in design
science also define the intentions of this thesis, and the research pursued herein. They
have also fundamentally contributed to the end result of proposing a mixed method
concept for maintenance development, in order to potentially sustain momentum between the perspectives of strategy and operations.
1.5.3 METHODOLOGY
The applied and explorative design science research reported in this thesis is mapped
into the conceptual framework proposed by Hevner et al. (2004) and depicted in Figure 1.2. This framework combines behavioral-science and design-science paradigms
for supporting the understanding, execution, and evaluation of information systems
research. The framework has been further adapted to the design science research cycles illustrated by Hevner and Chatterjee (2010). Figure 1.3 in the next subsection outlines the research carried out for this thesis, and illustrates how Papers 1–5 contribute
to the RQs.
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Environment
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Figure 1.2. A merged adaptation of the information systems framework (Hevner et al., 2004) and the design science
research cycles (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010).

Figure 1.2 depicts the design science research conducted for this thesis, revealing the
complex exchanges and developments in which the three design science research cycles of relevance, rigor, and design have manifested during the research process. The
relevance cycle was characterized by approaching the problem formulation, which has
been a progressive moving target, and define it into the aim and objectives of this thesis. Hence, during the design cycle, developments during the research work were created on the basis of the identified business needs, and during their creation evolved
into the final product. Meanwhile, the sub-deliveries were evaluated for usefulness and
relevance to the real-world application, as well as to the potential novelty of the contributions to the knowledge base. Hence, the rigor cycle represents the contributions
to the knowledge base, characterized by searching the literature and presenting reports to the scientific community. Consequently, the research process of this thesis
work has searched relevance and truth in the identification process of the business
need and applicable knowledge in order to inform the creation process of the proposed
designs and their utility in the appropriate environment. Where additions to the
knowledge base have been reported to the scientific community in order to permit assessment and evaluation of the research quality and rigor.
Interactions with the environment took the form of qualitative case studies, meetings,
discussions, and model walk-through seminars with the industrial partners, with the
aim of identifying and strengthening the relevance of the research. The case studies
used qualitative research methods and interviews. Interviews among people with different roles were carried out with a “relatively unstructured and open-ended” character, which is the feature of the interview method in qualitative research (Silverman,
2000), p. 90), that can produce the claim of “understanding experience” of people in
the system. The case studies were reported to the scientific community, which then
applied data generation methods such as SD simulation experiments and SBO experiments using the SD models developed. Models which can be simulated enable the
possibility of evaluating the underlying assumptions to a larger extent than merely
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qualitative models (Homer and Oliva, 2001). The SBO experiments, which require
quantified models, have generated additional (and exhaustive) amounts of quantified
simulation results which add to the capacity to test and evaluate the underlying assumptions.

1.6

OUTLINE OF THESIS AND PAPERS

After this introductory chapter, the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents
the frame of reference, focusing on maintenance in symbiosis with operations. It offers
an orientation in SD, due to its significant base for the subsequent parts of the proposed work, followed by shorter presentations of MOO, DES, and mixed method designs. Chapter 3 provides a summary of the proposed hybrid SBO framework and the
main contributions from the included papers. Chapter 4 presents a summary and conclusion of how the RQs are addressed by the thesis work, lists the contributions to
knowledge, provides a discussion of the results, and offers suggestions for future work.
Chapter 1:

Define research aim, objectives, & RQs
Chapter 2: Frame

Chapter 4: Conclusions

O1 - RQ1

of reference

• Maintenance in symbiosis with operations
• SD, MOO, DES+MOO, SD+DES

O3 - RQ3

Provided incentive

O2 - RQ2

Paper 1

Paper 2

Paper 3

Paper 4

Paper 5

• LR: (SD+maint.)
• Description
SD-model
• SD sim.exp.

• SD+MOO platform
• SD+MOO sim.exp.

• Additional study
• SD+MOO sim.exp.

• Additional study
• SD+MOO sim.exp.

Strategic development
using diverse starting
points of PM work

Strategic development
for equipment with
diverse criticality

Importance of timehorizons for strategic
development

• LR: (SD+DES+opt.),
mixed method designs
• Description hybrid SBO
framework
• SD+MOO→SD sim.exp.
• Link SD→DES+MOO

Chapter 3:

Results

• Explore added value of MOO studies on SD models to support
strategic development of maintenance

Figure 1.3. Overview of the outline of the thesis and how Papers 1-5 contribute to the RQs.

Figure 1.3 presents an overview of the thesis and the main contributions of Papers 1–
5 in connection with the objectives and RQs. Paper 1 describes an SD model for
maintenance performance that captures both strategic (long-term) and operational
(short-term) aspects, based on synthesized knowledge from the maintenance literature, reports on maintenance SD models, and information grounded on the experiences of people at the two industrial partners of this work. The conceptual SD model
reported in Paper 1 provided the incentives to pursue the work presented by this thesis.
As Paper 1 satisfactorily supports answering RQ1, Paper 2 explores the applicability of
MOO to eliciting model information. The technical interface for applying MOO to SD
models was developed in previous research (Aslam, 2013). For this thesis, RQ2 is directly addressed by Paper 2, and Papers 3 and 4 extend the work by introducing additional SD+MOO studies. During these experiments, it became evident that Papers 2–
4 explore only a fraction of the potential angles of study enabled by SD+MOO. Together with the fact that SD models cannot handle enough detail to guide where in the
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production system to intervene with activities, a combination with the DES approach
was considered at this stage of research. Paper 5 enhances the method of quantitative
SD+MOO studies by exploring the subsequent SD model behavior of selected nearoptimal solutions. Paper 5 also proposes how the output from such strategy selection
process can be applied to define the improvement ranges in DES+MOO studies, based
on how these are carried out in an existing software. Hence, Paper 5 proposes a hybrid
SBO framework for applying multiple studies to elicit knowledge for action in the
maintenance system.
Subsequently, Figure 1.3 is later revisited in chapter 4 in order to support the description
of results and the contributions of the thesis.
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C H A P TE R 2

FRAME OF REFERENCE

2.1

MAINTENANCE AND PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE

Maintenance and operations are tightly interlinked; operations produce the value, and
maintenance supports operations to achieve the required performance. This subsection considers some aspects which are important for the symbiosis between maintenance and operations in terms of the resulting production performance. It aims to
some extent show that the current maintenance operations and the symbiosis with
operations are contributing factors to the production performance in operations.
2 . 1 . 1 P R E V E N T I V E A N D C O R R E C T I V E M A I N T E N AN C E
Maintenance is performed on items of an equipment asset. Maintenance actions are
either preventive or corrective and are categorized in the terminology standard
(EN13306, 2010) according to Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.1. Maintenance overview, based on EN13306 (2010).

Maintenance is divided into preventive maintenance (PM), which is maintenance carried out before a fault, and corrective maintenance (CM), which is maintenance carried
out after a fault. No matter the level of PM work, CM is needed as a complement in
case of unexpected breakdowns (Pintelon and Gelders, 1992). Pre-determined mainte-
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Cost of maintenance

nance is PM which applies scheduled activities at a fixed interval based on either calendar time, processing time, or number of units produced. Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is PM that is initiated based on the condition of the equipment; it can be
performed on a scheduled basis, using a certain interval, or on request and on a
continuous basis. Whether scheduled or on request, the replacement of an item is
planned for repair if the item is considered in a poor condition, and continuous CBM
uses sensors to detect degradation in items before they fail. Immediate maintenance
is CM which must be carried out straight away in order to maintain the equipment,
and deferred maintenance is CM which can be addressed partially for the time being,
with the actual replacement of the item delayed until the next available time slot for
planned maintenance.
The application in practice is not as straightforward as the standard. For instance, an
item which would be best suited by applying a pre-determined PM interval using process time in the equipment may instead be using a fixed time interval as a consequence
of organizational habit and lack of IT support. In such a case, the required technical
support may be the easy part to solve, but the habit of how activities are conveniently
planned has a larger effect on the maintenance plan which is actually carried out.
Hence, the problem can be an organizational one — ensuring a predictable workload
for maintenance — and not lack of technical knowledge. For reasons of simplicity, it is
therefore the calendar time interval which is applied, even if this is not the most economical alternative. Moreover, it should not be forgotten that even if an item has a
defined PM activity, there is always a probability that it will fail and require CM anyway.
The standard division into PM and CM can play a role in categorization of the maintenance performed in order to follow up the work that is carried out. However, there will
always be a gap between the intended PM work and the actual result, due to the margin
of error of the uncertainty for the specific items. Moreover, the maintenance may not
always be accurate, and merely applying a label of “PM” certainly does not solve the
problem of unplanned events. Hence it is necessary to study the cost of maintenance
for each item, and to implement its optimal maintenance interval (Figure 2.2), which
should be evaluated continuously due to changed working conditions.

Total maintenance cost

Cost of planned
maintenance

Optimized maintenance
interval
Cost of unplanned
maintenance

Overmaintained

Undermaintained

Maintenance interval
Figure 2.2. Cost minimization graph, based on Smith and Hawkins (2004).
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The maintenance approach for a particular item is based on its specific failure behavior, and can be determined by, for example, applying the reliability-centered maintenance (RCM) methodology (Nowlan and Heap, 1978) and designing the maintenance
plan on the basis of this (Coetzee, 2006). However, there are also engineering hour
costs associated with efforts to optimize maintenance intervals, such as collecting and
analyzing data. Better methods can support automating these processes, but implementing such methods also requires an investment of time. The configuration of the
production system is important for the cost function, which may imply that items of
the same sort need different maintenance activities at different intervals depending on
where in the production system they are placed. Overall, it is evident that achieving
differentiation in maintenance practices poses a challenge to identifying accurate cost
functions which include the complete cost perspective of optimizing maintenance actions. Accordingly, as explained by Dekker (1996), it is very difficult to identify the
contribution to company profits from the maintenance budget on the macro level,
which in turn makes it hard to motivate any allocation in the maintenance budget for
conducting systematic maintenance improvements. An evidence-based asset management approach (Campbell and Reyes-Picknell (2016) is therefore a well invested workprocedure to interweave into the processes of maintenance, in order to define the tactics of when and how to perform maintenance on a physical asset.
There are varying definitions of maintenance methodologies, actions, policies, types,
and so on. Generally, maintenance researchers use their own definitions based on the
message they want to bring forth in their articles; some examples of this have been laid
out by (Rastegari, 2017). This thesis uses the maintenance methodologies defined by
(Tsang, 2002):


Run-to-failure (RTF)



Preventive maintenance (PM)



Condition-based maintenance (CBM)



Design improvement

RTF includes only the basic routine servicing and primary care, such as cleaning, lubrication, and calibration. Equipment is run until it fails. RTF can be appropriate to
use if there are no consequences from breakdowns, or if the costs of the preventive
measures to avoid failure exceed the expected benefits.
PM is defined similarly to the above EN-standard and involves replacing items at fixed
intervals regardless of condition, based on time or usage. Usually these intervals are
drawn from supplier information or past experience, and are seldom optimal (Tsang,
2002), where the intervals can be calculated using time-to-failure-data and cost models. Moreover, PM includes CBM using manual inspections on interval.
CBM consists of maintenance actions using sensors, and includes continuous or intermittent monitoring to increase the precision of detecting imminent failures.
Design improvement, which is not included in the SD model reported here, involves
modifications to the design of items in order to improve reliability, enhance maintainability, or reduce the competence need of repair workers.
The process of acquiring new equipment is out of scope for the operational conditions,
but is what defines and determines the underlying maintenance need of a production
system, and so it is wise to invest time and competence in evaluating the tradeoff function of value from new equipment to its life-cycle costs (e.g. Campbell and ReyesPicknell, 2016).
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2.1.2 AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE
Maintenance is often responsible for the key results concerning availability and mean
time to repair (MTTR) in the servicing of operations. This is achieved by instant “firefighting” activities, or proactive activities such as PM, often with an intangible connection to the result. The traditional measure of maintenance performance is availability
performance (Ljungberg, 2000), also known as dependability performance or operating reliability. This is visualized in Figure 2.3, where the higher horizontal line represents equipment in a functioning state and the lower line represents it in the failed
state.
MTBF

MDT
MWT MTTR

MTTF

Figure 2.3. Visualization of measures of availability performance.

The illustration in Figure 2.3 is based on the measures mean time to failure (MTTF),
mean waiting time (MWT), and MTTR, which are defined according to Hagberg and
Henriksson (2010) and are well fitted to the visualization of the common performance
indicators related to operations. Some researchers use mean time between failure
(MTBF) to define the time interval during which an item is performing its required
function (EN15341, 2007, Nord et al., 1997, Campbell and Reyes-Picknell, 2016), instead of using MTTF as in Figure 2.3. In addition, some consider MTTR to be equivalent to how mean downtime (MDT) is depicted in the figure here (EN15341, 2007,
Campbell and Reyes-Picknell, 2016). For the present purposes, it is better to describe
MDT as consisting of MWT and MTTR, in line with Hagberg and Henriksson (2010)
and (Nord et al., 1997), in order to clarify the different contributions of maintenance
to operations.
MTBF in Figure 2.3 can be seen as the overall result of the performance measure of
the maintenance organization for the certain equipment. It includes MDT, which depends on MWT, a measure of the supportability of maintenance to address the right
maintenance resources with the right material, documentation, and tools for starting
a repair, and MTTR, a measure of the capability to repair and standardize equipment.
The frequency of MDT follows the average failure rate given in Equation 1, which according to Figure 2.3 and the above reasoning relates to the operating reliability measure of MTTF, as defined by Hagberg and Henriksson (2010) and not use MTBF as (e.g.
Campbell and Reyes-Picknell, 2016).
Eq. 1
Eq. 2
Accordingly, availability for a defined period can be calculated using Equation 2, supported by Figure 2.3. The availability performance explicitly shows how maintenance
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can contribute to an improved measure. For example, according to Hagberg and
Henriksson (2010):


Supportability, measured by MWT, can improve through more and better-skilled repair
workers, better prioritization in allocating repair workers to the most critical equipment, higher spare part coverage, and better available documentation and tools in case
of emergency breakdowns.



Maintainability, measured by MTTR, can improve through increased capacity to detect
the type of failure, simplification of the reparability of the failed item, and standardization of the applied technical solutions.



Reliability, measured by MTTF, which can be extended by improving weak equipment
designs, increasing the capacity of the repair workers to perform the job, improving the
application of preventive maintenance, and using parallelization to decrease sensitivity
to disruptions.

Hence, according to the examples above, the service level of maintenance can be improved in both the short term, by adding resources in readiness to help out, and the
long term, by improving resources, processes, equipment, and so on.
2.1.3 SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
A service level agreement (SLA) is a procedure for managing the requirements between maintenance and operations (Hagberg and Henriksson, 2010). The SLA
includes mutually agreed priorities in order to optimally control maintenance resources based on the current budget and the defined need from operations. It should
also specify the requirements that maintenance has for operations, such as timeframes
for planned maintenance, the level of maintenance carried out by operators, how deviations are reported, and so on. Often, availability performance measures are applied
to follow up the service from maintenance, guiding decision making in where to improve their services.
2.1.4 OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS
According to Nakajima (1988), efforts to maximize equipment effectiveness must consider not just availability performance, but also the net operating performance efficiency of a production line and its quality performance. The total productive maintenance (TPM) literature (Nakajima, 1988, Ljungberg, 2000, Nord et al., 1997) therefore
argues for using the measure of overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), which includes
a more complete equipment performance measure. OEE divides losses into six categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Equipment faults and breakdowns
Setup and adjustments
Idling and minor stoppages
Reduced speeds and delayed process time
Process defects
Reduced yields

These categories point to losses which are at the intersection of maintenance and operations. For instance, according to Ljungberg (2000), small and frequent faults which
can be fixed with minor effort by operators without escalating to breakdowns belong
to category 1. Faults which cannot be solved by the operators and call for maintenance
repair workers also belong to category 1. Category 2 may be the responsibility of operations, yet depending on circumstances could also be improved by maintenance activities which improve MTTR. The minor stoppages included in category 3 could be
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caused by design decisions which result in a requirement for repeated cleaning, which
could perhaps be easily redesigned by maintenance experts, or be part of daily care by
operators. Idling effects, which also come under category 3, stem from the configuration of the production system, based on the stochastic dynamics during system operation. In accordance with category 4, as equipment ages and wears, it tends to run
slower (Smith and Hawkins, 2004). Moreover, the small and frequent faults may also
lead to partial breakdowns which result in the process defects of category 5. Such defects may continue undetected until the quality defect is noticed by the customer,
which could be either the next operation or the end customer, a problem which belongs
to either maintenance or operations for each specific case.
2.1.5 SHORT STOPS AND ACCELERATING DETERIORATION
Short stops in manufacturing equipment easily become part of normal everyday work
(Nakajima, 1988, Nord et al., 1997, Ljungberg, 2000, Bicheno and Holweg, 2016). According to Wireman (2004), many Japanese studies have revealed that the efficiency
losses represented by chronic problems are always greater than the downtime losses,
and that most of these problems are never measured and therefore remain unnoticed
until a breakdown occurs. Normally, in my experience, industries use an arbitrary 10minute limit to classify stops, with shorter stops classified as minor stoppages and
longer stops classified as breakdowns. It is also common for the longer breakdowns to
get the most attention, with minor stoppages and shorter breakdowns neglected and
excluded in much of the decision making regarding improvements. Many of the problems observed with short stops are acknowledged by TPM and Lean literature, including, for instance, the tendency to neglect minor stoppages and short breakdowns because they are often hidden and are the complex result of several interacting causes
(Nord et al., 1997, Ljungberg, 2000); this is especially the case in comparison to the
sporadic breakdowns which are often considered obvious and which managers tend to
get overly concerned about (Nakajima, 1988). Short stops are by nature hard to measure (Bicheno and Holweg, 2016), as well as being frequent and easy to fix (Ljungberg,
2000), which means that chronic losses due to short stops easily become part of the
normal state of operations, including the habit of fixing (Nord et al., 1997). According
to Bicheno and Holweg (2016), the amount of short stoppages is surprisingly large
when tracked, representing as much as 75% of the losses, and industrial studies have
revealed that up to 80% of all losses in Swedish industry may be due to chronic problems (Ljungberg, 2000).
Nakajima (1988) underlines that neither longer breakdowns nor minor stoppages can
be ignored, especially in highly automated facilities. The perspective of reliability in
the RCM approach, where “the consequences of a failure determine the priority of the
maintenance activities or design improvements required to prevent its occurrence”
(Nowlan and Heap, 1978) p. 25), may mainly motivate addressing the non-hidden sporadic high hazard losses. According to Nowlan and Heap (1978), p. 27), RCM defines
some classes of failures where operational consequences from, for instance, short
stops may be hard to identify for the specific context of a production line. However,
the advancement of applying RCM in combination with advanced methods such as
SBO may support the identification of the significant operational consequences, thus
motivating this combined approach for the prioritization of addressing chronic losses.
Nowlan and Heap (1978) also describe a class of failures termed the hidden-failure
consequences, where a defect in one item does not result in a direct failure, but eventually causes failure in another item if the defect is not detected and corrected in time.
A similar aspect is noted by Ljungberg (2000), where small defects causing chronic
losses such as short stops may have a larger impact than first thought, contributing to
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a cumulative effect where many small failures result in a larger problem. Jardine and
Tsang (2013) state that minor defects are considered to eventually cause a complete
breakdown. According to Nakajima (1988), the deterioration of equipment has a similar behavior which may even require daily care; neglecting such maintenance accelerates the deterioration, while introducing accurate proactive maintenance will help prevent potential equipment breakdowns. These different above-descriptions are
acknowledged as managing the flow of defects, according to Ledet (1999), to address
the need to eliminate sources of poor reliability. Blann (1997) and Ledet (1999) have
shown by reference to a DuPont study from the 1980s that Japanese companies had
higher performance levels as a result of focusing on reducing the defect generators,
rather than focusing on maintenance cost to drive the success of maintenance.
The aforementioned reasoning could be grouped into signals of short stops which grow
in effect, such as the accumulation of chronic problems into larger impact sporadic
problems, and minor defects leading to breakdowns and accelerated deterioration.
These signals can be sorted into several of the six big losses in the OEE measure and
need to become more explicit in order to be accurately addressed. This could be visualized according to Figure 2.4, where the solid uptime lines shown in Figure 2.3 are
chopped into pieces including multiple short stops. This illustrates the different character of short stops to some extent, without attempting to be complete; the question
mark may indicate faults that reduce speed, similarly to duration diagrams (Hagberg
and Henriksson, 2010), and may also cause quality defects.

Figure 2.4. Explicit visualization of maintenance performance.

According to the abovementioned characteristics of short stops, these do not call for a
maintenance expert but are taken care of by the operators themselves. The availability
performance in Figure 2.3 is straightforwardly connected to measuring the service
level of maintenance through MWT, MTTR, and MTTF. These measures are often applied for reporting maintenance work into the computerized maintenance management system (CMMS). The illustration in Figure 2.4, which shows the situation including all stops in an equipment, explicitly visualizes the common goal of maintenance
and operations. However, applying a mental model (see subsection 2.2.3) based on
Figure 2.3 may strongly mislead continuous improvements in maintenance, and if they
are applied in the SLA process may risk that short stops are neglected. Furthermore,
such a mental model will not support a systems view, but on the contrary may lead to
conformity, using the measures of maintenance service level, from maintenance management’s side who fulfill their part, despite the possible fact that operations keep experiencing issues with their equipment. There is a risk that the organization will remain in a limbo of organizational defensive routines (Argyris, 1990), and the true potential to deal with the problem will remain hidden.
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2.1.6 CAPABILITY DEVELOPMENT OF PROCESS PERFORMANCE
Repenning and Sterman (2001) have actualized and presented a dynamic theory called
“the capability trap”, which covers the problem of the uncredited work of long-term
capability improvements in producing the required daily process performance. The
model is based on numerous case studies which show that the key to successful management of such dynamics is independent of the choice of improvement tools. Instead,
the root cause is a systemic problem, which requires much effort in managing the interaction of tools, equipment, workers, and managers. Thus, the model illustrates considerations on a generic level to learn from. The capability trap model in Figure 2.5
applies the modeling language of SD, and so readers who are inexperienced with the
SD modeling language may find it valuable to study section 2.2 first. More in-depth
information on the model can be found in the original article (Repenning and Sterman,
2001).
The model in Figure 2.5 illustrates the capability of an asset, such as a process, machine, or working procedure, which together with the time spent working results in
the actual performance from that asset.
Time spent on improvement increases the capability, though there will be a delay until the effects of the improvement work will be seen; meanwhile, there is a continuous
capability erosion, as machines wear out, working procedures become obsolete, and
so on. Maintenance, for instance, spends time on improvements, identifying the root
causes of breakdowns and their countermeasures, or systematically updating the current base condition of equipment, in order to avoid unplanned disturbances in operations. These proactive actions are done to invest in increasing the capability and support increasing operations actual performance. In maintenance operations, the performance gap can consist of backlogs of work, such as PM, deferred CM, breakdown
analyses, requirement specifications for new acquisitions, and so on.
Investment in
Capability

Capability

Capability
Erosion

R1
Reinvestment

+
Delay

- Time Spent
Working
Time Spent on
Improvement
+ -

B3

+
Actual
Performance

+

+

B1

Shortcuts

Work Harder
Pressure to
Do Work +
B2

Performance
Gap
+
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Capability

+

Desired
Performance

Figure 2.5. The capability trap model, adapted from Repenning and Sterman (2001).

The model contains a number of balancing loops. The first of these, B1, corresponds to
a strategy of working harder, and closes the performance gap through increased pressure on short-term results. The second, B2, corresponds to working smarter. While
this is aimed at the same goal as B1, its complete feedback loop is a slow-working one
which focuses on increasing the capability. Surprisingly, Repenning and Sterman
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(2001) discovered that at the companies they studied, working harder was not an occasional lifeline used when the pressure peaked, but rather the standard operating
procedure.
The intended effect of B2 is that working smarter will increase the actual performance
and hence decrease the pressure to do work, meaning that more time can be spent on
improvements; this captures the essence of the reinvestment loop R1 when the capability is successfully improved through continuous improvements. However, if the
pressure to work harder persists, there is a great risk that R1 will instead become a
vicious spiral where short-term efforts are prioritized over long-term improvements.
Moreover, this spiral is likely to be reinforced to the point where it develops into a
permanent state of firefighting and increasing safety stocks and buffers. The habit of
shortcuts (B3) can also grow as a consequence of that it is effective to use to increase
production throughput on short time, by diverting time from necessary long-term improvements into short-term increased process performance.
The capability trap represents general patterns of behavior that can be identified in
many different stances of an organization. Repenning and Sterman (2001) have emphasized that managers tend not to realize how deeply trapped the organization is, and
apply countermeasures reinforcing the trap even further. The basis for this is that, in
general, people:


Often look for explanations for a puzzling event in nearby recent events assumed to
have triggered it rather than underlying patterns of behavior (Carroll et al., 1998).



Simplify matters by assuming a single cause for each event and falsely assuming cause
and effect to be closely related in time and space (Repenning and Sterman, 2001).



Underestimate the effect of time delays and omit feedback processes in actions (Carroll
et al., 1998, Repenning and Sterman, 2001).

Overall, according to Repenning and Sterman (2002), being in the capability trap
leads to self-conforming attribution errors, having the effect of blaming the people instead of acknowledging the capability trap dynamics which are causing the degradation of process performance. Thus, Repenning and Sterman (2001) emphasize the
need for a mind shift in managing the capability trap, and provide incentives for generating knowledge about the underlying structure of behavior and implementing improvement efforts based on the conditions of these structures.

2.2

SYSTEM DYNAMICS THEORY

The theory of structure, which matured in the 1960s, is represented by four significant
hierarchies to represent a system (Forrester, 1968), p 4-1):


The closed boundary
o

The feedback loop as the basic system component


Levels (the integrations, accumulations, or states of a system)



Rates (the policy statements, activity variables, or flows)


Goal



Observed conditions



Discrepancy between goal and observed conditions



Desired action

The closed boundary: a philosophical view (feedback thinking) that denotes that what
crosses the boundary from outside has a minor effect on the system behavior. The line
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of the boundary strictly depends on the problem being modeled; the system elements
that generate the mode of the problem must be included.
The feedback loop: the basic component of a decision-making process (see Figure 2.6).
Decision making depends on the perception of the present system condition, and any
decision for change gives rise to a new condition which influences our next decision.
Levels and rates: the two classes of variables of an SD model. The levels describe the
condition of a system, carry the system’s continuity from the past to the present, and
are the source of information for the rate equations.
Goal, observed conditions, discrepancy between the goal and observed conditions,
and desired action: the four components of the “policy substructure” in systems. As
seen in Figure 2.6, these provide the explicit substructure of the rate equation. The
goal is the desired state of a level, and so there may be several conflicting goals in a
system. The observed condition is the apparent state, the available information of the
system at that time, and the information for decision (the true state of a system may
be delayed or distorted by conditions in the system). The discrepancy between the goal
and observed conditions results in a decision; the desired action to close the gap.
Goal

Level

+
Discrepancy between Goal
and Observed Condition

Rate
+

B
Feedback

+

Delay

Desired
Action

Figure 2.6. Goal oriented balancing feedback loop comprised of level, rate, auxiliaries, and constants

∙

Eq. 3
Eq. 4

Equation 3 is the level equation, where the rate accumulates into the level in each time
step (dt), and Equation 4 is the rate equation, which is the consequence of defined
policies and present level. Hence, the level equations are integrations which accumulate the effects of the rates. Combining Equations 3 and 4 results in feedback between
the parameters. The “B” in Figure 2.6 means that it is balancing feedback that governs
the loop, and the counter arrow shows its direction.
The building blocks are few in SD – only levels and rates – but their combinations to
represent a system are infinite, and provide the tools to map the feedback loops of a
system. Levels are also referred to as stocks, and rates are also referred to as flows.
Although there can be several inflows and outflows, levels can only be affected by their
associated connected rates. Rates are ruled either by another rate or by a rate equation
comprised of auxiliaries and constants. Auxiliary variables are commonly included for
a pedagogical reason; they allow visualization of the structure between variables and
simplify the description of their mathematical relations. Delay and goal are constants,
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and are not affected by any other variable, which means that a constant is a variable
that represents a boundary in a model. Another aspect of the model boundary is represented by the cloud at the end of the rate arrow, which could include another level
inside the model boundary.
2.2.1 DYNAMIC COMPLEXITY
Reality is dynamically complex. The methodology of SD was developed in order to capture these kinds of dynamics of systems, which implies that SD is a language of dynamic systems. This property is an important reason why SD should be used for dealing with the dynamic complexity in manufacturing systems such as maintenance.
Sterman (2000), p 22) has given several reasons why dynamic complexity arises, stemming from the facts that systems are:


Dynamic: What at first glance appears to be unchanging is actually varying over a
longer time horizon. Change in systems occurs at many scales, and these different
scales sometimes interact.



Tightly coupled: The actors in a system interact strongly with one another and with the
natural world. Everything is connected to everything else.



Governed by feedback: Because of the tight couplings among actors, our actions feedback on themselves. Our decisions alter the state of the world, causing changes in nature and triggering others to act, thus giving rise to a new situation which then influences our next decisions.



Nonlinear: Effect is rarely proportional to cause, and what happens locally in a system
(near the current operating point) often does not apply in distant regions (other states
of the system). Nonlinearity often arises from the basic physics of systems, and also
arises as multiple factors interact in decision making.



History-dependent: Taking one road often precludes taking others, and hence determines where you end up (path dependence). Many actions are irreversible.



Self-organizing: The dynamics of systems arise spontaneously from their internal
structure, generating patterns in space and time and creating path dependence.



Adaptive: The capabilities and decision rules of the agents in complex systems change
over time. Evolution leads to selection and proliferation of some agents while others become extinct. Adaption also occurs as people learn from experience.



Counterintuitive: In complex systems, cause and effect are distant in time and space,
while we tend to look for causes near the events we seek to explain. Our attention is
drawn to the symptoms of difficulty rather than the underlying cause. High-leverage
policies are often not obvious.



Policy resistant: The complexity of the systems in which we are embedded overwhelms
our ability to understand them. The result is that many seemingly obvious solutions to
problems fail or actually worsen the situation.



Characterized by tradeoffs: Time delays in feedback channels mean that the long-run
response of a system to an intervention is often different from its short-run response.
High-leverage policies often cause worse-before-better behavior, while low-leverage
policies often generate transitory improvement before the problem grows worse.

2.2.2 MENTAL MODELS
Complex problems are not just physical regularities that enable the reduction of physical phenomena. When human activity is included, difficulties in separating this activity from its physical surroundings make it hard to define what to include or exclude.
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The complexity of human activity around problems is that it is not the problems that
appear to the problem-owners but their perception of the problems (Checkland, 1981).
The phenomenon of different interpretations by different people is termed “mental
models” in the SD literature (Forrester, 1961, Senge, 1990, Doyle and Ford, 1998,
Sterman, 2000, Morecroft, 2007). Definitions vary, but in essence, mental models are
inner simplifications and models inside people’s heads which allow them to interpret
the surrounding environment and phenomena. They can be simple or advanced, depending on experience; they are unchangeable unless there is a willingness to learn;
and they guide people’s actions.
Moreover, as model interventions aim to unveil ambiguity of the underlying structures
to why the studied problem behavior arises, the modeling process which forms a representation of the real system into the model is as much a learning endeavor as is postanalyzing the model that has been constructed (e.g. Lane, 2017).
2 . 2 . 3 Q U A L I T AT I V E O R Q U A N T I T AT I VE S D
It is argued that the quantification of an SD model has decisive importance for a thorough study (Forrester, 1971, Richardson, 1996, Homer and Oliva, 2001). The qualitative procedure termed “systems thinking” was popularized by Senge (1990), and has
been used since the early 1980s (Coyle, 2000). However, there is a lack of guidelines
on whether to apply qualitative or quantitative modeling in SD (Richardson, 1996).
Applying qualitative systems thinking is agreed by several SD authors to provide a satisfying analysis for change (e.g. Senge, 1990, Vennix, 1996, Sterman, 2000, Morecroft,
2007). Coyle (2000) goes even further, saying that a qualitative analysis is enough,
especially when dealing with uncertainty. However, Homer and Oliva (2001) claim
that this is incorrect, and that quantitative modeling provides a more thorough analysis. They also point out that simulation increases the possibility of testing whether uncertainty is affecting the system and makes it easier to judge whether enough data exist
to reach correct conclusions. Moreover, an SD model provides testing (validation) of
the assumptions about the interacting element’s relations, while a systems thinking
model provides a qualitative evaluation of validity only.
This thesis uses quantitative modeling, since the purpose is to enable simulation experimentation. However, as revealed by the literature review in Paper 1, most publications on maintenance-related SD work are not quantitative, or do not present the
quantitative results to facilitate replication. According to Forrester (1987), it is almost
impossible to understand a system’s nonlinear dynamics without simulation. Quantitative modeling allows us to study the characteristics of the variables which describe
the interrelatedness of system components (stocks, flows, and constants) in the form
of structure and equations. This is discussed at greater length elsewhere (Linnéusson,
2009).
2 . 2 . 4 T H E M O D EL I N G P R O C E S S I N S D
The general steps in SD modeling in the literature range from articulating the problem
phenomena to implementation. Modeling is highly iterative, and each step may have
consequences for the next. For example, an unexpected result in testing the model may
lead to refinement of the problem articulation or the dynamic hypothesis.
The key aspects of the modeling process are, in brief (adapted from Sterman (2000):
1.
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2.

Dynamic hypothesis: formulate a dynamic hypothesis for how the problem dynamics
are endogenously generated from the feedback structure within the selected boundaries. This formulation includes studying the relevant literature on problem phenomena
and investigating the situation at the companies being studied.

3.

Formulation: build a simulation model based on the dynamic problem and test the hypothesis, including existing ideas from the literature and real-world descriptions based
on tacit information. This is a highly intuitive process (Sterman, 2000), and there are
no formal descriptions of how to implement system dynamics projects (Linnéusson,
2009). The model includes specifications of structure and decision rules, parameter estimation, behavioral relationships, initial conditions, and tests for consistency with the
aim of the model.

4.

Testing: examine whether the model reproduces adequately with respect to its purpose.
Testing is further treated in the validation subsection below.

5.

Policy formulation and evaluation: apply the model to explore possible “what if” scenarios, test their sensitivity to implementation, examine synergy policies, and so on.

2.2.5 GROUP MODEL BUILDING
Group model building (GMB) can be applied to facilitate the modeling process in SD.
It uses an approach to managerial modeling (Lane, 1994) that focuses on learning
through including the client in the process. Shared understanding among group members is the desired effect, enhancing the results from modeling and improving the conditions for implementation of the solution (Lane, 1994, Andersen et al., 1997). The
primary goal of GMB is to engage people “in building a system dynamics model of a
problem in order to see to what extent this process might be helpful to increase problem understanding and to devise courses of action to which team members will feel
committed” (Vennix, 1996), p3).
2.2.6 VALIDATION OF MODELS
Validation is a part of model testing which builds confidence about how correctly a
model mirrors a system. The purpose of a model has the strongest impact on how validation is carried out. Another crucial aspect of validation is that in reality all models
are “wrong”, because “all models, mental or formal, are limited, simplified representations of the real world” (Sterman, 2000), p 846). According to Richardson (1996),
confidence and validation have been weak areas in SD, lacking appropriate procedures
and standards. Finally, validation is a matter of acceptance of the results; however well
the tests are passed, this means nothing without acceptance. This has a clear connection to the model ownership, which is emphasized in GMB above.
More technically, SD models are causal-descriptive as well as “statements as to how
real systems actually operate in some aspects” (Barlas, 1996), p 185). The model’s internal structure validation, together with its capacity to explain how the behavior
arises, is therefore crucial. While correlational black-box models are validated using
statistical tests, this is not applicable for validating behaviors in an SD model, due to
the problems of autocorrelation and multicollinearity (Barlas, 1996). Moreover, judging the validity of the internal structure of a model is very problematic, and most methods are informal and qualitative in nature (Barlas, 1996), and see e.g. Luna-Reyes and
Andersen (2003). Therefore, it is largely the model’s usefulness in explaining problem
phenomena that determines its validation, as pointed out by Sterman (2000). In other
words, if the model can be considered acceptably relevant and its usage may assist
managers’ decision-making in the real world, it supports validation (Bertrand and
Fransoo, 2002).
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Barlas (1996) presented a general framework for identifying proper validation criteria
depending on the type of model, divided into three main types of tests:
1. Direct structure tests: Do not use simulation. Compare the model with knowledge
about the real system, both information from the system (empirical) and information from generalized knowledge (theoretical).
2. Structure-oriented behavior tests: Use simulation in order to study the behavioral
results in order to indirectly uncover structural flaws.
3. Behavior pattern tests: Evaluates how well the model accurately reproduce the behavior patterns found in the real system.

The direct structure tests include:


Structure-confirmation test: Comparing model relations (equations) with existing relationships in the real system (empirical) and with generalized knowledge in the literature (theoretical). This is one of the most difficult tests to formalize and quantify
(Barlas, 1996). It is based on qualitative data; the interpretation of how the real system
is functioning.



Parameter-confirmation test: Evaluation of how the constants in the model agree with
the real system, either empirically or theoretically.



Direct extreme-condition test: Evaluation of each equation in order to avoid incorrect
results; for example, a negative inventory value should not be possible.



Dimensional consistency test: Each equation should be dimensionally consistent on
both the left-hand side and the right-hand side.

The structure-oriented behavior tests include:


Extreme-condition test: Ensures that the model behaves similarly to the real system in
an extreme condition.



Behavior sensitivity test: Locates those parameters which are highly sensitive to model
behavior, and evaluates whether the real system would behave in a similar way.



Modified-behavior prediction: This can only be performed if there exist historical data
covering a modification of the real system. The model can then be tested by applying
the same structural modifications as in the real system and seeing if the results are similar.



Boundary adequacy test: This is conducted to ensure that the important aspects of the
problem behavior are included in the model. If the model behavior changes significantly when the boundary is modified, then the model needs to include these changes.
Consequently, if the behavior is unaffected by a boundary change, it may be excluded.
As far as possible, exogenous variables and constants in the model should be modified
into endogenously generated ones.



Phase relationship test: Some pairs of variables may show similar behavior in a model;
this test examines whether the same phase relationship exists in the real system. Correspondingly, a phase relationship in the real system should also be reflected in the
model.

The behavior pattern tests emphasize pattern prediction, such as “periods, frequencies, trends, phase lags, amplitudes,…” (Barlas, 1996), rather than event prediction.
They do not provide any added information on the validity of a model structure.
SD models have different uses, and their requirements regarding validation may depend on their type. These are divided into:
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Modeling of a real system in order to achieve improved performance (e.g. Forrester,
1961, Sterman, 2000) uses all three stages of validation tests described above (Barlas,
1996).



Modeling for theory building in order to test or improve it (e.g. Größler et al., 2008,
Schwaninger and Hamann, 2005) uses the two first structural tests but typically makes
no use of the third (Barlas, 1996).



When building the simulator model for “management flight simulators” (Sterman
(2000), all three stages of the validation test are desirable but other disciplines may be
required too, such as cognitive psychology, information systems design, and computer
technology (Barlas, 1996).



Modeling for learning (Lane, 1994) using group model building (Vennix, 1996) mainly
uses the two first structural validation tests, since the purpose is learning-oriented and
has similarities to models of scientific theories (Barlas, 1996).

2.2.7 SD IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In operational management applications of SD, there is often an aspect of the client
body. In order to provide good results from modeling, it is valuable if not essential to
have a good connection with the client. According to Wolstenholme (1997), operational management might have several different problems with the SD type of modeling:


Abstract parameters: These can include a high level of aggregation parameters, generally making it difficult for operational management to relate to their own businesses.



Soft variables: The mix of soft and hard variables in modeling brings the consequence
of a culture gap to previously-used methods which are oriented towards hard variables.



Detail escalation: The tendency for each part of an organization to see itself as the most
important means that attention is required in modeling projects in order to keep the
model detail/boundary on a suitable level.



Model ownership: The desire for ownership of the model for future improvements is
not included in the modeling process.

According to Richmond (1994), there are difficulties with implementing a modeling
project, and several researchers have emphasized the limited support for such endeavors (Forrester, 1994, Rouwette et al., 2002). The unavailability of SD for new users has
also been pointed out (e.g. Richmond, 1994, Richardson, 1996), as has the fact that the
low use in management is considered to be due to pedagogical flaws in the methodology (Warren, 2005). However, the issues of implementing the SD methodology contain the paradox of both simplicity and complexity. On the building-block level, the
methodology is easy to understand; the base elements of system dynamics modeling
are elementary. However, when these elements are put together to formalize a whole,
the complete structure becomes complex and difficult and can be doubtful to rely on.
With these building elements, one can develop many diverse models, generating endless complexity. Hence, one difficult part in modeling is formalizing the model equations which define how the model entities are interconnected. There is no key for judging the soundness of each thought included in the model, besides the modeler’s own
creativity and ability to perform the art of modeling (Sterman, 2000), p 87 and 89).

2.3

MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION

MOO is a discipline that, in contrast to SOO which considers one objective function,
evaluates two or more conflicting objectives against each other, and obtains the Pareto
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optimal solutions that constitute the Pareto front (Basseur et al., 2006). MOO can be
applied using multiple different methods (see, Marler and Arora (2004) and different
simulation-optimization methods (see, Figueira and Almada-Lobo (2014). The application of MOO in this thesis have not explored which are the best performing optimization algorithms with SD or DES. A good overview of multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms is given by Zhou et al. (2011). Here, the fast elitist non-dominated sorting
genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) originally developed by Deb et al. (2002) has been applied. This is probably the best-known population-based metaheuristic algorithm for
giving very good approximations of the Pareto front, and according to Zhou et al.
(2011) a majority of research and application areas applying multi-objective evolutionary algorithms is sharing more or less the same framework as that of NSGA-II. The
intention with genetic multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, is to depict a complete
Pareto optimal set, which represents an approximate potential set of solution points,
which can be replaced with a potentially better solution (Marler and Arora 2004). The
comparison of the solutions utilizes the domination concept, in which a solution is
said to dominate a solution if is no worse then with respect to all optimization
objectives, and is strictly better than
in at least one optimization objective (Deb,
2001).

Figure 2.7. The concept of non-domination, decision, and objective space, from Aslam (2013).

Figure 2.7 illustrates the concept of decision and objective space, as well as the domination and non-domination of solutions in MOO. The decision space contains the design variables, defined by the input parameters, which are being searched in a MOO
problem. Each design variable is mapped to the objective space and evaluated through
a solver, which in our case is either an SD or a DES model using the same principle.
Thus, a certain solution A with its inherent values of the design parameters x and x
is evaluated through the solver, which results in A′ in the objective space representing
the fitness or performance of solution A in terms of the objective functions f and f .
Simulation models are normally applied in order to represent a complex problem
which cannot be solved analytically. Hence, having a simulation model as solver in
Figure 2.7 requires considerable exploration of the decision space and therefore each
solution is evaluated using search algorithms applied in frameworks called metaheuristics (Figueira and Almada-Lobo, 2014). One such framework is the populationbased metaheuristic algorithm, called genetic algorithms, and was originally developed to address deterministic problems (Figueira and Almada-Lobo, 2014), even so
the application of MOO to SD models, which are deterministic, is not yet widespread.
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Conversely, metaheuristics dominate the optimization routines of the DES software
(Figueira and Almada-Lobo, 2014).
As mentioned above, the application of MOO in this thesis delimits to identifying how
the created SD simulation model can be explored, focusing on aspects such as defining
the optimization objectives, input parameter boundaries, and suitable constraints. The
application of MOO follows the general SBO process seen in Figure 2.8, which separates simulation and optimization. Moreover, the SBO process indicates on the potential applicability with any simulation approach, as it regards the model content as
black box information, and therefore it is essential to understand what the applied
simulation model is considering in order to interpret the consequent optimal solution
sets correctly.
Optimization
algorithms

Exogenous
components
Output values

Endogenous
components
System
environment

Simulation model
(Black box)

Input/output
parameter
mapping

Input parameter
boundaries
Multi-objective
optimization model
(Optimization engine)

System
boundaries
Relationships

Optimal
solutions sets
Constrains

Input values

Optimization
objectives

Figure 2.8. A general SBO process which utilizes a MOO on a simulation model, adapted from Aslam (2013).

2.4

DISCRETE-EVENT SIMULATION AND MAINTENANCE

DES can be considered a hard approach with the purpose of mimicking the dynamics
of a production system based on the structure of operating units and buffer queues
between them. According to Robinson (2014), the philosophical perspective of DES is
seeing and defining systems in terms of this queuing structure and the variability that
the system is subject to. Each entity is tracked and processed through the structure,
which allows modeling of the individual events of the system and their stochastic dynamics. The required input data in DES is heavily standardized (e.g. Law, 2007, Banks
et al., 2010). Moreover, according to Pidd (2012), DES could fall into the category of
logical models, as opposed to SD, which falls into the category of interpretive models.
A DES study can include a range of complexity, from aggregated to detailed; for instance, all the movements within a production cell could be modeled if this supports
the purpose of the study, or it could be considered good enough to apply the process
time for the whole unit of that production cell. Nonetheless, any DES study is a tangible study based on the real-world system configuration. Besides operating units and
queues, the inputs are data regarding each unit’s availability, which is a function of
MTTF and MDT. In the perspective of this thesis, these two measures are key measures
delivered from the technical system in united action with the capacities of the maintenance organization, as reviewed in the subsection on availability performance.
The validation criterion for a DES model is how well it performs in comparison with
historical data collected from the real-world production system. If these data do not
exist, they can be generated by using on-site work sampling methods. Hence, the input
data follow a rather objective procedure. Having built the DES model, repeated tests
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with different random distributions enables testing the model’s confidence interval,
which reflects the probability that the simulation results are correct for the real system.
Moreover, a DES model of a real-world production system enables analyses of the robustness (variability) of the production system and plausible improvements. However,
in such a connected system, if any of the input parameters have high variance then the
model may be uncertain; because of this, outliers in the real data are often neglected
when considering the input data distributions for the model. Applying DES is therefore
strongly dependent on the stability of the real system, in terms of mimicking its performance in a satisfying way. Similarly, maintenance activities contribute to keeping
variance low and add stability to the real production system.
Depending on the purpose of the study, the staff needed to interact with the operating
units could also be included, enabling a deeper analysis of the significance to the system performance of, for instance, the number or required competence levels of operators and repair workers. Such studies will include more soft variables and become
more of an interpretive character, and may also include less validation support from
existing historical data.
Hence, the application of DES can take numerous forms, as can the support it offers
to maintenance development. One option is to apply it to support prioritization of reactive breakdown repairs, and several studies have used DES evaluations to plan reactive maintenance interventions to increase throughput (Gopalakrishnan, 2016). The
studies apply the perspective of operations, which is well-studied in the application
field of DES, for better maintenance planning of the reactive outcome of the failing
equipment. Quite recently, DES has begun to be used to evaluate so-called maintenance strategies (Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2016), which provide frameworks for some general cases of time-based PM, opportunistic maintenance, and periodic CBM. Moreover, SOO has been used to support evaluation of the benefits of the different maintenance strategies. Alrabghi and Tiwari (2016) approach the usage of DES from the
maintenance management perspective (e.g. Dekker, 1996, Ding and Kamaruddin,
2015, Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2015) with the intention of allowing the inclusion of a richer
complexity of maintenance systems, which they argue previous applications have
failed to acknowledge. For example, maintenance systems have been modeled in isolation, only testing one strategy or policy at a time, and have used oversimplified assumptions disconnected from real-world systems. More recently, Alrabghi et al. (2017)
used the suggested framework in two case studies, this time applying MOO, and concluded that it is important to consider optimization of maintenance strategies to avoid
sub-optimization. However, they also saw unexpected results, such as very few nondominated solutions, indicating that maintenance cost and production throughput
might be non-conflicting. Another finding, and a very interesting one, was that despite
the application of SBO “the complexity of maintenance problems makes it difficult to
assume a given maintenance strategy is the optimum for each asset in the system”
(Alrabghi et al., 2017), p. 206). Overall, the application of DES to evaluate PM is very
sparsely explored (Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2015, Alrabghi et al., 2017).
2.4.1 THE SUPPORT FROM MOO+DES TO MAINTENANCE
The application of MOO to DES models as suggested in this thesis contributes to the
prioritization of improvements to the production system that maintenance can include
in their plans of activities. The application of MOO on DES models has its usage as an
effective method to unveil the most critical bottleneck of the production system (e.g.
Ng et al., 2014, Bernedixen et al., 2015, Pehrsson et al., 2016). The bottleneck in a
production line is the point where an infinitesimal improvement can have the largest
impact on throughput (Ng et al., 2014). Ng et al. (2014) and Pehrsson et al. (2016)
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argue that numerous methods in the literature, such as utilization of machines, blocking and starving patterns, data-driven approaches, shifting bottleneck detection, and
multiple bottlenecks, all share the same deficiency of lacking a suitable level of information to show which improvement action(s) should be taken at the identified workstation or machine. By applying conflicting objective functions, the abovementioned
MOO+DES strategy works simultaneously to maximize the throughput (other performance measures are also applicable, such as lead time, buffer levels, etc.) and minimize the sum of applied improvement combinations; thus the evaluated Pareto front
results are prioritized in the order of activities to achieve the best results with the
smallest number of actions.
Bernedixen et al. (2015) compared the utilization method to the shifting bottleneck
detection method, and identified a different potential source of the bottleneck. Testing
the suggested improvements from the two approaches revealed a significantly higher
improvement for the MOO+DES method (15% compared to 5.9%). A MOO+DES study
evaluates potential improvements, such as improved processtime, MTTR and
availability of the respective machines in the prodction line. The evaluation process,
using MOO, identifies the Pareto front solutions and the improvement activities and
where in the production system to implement them. The study of Bernedixen et al.
(2015) indicated the need for improving availability rather than process time. Hence,
their approach implied different but, as they argue, more precise pinpointed action to
increase the throughput.
There is no actual limit to which parameters in a DES model to evaluate in terms of
identifying the potential relief of the bottleneck (Bernedixen et al., 2015). It promotes
large adaptability to increased usage for maintenance development. Even if the current
presented applications of above studies, using DES+MOO to search the priority of improvements, are not directly linked to maintenance, the addressed parameters are
strongly related to the performance of maintenance. Where, for instance, the optimization evaluations showing how and where to intervene in the system in Pehrsson et
al. (2016), result in that the top five actions are suggesting to improve availability rather than improving any process times.
The application of MOO to DES models according to the above description provides a
tool for the maintenance context which allows increased differentiation ability on the
level of operations, instead of the level of individual items and equipment at risk. By
advancing from studying individual machines and equipment to studying the need of
maintenance from a production system perspective introduce a tool which can potentially improve maintenance’s tactical planning capabilities, which according to
Pintelon and Gelders (1992) is a way to address the problem of effective resource utilization.

2.5

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MIXED METHOD
DESIGNS

The mixed approach of SD and DES has been of interest to researchers in recent decades, and many applications in operations research have been reported (Howick and
Ackermann, 2011). Reports have also included many different levels of integration;
according to Brailsford et al. (2010), the holy grail of achieving the complete mix,
drawing on the full potential of both approaches, is continuously coming closer, but
may never be fully realized due to the disparate philosophical standpoints of the two
approaches. To support reflection on the methodological level, Morgan et al. (2017)
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presented a toolkit of designs for mixing the DES and SD methods, which is shown in
brief in Figure 2.9.
A literature search for DES+SD maintenance applications produced few results, all
with different industrial focus than in this thesis. These included: (1) a performance
forecast model for cutting tool replacements in mechanized tunneling projects which
also applied agent-based modeling (Conrads et al., 2017), (2) a hybrid model of the
availability assessment of an oil field (Droguett et al., 2006), and (3) a thesis on using
DES to mitigate the limitations of SD by utilizing DES to represent individual entities
and stochastic behavior using a simplified maintenance SD model (Bell, 2015). Paper
5 presents both a literature review of DES+SD applications that apply optimization
and the full description of the SD+DES+MOO framework.
From a technical point of view, one reason to mix DES and SD is that this strategy
combines the specialization of including feedback in SD with the high degree of details
that can be included in DES models (Viana et al., 2014). Even if feedback may be incorporated to some extent in DES models, according to Gunal and Pidd (2010) utilizing DES as a tool tends to focus on the operational level of specific areas, and utilizing
DES for policy-level analysis is rare; moreover, the visualization of the feedback behavior does not adequately support the answer to why certain behaviors arise. However, examples of hybrid DES and SD simulation models that do not aim to study the
feedback behavior also exist. For example, Abduaziz et al. (2015) applied SD merely to
accumulate data from the DES model to trace the environmental load from operations
in the automotive industry. Hence, there is a large variation in how DES and SD can
be mixed, as depicted in Figure 2.9. This figure is adapted from the work of Morgan et
al. (2017), who extensively studied the literature of mixing OR/MS methods and/or
mixing DES and SD and made recommendations for further studies. A brief explanation of each of the mixed methods designs shown in Figure 2.9 is provided below.
Isolation:

or

Parallel:

Interaction:

Allows
Comparison

New

Integration:

Sequential:

Paradigm:

Enrichment:
or

Methodology:
Technique:

Figure 2.9. Mixed method designs, adapted from Morgan et al. (2017).

An isolationist design applies SD or DES without mixing them. A parallel design
applies SD and DES, each in isolation, in order to contrast their respective contributions to a commonly studied phenomenon. This allows utilization of their shared paradigm perspectives, focusing on the methodological level of each respective technique
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to study the same problem. A sequential design applies SD followed by DES, with the
first method feeding input to the second. This allows both method models to be fully
developed within their paradigm for their specific uses. An enrichment design has one
primary method which is enriched with techniques from one or more additional paradigms, such as utilizing discrete events in an SD model or continuous behaviors in a
DES model. An interactive design allows feedback exchange between methods, which
relaxes the paradigm restrictions between SD and DES and allows utilization of each
method’s benefits in one methodology. The level of interaction can range from the frequent exchange of information between an SD and DES model in one simulation evaluation to a few interactions during an evaluation period. Finally, an integrated design
incorporates a full integration, with each simulation evaluation including both discrete
and continuous time steps and both methods taking one mutual system view.
The framework proposed by Morgan et al. (2017) was developed with applications of
DES and SD in mind, and omits the aspect of optimization. Among the techniques
illustrated in Figure 2.9, integration is the one to which optimization best applies, as
also exemplified by Pidd (2012). According to that optimization is omitted in the mixed
method designs framework, it is not possible to fit the proposed hybrid SBO framework which applies SD+DES+MOO into one of the abovementioned designs of mixing
SD and DES. The proposed hybrid SBO framework is presented in Figure 4 of Paper
5, including elements of sequential design, elements of potential interaction, and integration of the respective SD+DES method with MOO. According to Pidd (2014), such
design could be classified as somewhere between a “loose coupling of different approaches” and “the use of one approach as a precursor to the other”. And may best fit
as a sequential design in the framework of Morgan et al. (2017). Although each
SD+MOO and DES+MOO integration can be applied without the other method to support practical development, for the purpose of maintenance development they have
been integrated into the proposed framework to complement each other and provide
a larger system view.
2.5.1

A REFLECTION ON CHANGE IN PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
USING DES OR SD
According to Tsoukas and Chia (2002), traditional approaches to organizational
change consider the current state of operation to be the stable condition, and change
to be the exceptional event(s) which we want to perform to improve the system. This
corresponds largely to how DES represents the environment of the production system.
The DES model represents the stable state of operation, and applying the method of
DES+MOO then makes it possible to optimize the minimized improvement changes
to implement, changing the configuration to make the system operate more effectively.
However, Tsoukas and Chia (2002) claim that organizational change is continuously
taking place through “the reweaving of actors’ webs of beliefs and habits of action to
accommodate new experiences obtained through interactions”. They also state that
change is the natural condition of organizations, and that this is what makes it hard to
see. The ongoing characteristics of change resemble the systems thinking perspective
applied in SD simulations, which emphasizes feedback as the basic system component,
with a decision-making loop based on the decision makers’ perceived discrepancy between the goal and observed conditions; this is where the desired corrective action
should take place (Forrester, 1968). It may be easy enough to manage the ongoing dynamic process of a single decision loop without delayed information, where instant
steering is possible. However, this rapidly becomes overly complex in organizational
structures where several feedback loops are connected, and the information required
for steering may not be at hand. Hence, the driving force of the continuously-evolving
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organizational behavior is the multifaceted decision-making of many agents within the
system, all of which act on the basis of their own perceptions of knowledge regarding
their sub-systems.
Still, in industrial systems, people not only self-adapt and learn in interaction with
each other, but also interact with the equipment of the production system. This means,
for instance, that insufficient maintenance may build a hidden backlog of defects
which eventually has consequences in terms of more frequent breakdowns and more
downtime (e.g. Sterman, 2000). In addition, the current state of maintenance operations is influenced by decisions which were made many years earlier but which today
have an effect on the rate of equipment degradation (Murthy et al., 2002), p. 288).
However, it also means that maintenance operations are continuously shaped by the
maintenance strategy, and that this shaping extends many years into the future. The
application of DES and SD allows studying different levels of changes that are applied
to the production system.
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C H A P TE R 3

RESULTS

3.1

SUMMARY OF THE HYBRID SBO FRAMEWORK

This section gives an overview of the hybrid SBO framework. The contributions from
Papers 1–5 are explicitly included in the overview in Figure 3.1 and presented in the
subsequent section.
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Figure 3.1. Map of the phases 1-6 and their interacting processes, which together constitute the hybrid SBO framework.
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Figure 3.1 illustrates how applying the hybrid SBO framework iteratively generates
studies that aim to improve how maintenance acts in the production system environment (PSE). In fact, as the interactions with the PSE in Figure 3.1 reveal, the strategic
focus is on improvement of the maintenance system, and the operational focus of
maintenance is on improvement of the production system. There are six phases, each
color-coded in the figure and described below in brief:
1. Phase 1 illustrates the iterative process of creating the SD model, resulting in
deeper studies of the dynamic behaviors, creating learning opportunities and
model refinements of the strategic problem of interest. This is preferably conducted in GMB sessions (e.g. Linnéusson and Aslam, 2014). However, in order to
be used in the SBO framework, this SD model needs to be related to the performance measures of maintenance operations applied in the subsequent DES
model.
2. Phase 2 illustrates the explorative process of SD+MOO, in which MOO becomes a
tool for searching the ability of the SD model to answer different questions. It is
wise to test different optimization criteria to identify the variables that support
seeking the tradeoff solutions of interest. In addition, the rapid exploration of the
SD model may give new ideas for testing and implementing new structures to support the desired strategic development more efficiently. Finally, at some point, the
“good enough” analysis threshold leads to selecting solutions of interest.
3. Phase 3 illustrates the exploration and selection comparison between the tradeoff
solutions generated in Phase 2. Based on the quantified decision basis, which reveals the Pareto frontier of the objective space, the solution(s) of interest is selected. The subsequent study of the SD model allows deeper thought regarding
which characteristics and policies drive the successful outputs. This enlarged strategic understanding, which can identify potential drivers of the desired behaviors,
is then applied as an input to the maintenance strategy.
4. Phase 4 illustrates the improvement feedback at the production system level from
DES+MOO studies. The outputs from these studies are the pinpointed measures
that accurately address the next infinitesimal bottleneck; that is, where the
maintenance activities should be prioritized.
5. Phase 5 illustrates the interaction of the SD and DES views. The improved behavior in the maintenance system gained from the subsequent strategy selection process results in potential improvements of MTTF and MTTR. The ranges of improvement are applied in the DES+MOO study to identify the first area of focus in
the production line. Overall, the DES+MOO method is critical for the framework
to pinpoint activities; and even if the framework is not critical for the DES+MOO
study itself, the context of the framework provides guidance for more wellplanned maintenance activities.
6. Phase 6 involves implementing the lessons that have been learned from the analyses. SD analyses potentially affect how we think about a problem as a consequence of approaching ambiguous aspects, in trying to model them, making them
more tangible to address. Hence, insights gained during an analysis may be acted
out in the real system in terms of improving various principles, such as a refocus
on projects or activities that support improving the organizational capacities to
audit, monitor, and estimate equipment health. This phase also includes
consideration and evaluation of the results from the tangible study of DES+MOO.
These two perspectives altogether defines activities into the maintenance plan,
containing aspects of both concrete and policy character.
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3.2

SUMMARY OF PAPERS

Paper 1
Linnéusson G, Ng AHC and Aslam T. (2018) Towards strategic development of
maintenance and its effects on production performance by using system dynamics in the
automotive industry. International Journal of Production Economics, 200, pp. 151-169.

Paper 1, (Linnéusson et al., 2018a), is the result of the first phase of this research,
based on the industrial problem of managing the tradeoff in maintenance management between the short-term and long-term effects of maintenance practices. The paper presents an SD base model for maintenance performance that captures both strategic (long-term) and operational (short-term) aspects, based on synthesized
knowledge from maintenance literature, reports on maintenance SD models, and information grounded in an interpretation of the experiences described by employees at
the two industrial partners of this research. The research process was an explorative
one, formulating a dynamic theory for how maintenance performance is generated using SD.
Paper 1 presents an analysis of simulation experiments using the created SD model,
including RTF strategy and some versions of PM strategies. The objective was to identify the base elements which function to produce the required proactiveness in relation
to operations, and how they can interact. Further details are provided in the paper. As
shown in Figure 3.1, Paper 1 addresses RQ1; this figure also illustrates the contribution
of the paper to the SBO framework.
One important aspect highlighted by Paper 1 is the importance of generating
knowledge about the operational level for the strategic level, in order to support the
development of maintenance practices by formulating wise strategies and policies
(Figure 3.2).
Policies and strategic activities

Strategic
level

R
Development of
maintenance practices

+
Operational
level

+
Profit and knowledge generating performance

Figure 3.2. Feedback behavior between strategic and operational levels in maintenance development.

The SD model represents aggregated conditions on the operational level which impact
and reverberate onto the strategic level. The core assumption of the model is that the
mix of different maintenance methodologies (Tsang, 2002), can detect potential defects with diverse efficiency. Thus, from a holistic perspective, the mix of maintenance
methodologies, such as RTF, PM using fixed intervals, and CBM using inspections or
sensors, defines the collective capacity of the PM work to identify defects before failure.
The purpose of the model is to support the investigation of the feedback effects from
strategies on maintenance performance in interaction with production. Figure 3.3 is a
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high level illustration of the model; it represents how the model parts work together
for the holistic economic performance. At the aggregated level of this model overview,
only the balancing loops (B) are visible, which indicates the exclusion of growth mechanisms in the model. The reinforcing mechanism appears in the interaction between
the decision makers and the model, as indicated previously in Figure 3.2 by the feedback behavior between strategic and operational levels in maintenance development.
The decision maker applies maintenance strategies to the model, as illustrated by the
diamond in Figure 3.3, in order to explore, understand, and act upon the added information gained from utilizing simulation.
Production and
Maintenance
Performance
B

+

-

Operation load and
risk for failure

B
Planned
maintenance

Equipment Health
Status

Maintenance
Development
Process

+

+
Applied Maintenance Strategies

Holistic Economic
Performance
-

Preventive Maintenance
Performance

+

Figure 3.3. High level illustration of the base model.

In brief each box includes:


Production and maintenance performance defines the availability in production as a
consequence of the current operating reliability of the equipment, the performed
planned and unplanned maintenance respectively, and staffing.



Equipment health status defines the aggregated equipment reliability as a consequence
of the current health and risk level of the equipment. Equipment health is modeled using accumulated defects, generated by operations and eliminated through repairs.



Preventive maintenance performance defines the takedown rate of scheduled repairs,
based on the level of applied maintenance methodology, where work order stock, planning and scheduling capabilities, and the pressure to produce take priority over maintenance and result in the actual takedown rate.



Maintenance development process defines the pace of maintenance performance development on the basis of policies, resources, delays, work pressure, and work progress.



Holistic economic performance calculates the total maintenance costs as a consequence of current production and maintenance performance; it includes direct costs
and indirect consequential costs of breakdowns, due to the level of planned over unplanned work.

Besides estimations of applied PM work the defect generating and defect eliminating
activities need to be modeled. Based on a model which focuses on how equipment defects are caused and affect plant uptime, as in part described in Sterman (2000), the
efficiency of the PM work can be measured in terms of its capacity on an aggregated
level to control equipment health. Simultaneously, the resulting overall equipment
health relates to the breakdown frequency in the production system, which contributes
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to the resulting balance of unscheduled or scheduled maintenance together with the
mix of PM work and applied resource policies.
Continuous improvement is included in order to produce development of maintenance
which according to Lad and Kulkarni (2011) is often missing in the maintenance modeling literature. This is applied here based on the root-cause analyses of breakdowns
improving the mix of PM work provided the corresponding resource policies to support the change. To complete the possibility of evaluating the tradeoff from the strategic development, maintenance costs and estimated consequential costs are included.
The structure of the model enables generation of the total costs as an effect of the success of the maintenance practices.
The purpose of using SD was to support investigation of the causal relationships between strategic initiatives and performance results, and to enable analyses that take
into consideration the time delays between different actions, in order to support the
sound formulation of maintenance policies; which has originated from Tsang (2000).
SD was considered an applicable method, as explained in the introduction to this thesis. The literature review in Paper 1 identified works applying SD in maintenance, but
there were very few reports covering quantitative models, which are required in order
to experiment using simulation. Moreover, previous SD work had not examined the
potential of estimating maintenance total costs from the resulting maintenance performance.
The main contributions of Paper 1 are:


The literature review shows potential and novelty.



The description of a maintenance performance SD model and simulation experiments
enables evaluation of:



o

The operational conditions in maintenance which lead to proactively or reactively
achieved availability in operations.

o

The tradeoff between increased resources and improved policies until the delayed
consequent effects are seen in terms of proactiveness in operations.

o

The consequent economic effects from the model behavior.

The open description of the model supports the potential future continuation of this
important work by others in the scientific community.

As indicated in the outline of the thesis and papers in Figure 1.3, these aspects provided
incentives to progress towards the subsequent objectives rather than identifying more
detailed SD models. The SD model described in this paper was considered to satisfy
the pre-conditions to study multiple tradeoffs between conflicting objectives in order
to conduct strategic development of maintenance and its effects on production
performance. It also defined a dynamic cost model, available for further development,
to estimate and trade future benefits to the required investment in the present, based
on the behavioral effects of applied strategies and policies.
Additional work which is not reported in Paper 1 includes the development of a
demonstration, based on the SD model, which places the user in the position of a
maintenance manager in charge over a set of policies in order to achieve better maintenance performance. This demonstration is planned to be installed at the innovation
arena of ASSAR in 2018.
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Paper 2
Linnéusson G, Ng AHC and Aslam T. (2018) Quantitative analysis of a conceptual system
dynamics maintenance performance model using multi-objective optimisation. Accepted
for publication in the Journal of Simulation.

Paper 2, (Linnéusson et al., 2018b), is the first of three SD+MOO papers to explore the
applicability and contribution of MOO to the SD maintenance performance model described in Paper 1, thus addressing RQ2 as depicted in Figure 3.1. The research reported in this paper was therefore explorative in character, creating an SD+MOO platform that was used in the subsequent studies. The template scripts in the “VensimInterface” using the modeFRONTIER software shown in Figure 3.5. Overview of the
maintenance SD model and the schematic integration with MOO.
, for the technical integration of MOO and SD, were developed in previous research
(Aslam, 2013).
A search of the literature revealed very few SD+MOO examples, and these were generally applied to well-known “textbook models” in order to reveal the potential usability of the integrated approach of MOO and SD. Hence, the explorative research in this
work attempted to integrate MOO with a self-developed model, in a process of testing
the model’s capacity to search the input decision space. Much effort was placed on
interpreting the outcome of the test results, iteratively identifying why unexpected results appeared in order to improve the SD model. Eventually, the SD model was valid
enough to produce adequate output from the SD+MOO evaluations. Testing and evaluating different optimization criteria resulted in applying the conflicting objectives of
maximized availability, minimized maintenance cost, and minimized consequential
maintenance cost; and a set of input parameters were identified which were considered to affect the development towards proactiveness (Figure 3.4). These criteria were
re-used in the subsequent experiments reported in Papers 2 and 3.

Figure 3.4. Illustration of MOO model in the modeFRONTIER software.
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Below, in Figure 3.5, a slightly evolved overview of the SD model from the previous
one is given, including the application of MOO to evaluate near-optimal scenarios for
the resource and policy planning. The schematic makes explicit the reinforcing behavior (R1) between proactiveness and keeping equipment health, where increased proactiveness leads to improved health status, and less costs. However, it requires resources and policies to support the development, searching the best tradeoffs between
invested resources to the gained effects with help of MOO.
Multi-objective optimization to identify multiple and near-optimal scenarios
Resource and policy planning

B1

+
Equipment health
status

+
R1
+

Balance of
proactive over
reactive
maintenance in
operations

-

Maintenance
development
process

+

Mix of PM
methodologies

+

Total
maintenance
costs

-

Figure 3.5. Overview of the maintenance SD model and the schematic integration with MOO.

Paper 2 presented three experiments depicted in Figure 3.6, which studied three
clearly different points of origin a maintenance organization may begin with when pursuing their strategic development towards a future state. Cat. 1 starts in an RTF condition, Cat. 2 in a mediocre PM condition, and Cat. 3 in a well-developed condition.

Figure 3.6. Scatter plot for the three experiment scenarios in Paper 2.

The experimental results strongly indicate that the current condition of maintenance
operations defines the strategic development potentials. The result graph shown in
Figure 3.6 sums the total costs (CT), including the maintenance costs (CM) and the
maintenance consequential costs (CQ). As described in Equation 5, (CM) includes all
man-hour costs (Ch) and CI investments (CCI) which in this study only includes invest-
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ments in CBMs, while RBD and RTD induce equal spare part costs per stop (CS). Equations 6 and 7 specify that CQ consists of consequential breakdown costs (CQBD), which
based on (Wireman, 2004) have a factor 4 for each breakdown, and added capital costs
from spare part inventory (CCSI).
∗
Eq. 5
Eq. 6
where
4 ∗
Eq. 7
Paper 2 also presents a meta-analysis which uses parallel coordinate heat maps
(PCHMs) of the experiment solutions (see example from Paper 3 below) to visualize
dependencies between parameters in the SD model, contrasting alternative strategies.
This shows, for instance, that the best Cat. 3 solutions use far more maintenance engineers, which increases CM but assists the development into a more proactive
maintenance behavior with much lower RBD. Further details are provided in Paper 2.
The main contributions of Paper 2 are:


The literature review motivates the use of simulation and MOO, and indicates the novelty of the study as probably the first SD+MOO study of a maintenance behavior model.



The considerable quantifications of near-optimal Pareto front solutions allow visualization of the extensive amount of simulation data of the applied SD model, and thus:
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o

Exemplify applicability and reveal the potential of applying SD+MOO to support
exploration of the created SD model.

o

Enable study of the dependencies between decision parameters and objective fulfillment in a comprehensive procedure which supports selecting the most beneficial tradeoff solution to inform a maintenance strategy.

o

Strengthen the validity of the work, first by the process of integrating the SD model
with MOO, and then by the explicit exposure of the quantified objective space and
the input space parameters.
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Paper 3
Linnéusson G, Ng AHC and Aslam T. (2017) Justifying maintenance studying system
behavior: a multi-purpose approach using multi-objective optimization. In: Sterman J
and Repenning N (eds), Proceedings of the 35th International Conference of the System
Dynamics Society. Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.

Paper 3, (Linnéusson et al., 2017), is the second SD+MOO paper to explore the applicability and contribution of MOO for the SD maintenance performance model, and
also addresses RQ2. Building on the contributions of Paper 2, along with an additional
study, this paper emphasizes that there can be no return to the single use of SD, since
MOO makes an extensive contribution to exploring system behavior. However, for the
practical application, the combined approach of SD+MOO does not replace the SD
analysis but rather complements it; an understanding of the underlying model dynamics is fundamental for analyzing the Pareto fronts and PCHMs, and is critical for the
facilitation of the selected strategic path for implementation.
The experiments studied two sets of equipment with different levels of criticality. Figure 3.7 depicts the Pareto fronts, with Scenario_1 using (
4 ∗
), according
12 ∗
). CM follows similar patterns
to Equation 7 and Scenario_2 using (
for both cases, while CQ diverges widely. In both cases, the higher availability was only
reached by achieving proactive maintenance operations, and the equipment with
higher CQBD had a substantially higher economic potential from such development.

Figure 3.7. 3D scatter plots, from left: XYZ-axis view, XY-axis view, XZ-axis view.

Figure 3.8. The parallel coordinate heat maps from Paper 3 (see Paper 3 for larger figures).

The main contributions of Paper 3 are:


The applicability of SD+MOO and the contributions of Paper 2 are reinforced.



Multiple potential strategies can be contrasted by changing one relevant parameter and
provide rather diverse tradeoffs for the decision makers.
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Paper 4
Linnéusson G, Ng AHC and Aslam T. (2018) Relating strategic time horizons and
proactiveness in equipment maintenance: a simulation-based optimization study.
Accepted for Procedia CIRP, to be presented at the 51st CIRP Conference on
Manufacturing Systems. Stockholm: Elsevier.

Paper 4, (Linnéusson et al., 2018c), is the third SD+MOO paper to explore the applicability and contribution of MOO to the SD maintenance performance model, again addressing RQ2. In addition to the contributions of Papers 2 and 3, this paper experiments with the simulation period and presents a strategy selection process for using
MOO with SD in maintenance, which is later applied in the SBO framework.
The shortened description of the SD model in Paper 4 focuses on proactive and reactive maintenance dynamics and the related cost consequences, which describe in part
the multiple simultaneous feedback transfers between parameters. For a given set of
conditions in maintenance operations, this feedback creates the basis for an equilibrium level of equipment health and availability. Equilibrium is changed when resources are added or removed; moreover, continuous improvements change the conditions for the equilibrium state, in order for a more efficient equilibrium to exist.
The quantified SD+MOO results (Figure 3.9) provide insights on how different time
frames are conditional to enable more or less proactive maintenance behavior in servicing production. For instance, the one-year time horizon (TH1Y) does not present
any proactive maintenance solutions, while proactive behavior is required to achieve
the solutions of higher availability in the seven-year (TH7Y) experiment. For the threeyear and five-year experiments, their highest availability solutions can be reached either by developing into proactive maintenance operations or by remaining reactive
with a larger total cost (see right-hand-side in Figure 3.9).

Figure 3.9. The Pareto front solutions from the four experiments in Paper 4. Left: the performance in availability traded
from maintenance costs (CM). Right: the performance in availability traded from maintenance consequential costs (CQ).

The main contributions of Paper 4 could be concluded the following:


It reinforced the applicability of SD+MOO and the contributions from Paper 2 and 3.



It further indicated the applicability of the SD model to represent a structural theory for
studying maintenance proactive and reactive behavior by using MOO.
The time horizon is crucial for the strategic development of maintenance.
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Paper 5
Linnéusson G, Ng AHC and Aslam T. (2018) A hybrid simulation-based optimization
framework for supporting strategic maintenance to improve production performance.
Submitted to European Journal of Operational Research.

Paper 5, (Linnéusson et al., 2018d), outlines the proposed hybrid SBO framework and
its design. The intention is to facilitate strategic development of maintenance performance by supporting maintenance management in their decision-making on the strategic and operational levels for prioritizing the maintenance plan. As shown in Figure
3.1, Paper 5 addresses the complete SBO framework and hence contributes to RQ3. In
supporting RQ3, Paper 5 gives additional support to RQ2 and RQ1 through putting
them in the context of a larger systems study (see Figure 1.3). Accordingly, Paper 5
justifies the proposition of the SBO framework by exemplifying the way the SD model
and the application of SD+MOO can support the study of long-term strategic questions
and the evaluation of potential tradeoffs between conflicting objectives. However, in
relation to Figure 3.2 above, an SD study is too aggregated to provide knowledge of
where in the production system to intervene. This motivates the use of DES+MOO,
which supports pinpointing places in the production system where maintenance can
contribute to increased throughput. Hence, in order to provide the last component to
conceptually run the SBO framework, Paper 5 exemplifies how the output results from
the strategy selection process, using SD and MOO, are defined in order to match the
required input to the subsequent DES+MOO study. In addition, a theoretical model of
maintenance-driven change in the production system is proposed which motivates the
need to mix SD and DES in order to experiment and identify the deliberate changes on
the strategic and operational levels. Paper 5 includes a literature review of mixed
method designs, which reveals surprisingly few SBO examples. Hence, while the research field of mixed method designs using SD and DES has grown for more than two
decades, the combination with MOO is in its early stages. The literature review also
shows that applications of hybrid DES+SD in maintenance seem very limited.
Knowledge and learning

Maintenance development on strategic level
Explore
strategies,
goals, and
policies to
their effects

Strategyselection
process
(SD+MOO)
Effects on:
• Proactiveness
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Figure 3.10. Overview of the mixed method in its context.

Figure 3.10, which is taken from Paper 5, depicts an overview of the hybridization principles. The strategy selection process informs the maintenance strategy and the applicable key performance indicators (KPIs) which are considered to support the desired
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behavior in the SD model. The obtained strategy has implications on the level of proactiveness and equipment health, which are related output results into the DES+MOO
study in terms of measures such as MTTF and MTTR. Moreover, the selected improvements in the DES+MOO study could be evaluated in a DES study as further input to
the conditions of the SD model. These could regard two aspects that potentially can
change the tradeoff exploration in the SD-MOO study, such as the productivity of the
production system and the generated profit based on that increased productivity.
In summary, the SBO framework supports growing maintenance’ knowledge regarding the operational conditions to support maximizing throughput by accurate activities, and the knowledge of strategic tradeoffs on the higher aggregation of the maintenance system. This, in turn, supports the iterative knowledge building and organizational learning needed to shape, manage, and be prepared for future demands. The
main reason to mix SD and DES is in order to take advantage of the disassociated philosophical standpoints of the two approaches, and their complement to each other, according to the theory model of maintenance development presented in Paper 5. Accordingly, SD is utilized for its capabilities to study the ambiguous structures of a decision-making process, which according to Forrester (1961) consist of the conversion
of information into action. By definition, such processes utilize feedback as their key
fundament, and by modeling them we can visualize our interpretation of the structures. This exposes the structures for more tangible discussions regarding possible
changes to produce better results based on the testing of hypotheses. The application
of DES, as with the effective usage of MOO, produces accurate information to guide
the actions of the maintenance organization, which together produce production system level knowledge that effectively facilitates the conversion of relevant information
into more accurate actions. Accordingly, as Forrester (1992, p. 43) puts it, “management success depends primarily on what information is chosen and how the conversion is executed”.
The main contributions of Paper 5 are:


The literature review shows potential and novelty.



The paper provides a thorough presentation of the hybrid SBO framework, a walkthrough of the various phases, and a description of how the outcome of the SD+MOO
analyses form the basis for the performance improvements in the operations level evaluated by applying DES+MOO.



Simulated SD model behavior from selected SD+MOO solutions is presented.



The link between SD and DES+MOO is described.



A theoretical model of maintenance-driven change in the production system is presented, which:
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o

Visualizes three different levels of development on which maintenance can act to
affect the production system towards higher utilization.

o

Motivates the application of mixing SD and DES in an SBO framework to achieve
the change momentum towards proactiveness.
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C H A P TE R 4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

4.1

SUMMARY OF THESIS

In order to achieve the overall aim of supporting the strategic development of maintenance based on its effects on production performance, the introductory chapter
showed that a hybrid SBO framework is needed. Thus, the core objective of this thesis
is to develop a concept of a hybrid SBO framework. This path was not evident in the
first part of this interpretive and explorative research; however, as the problems of
economically justifying maintenance and attaining proactive maintenance behavior
were approached, the path described here came into being. The thesis outlines the
challenge of proactive maintenance, which has been considered by many researchers
to have significance for both production performance and profitability. Thus, this thesis also pays attention to the problem of the uncredited work of long-term improvements in maintenance in order to produce the required daily process performance
which, according to Repenning and Sterman (2001), is a systemic problem that requires much effort in managing the interaction of tools, equipment, workers, and managers. Systemic problems can only be understood by taking a systemic approach
(Flood, 1999) supported with systems thinking (Checkland, 1981) to identify what constitutes the whole, based on the connected elements of the system. This design science
research therefore began by emphasizing SD as a method for supporting systems
thinking. However, SD alone cannot deal with complexity on the operational level of
the production system, for which DES is required. Moreover, efficacy in identifying
tradeoff solutions is required and therefore tests of applying MOO to explore a created
SD model have been performed. In all, the proposed end product of the hybrid SBO
framework could be defined on a conceptual level by including the developments of
this thesis and others’ work.
The subsection below reviews the support given to the research objectives (O) and research questions (RQ). This is followed by a list of the contributions to knowledge
made by this thesis, a discussion of the results, and a reflection on future work.
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4.2

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the proposed hybrid SBO framework is to support more deliberate
changes in maintenance operations. These changes should take a sustainable consideration on the inherent tradeoffs between direct consequences and indirect consequences of the studied problem, and be based on more informed knowledge of the
potential system effects on the strategic level integrated with the operational level. Potential applications of the framework include dynamic tradeoff studies of the conflicting objectives of direct and consequence costs contrasted with the gains in availability
performance on a relevant time horizon. While management steers towards the identified long-term strategic plans, the operations perspective is supported by analyses
pinpointing the most relevant maintenance activities with regard to the production
system’s throughput. Hence, the hybrid SBO framework presents a holistic approach
to managing change in the maintenance system, assisting maintenance management
to formalize strategy, policies to support this strategy, and effective prioritization in
the production system. The strengths of the framework are the mutual development
of strategy based on identified learning mechanisms such as learning from breakdowns or evaluating the PM work performed, and development of the production system based on accurate bottleneck detection. Overall, the framework offers potential
for executing activities on the events level, and delving below the events level into the
deeper fundamental layers of the systemic structures which can affect the future capabilities and the future knock-on effects, which eventually reverberate back up to the
events level later on.
The description of the aim and objectives of this work can be found in subsection 1.2,
and Figure 1.3 illustrates how Papers 1–5 are connected and how each contributes to
the objectives. In order to support the aim and core objective, which is defined as the
third objective (O3) in subsection 1.2, the two preceding objectives first needed to be
fulfilled to a satisfactory degree. Hence, O1 was the first formulated objective to contribute to the aim. O1 is based on the fact that the problem of justifying maintenance
has a dynamic character, calling for the necessity to connect the conditions of longterm effects with the corresponding economic consequences from maintenance performance, in order to allow seeking the sustainable strategic tradeoffs between higher
initial development costs and lower consequence costs as an effect from a more proactive maintenance behavior with less breakdowns.
The research questions to support the objectives are formulated in subsection 1.3. The
work reported in Paper 1 provides an answer to RQ1 by formulating an SD model
which, among other things, is capable of producing simulation experiments which
show the temporary benefits from adding repair workers and the more permanent
benefits from a more proactive PM work. Hence, having been supported by thorough
model testing of different hypotheses regarding the consequences of altering various
parameters, the SD model was considered to have sufficient capacity to be worth reporting to the scientific community. By providing a sufficient answer to RQ1, Paper 1
supports O1; however the extensive time required to test multiple settings in the SD
model to explore proactive and reactive behavior and estimates of the total maintenance costs from different potential strategic developments called for a more efficient
search process. As shown in Figure 1.3, this provided incentives for moving towards
SBO and the application of SD+MOO.
The work reported in Paper 2 provides an answer to RQ2, which is directly linked to
O2, by integrating SD+MOO and successfully generating valuable experiments to elicit
knowledge from the application. The results were considered promising to explore potential maintenance strategies using the SD+MOO to search the behavior space of the
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model. The search for optimized conflicting objective tradeoffs in the SD model using
MOO severely tested the capacity of the SD model to reveal stable and valid solutions.
Hence, the procedure for integrating SD+MOO strengthened the SD model in this respect. The exhaustive evaluation procedure, generating more than 50,000 solutions,
revealed a large set of solutions on the Pareto front which showed different tradeoff
optimal solutions between the different conflicting optimization criteria. This not only
supports an answer to RQ2, by exemplifying how MOO can be used to quantitatively
explore an SD model by visualizing a rich quantification of the dependencies between
parameters of the solution sets, but to some extent also provides support to O1. For
instance, the tradeoff curves shown in the scatter plots of Papers 2–4 essentially speak
for themselves with respect to whether a proactive or reactive behavior is to be expected in the specific solution representing a certain SD model simulation run; this is
illustrated further in Paper 5. Moreover, Papers 3 and 4 give further support to RQ2,
and their contributing studies reinforce the support given by Paper 2 to RQ2 and RQ1.
The work presented in Paper 5 provides an answer to RQ3, which is directly linked to
O3, by carefully describing the hybrid SBO framework and walking through its various
phases. In addition, the strategy selection process is completed in Paper 5 which
exemplifies how the exploration of potential strategies and policies using SD+MOO is
post-analyzed in the SD model. The reason for post-studying selected optimal tradeoff
solutions is to allow a deeper understanding of model behavior and to support
discussions among the change agents about the required conditions in maintenance
operations to attain the proactive dynamics. Another reason is to create deeper
knowledge in order to guide and inform the maintenance strategy. Equally
importantly, the selected solution can also represent a reactive strategy, if the
conditions for the specific study result in such a tradeoff. Hence, the SBO framework
evaluates differentiation of the application of resources based on the conditions on the
strategic level to maximize the value of maintenance on long-term (see, e.g., Figure
1.1). Paper 5 also motivates the need for a hybrid SBO framework in order to bridge
the lack of detail complexity in SD studies and the inability to differentiate on the
operational level. For such studies, there are available tools which integrate
MOO+DES in order to pinpoint with high precision the infinitesimal change of
configuration of the production system that leads to the largest effect. This would be
an invaluable ability for maintenance to integrate into their planning of improvement
activities. Hence, it is the combination of the disparate capacities of SD and DES that
supports O3, and the design of the proposed hybrid SBO framework which answers
RQ3. Consequently, the integration with MOO is essential, as reviewed in Paper 5,
since the SD output of the strategic analyses defines the range of potential
improvement achievable on the operational level, which corresponds to the input
space of the optimization of the DES model. There is also a corresponding effect from
implementing the identified activities, based on DES+MOO, which when
implemented are having an effect to the strategic perspective in terms of changing a
subsequent SD+MOO tradeoff evaluation.

4.3

CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE

The main contributions of this thesis are:


The creation of a conceptual SD model provides the first step towards a structural theory for studying the dynamics of maintenance operations and its development, by combining maintenance and SD literature, and understanding practitioner experience from
qualitative case studies in industry.
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The experiments presented here exemplify the application of SD+MOO to evaluate
maintenance strategy, and is considered to explore SD models effectively by exhaustive
quantification of the Pareto frontier solutions.



The novel hybrid SBO framework is designed to be suitable for the strategic and operational development of maintenance, considering its symbiosis with operations, by
combining SD, DES, and MOO.



The design of the hybrid SBO framework for maintenance development presents a
unique procedure for combining SD+DES; by the application of SD+MOO, a strategy is
selected and corresponding SD model behavior is post-analyzed where two key performance indicators (MTTF and MTTR) define the ranges of improvements explored by
the input space search process using MOO of the DES model to pinpoint where in the
production system to begin.

4.4

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

This thesis proposes a hybrid SBO framework to support the strategic development of
maintenance in relation to its effects on production performance. One part of the
framework considers the aspects of strategic (long-term) and operational (short-term)
dynamics on an aggregated level. The application of SD was explored to identify a doable theory to manage this, based on other work in the relevant literature and understanding practitioners at the two industrial partners. As work progressed and materialized, the strategic perspective of developing maintenance which includes achieving
a more proactive maintenance behavior resulting in increased efficiency of the maintenance operations, the need of dedicating activities into the production system became
more important. Before the research even began, the idea of applying DES was considered but discarded due to its limited capacity to include the feedback between longterm and short-term consequences from actions, such as including the behavior of the
continuous improvement work in maintenance. However, as a tool, especially integrated with MOO, it is perfectly capable of differentiating actions toward the bottlenecks of a system. Maintenance will benefit from increasing their capability to understand how production systems generate throughput and to plan their improvements
based on such information. However, such an operations study fully neglects the strategic perspective of the long-term strategic development of maintenance performance,
based on the development of the working procedures in maintenance, which motivates
how maintenance structure and carry out their long-term work.
The research process described here provides strong motivation for closing the loop
on the higher framework level, from initial studies to the presented framework. Hence,
the proposal is an early version structure on which multiple future applications can be
formulated. As in any modeling, there are endless possibilities which require much
work and time for studies. The process of this research has focused on creating an end
product which implements the higher-level vision of how a hybrid SBO framework
could be designed in order to support maintenance to better shape their capacities to
support operations. This support is provided on several levels; from activities which
support a better configuration of the production system (Level One improvements in
the theory model in Paper 5), via activities which support better efficiency of maintenance operations leading to more proactive behavior (Level Two improvements), to
activities which improve the learning mechanisms of the maintenance system which
should be included in the maintenance strategy (Level Three improvements). The focus on creating and describing an applicable framework, in order to explore its tech-
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nical design and purpose of usage, has required putting aside studies of too many details. Consequently, the many potential elaborations of the SD base model, which could
explore and produce more refined studies on the strategic level, have been omitted in
favor of finalizing the design of an applicable and useful hybrid SBO framework. However, it should be added that in parallel with developing the research towards the end
product of the hybrid SBO framework, an application study was carried out at one of
the partner industries. This work indicated the challenge of introducing SD studies
which consider aggregated behavior from a systems thinking perspective, as further
elaborated in the end of this subsection.
Hence, with respect to validation of the hybrid SBO framework, the explorative design
science research work of this thesis (see subsection 1.5 for more details) can be considered to have shown that the concept of the hybrid SBO framework works, using
experiments and simulation. However, testing the framework in full scale has not been
fully achieved due to time limitations. The application of DES+MOO which is referred
to in this research has been thoroughly tested and evaluated by previous researchers
(Pehrsson (2013), and has been integrated into the commercial software package
FACTS Analyzer (Ng et al., 2014). Moreover, scripts to integrate Vensim® SD models
with the modeFRONTIER® software package have been developed in previous research (Aslam (2013). Hence, the purpose of the exploration of SD+MOO in this research was to test its applicability to a self-developed SD maintenance performance
model in order to effectively investigate and explore model performance.
During the research process and as a consequence of the valuable knowledge elicited
from the SD+MOO analyses made it possible to consider an improved approach to the
operational perspective. By connecting the strategic perspective of identifying guiding
principles for maintenance operations with DES and DES+MOO analyses of the production system’s stochastic dynamics, the long-term work in maintenance can be rather tangibly addressed. The work presented in this thesis merely opens the door to
future exchanges between these perspectives. For example, as the maintenance care
for equipment improves, the variance in operations performance is likely to decrease.
Variance is an enemy in production systems, and so the strategic (long-term) work of
maintenance could be connected with specific activities in the production system
pointed out by the DES+MOO study in which variance most beneficially is reduced
first.
The validity of this design science research needs to relate to the evaluation criteria of
interpretive research described by Oates (2006) and covered in the introduction to
this thesis. The end product contains many parts, ranging from software applications
that have existed and been researched for a decade, to creative SD model constructs of
aspects that are currently unknown, such as specific degradation of equipment. However, the purpose of an SD model is not to provide ready-made plug-in answers to
specifics, but rather to enable systems thinking, questioning, and improved understanding of the different important interrelations of the relevant system. This allows
identification of whether current knowledge should be applied on an improved level,
or whether certain knowledge is in need of development. Moreover, the application of
SD+MOO has vastly improved searching the input and corresponding objective space
of the applied SD models, which speaks for increased dependability and credibility of
the method to explore SD models on regular basis, and suggests that the SD model has
a reasonable structure. With respect to the hybridization of the SBO framework, this
research has focused on the link from the strategic perspective, using SD+MOO, to
earlier reports of applications of DES+MOO in order to enable more detailed studies
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of maintenance value to operations. The application of SD+MOO is thoroughly addressed in Papers 2–4, in order to explore and reveal its applicability. And the application of DES+MOO has at this pioneer point sufficient capacity to pinpoint activities
relevant for maintenance on the basis provided in Paper 5. Hence, with respect to addressing a specific real situation, the weakest part is currently the SD model. At the
same time, the SD model created during this work was considered to provide enough
incentives for continuing the research. Hence, for the purpose of this thesis, it has
served as a “good enough” representation for contributing to exploring the components of the end product of the hybrid SBO framework, and in addition has been considered worthwhile for publication in a high rank journal.
One aspect not addressed by the papers in this thesis is the pedagogical challenge of
conducting SD model building projects (e.g. Linnéusson (2009). This is reflected on
in Paper 5: “An apparent weakness of the proposed framework is the high level of competence, knowledge, and applicable technical support required to implement it in industry. From our experience, one critical bottleneck is applying SD in maintenance
and manufacturing systems development. This introduces the aggregate perspective
of seeing one’s processes from a systems perspective, which industrial actors are inexperienced in doing. Moreover, the SD model-building process is highly intuitive and
considerable practice is required to manage the high-variability capacity of its modeling language, which allows endless possibilities to model the problem at hand.”
The abovementioned application study at one of the industrial partners was an invaluable source of information. The SD model was walked through and thoroughly discussed, and efforts were made to transform the base model into an application model.
In these efforts, we experienced some of the implementation issues described by
Wolstenholme (1997), who listed a number of ways in which operational management
might have problems with the SD type of modeling, such as:


Difficulties for the client to relate to aggregated behaviors.



Difficulty considering variables other than the traditional hard facts.



A strong tendency towards wanting to increase the model detail and model boundary
during modeling in order to better mirror the system.

We also found that the current structure of the information in the maintenance system
did not support studying aggregated system behavior. For instance, how many items
a production system is actually comprised of to estimate the overall maintenance need,
and subsequently transparency in how these items are planned to be maintained with
respect to different maintenance methodologies to correctly codify the level of PM
work. The contributions from these studies are therefore limited in terms of industrial
reports, yet the studies provided invaluable information for the results presented in
this thesis.

4.5

FUTURE WORK

The present thesis work opens avenues for numerous future studies in the fields of
maintenance management and maintenance policy optimization, as well as many potential industrial studies. Considering the issues with SD mentioned above, our recommendation for practical implementations is to start approaching the framework using DES+MOO, due to its more tangible character and standardized approach. With
the emerging digitalization in industry, there will be a natural development of more
advanced virtual tools. Support from a maintenance development tool which encompasses the larger system boundary as defined by the hybrid SBO framework presented
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here will be necessary to handle the increasing complexities and demand for high utilization. Hence, this work may serve as a reference for future studies that aim to unite
the two perspectives of maintenance strategy and operations in order to accomplish
sustainable change in production performance by the efforts of maintenance.
Accordingly, future work can be directed towards:


An application study to evaluate the existing implementation gap of a hybrid SBO
framework in practice, in order to distinguish the roadmap and generate proposals of
manageable portions to address in future projects.



Supporting the next step of industrial application of DES+MOO in maintenance; that
is, developing a maintenance handbook or tool/methodology for application in order to
support the organizational capacity for maintenance to generate activities that are
linked to the production performance in operations.



Exploring the multitude of SD+MOO studies of potential strategic questions that add
value to the long-term development of maintenance, by mapping and improving the SD
model to include strategic challenges in industrial maintenance, for example:
o

The flows of competence and retirements of the workforce.

o

Implications of increased digitalization of equipment to support carrying out
more well-directed maintenance.

o

Identifying potential structures for implementing continuous improvement.

o

Improving the generalizability of the model and its capacity to represent industrial cases.



Creating generalized descriptions of the maintenance dynamics, based on the SD
model, in order to simplify dissemination.



Creating advanced education material for studying maintenance dynamics, by applying
the current structural theory of the SD model, supported by simulation.



Exploring and exemplifying the corresponding effects of implementing the identified
activities, based on DES+MOO, into the strategic perspective in terms of changing the
conditions of a subsequent SD+MOO tradeoff evaluation.



Exploring possible improvements of the validation process through utilizing MOO for
systematic parameter exploration of the SD model input space. The purpose of this is to
support the pre-evaluation of the precision which is required from input parameters.
Thereafter, by knowing the sensitive parameters, these can later demand for better input data and thereby omitting unnecessary work.
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Abstract
Managing maintenance within an economical shortͲtermism framework, without considering the
consequential longͲterm cost effect, is very common in industry. This research presents a novel
conceptual system dynamics model for the study of the dynamic behaviors of maintenance
performanceandcosts,whichaimstoilluminateinsightsforthesupportofthelongͲterm,strategic
developmentofmanufacturingmaintenance.Bynovel,weclaimthemodelpromotesasystem’sview
ofmaintenancecoststhatincludeitsdynamicconsequentialcostsasthecombinedresultofseveral
interactingmaintenancelevelsthroughouttheconstituentfeedbackstructures.Theserangefromthe
applied combination of maintenance methodologies to the resulting proactiveness in production,
which is based on the rate of continuous improvements arising from the root cause analyses of
breakdowns. The purpose of using system dynamics is to support the investigations of the causal
relationshipsbetweenstrategicinitiativesandperformanceresults,andtoenableanalysesthattake
into consideration the time delays between different actions, in order to support the sound
formulationofpoliciestodevelopmaintenanceandproductionperformances.Themodelconstruction
andvalidationprocesshasbeensupportedbytwolargemaintenanceorganizationsoperatinginthe
Swedishautomotiveindustry.Experimentalresultsshowthatintendedchangescanhavebothshort
andlongͲtermconsequences,andthatobviousandhiddendynamicbehavioraleffects,whichhavenot
beenreportedintheliteraturepreviously,maybeinthesystem.Webelievethemodelcanhelpto
illuminatetheholisticvalueofmaintenanceontheonehandandsupportitsstrategicdevelopmentas
wellastheorganizationaltransformationintoproactivenessontheother.
Keywords:maintenanceperformance,strategicdevelopment,systemdynamics,simulation.




1Introduction
Inmanufacturingindustries,whereequipmentisarrangedincomplexproductionlines,reliabilityand
maintenanceperformancearedirectlyconnectedtoprocessuncertainty(Gearyetal.,2006).Hence,
theimpactofwellͲdevelopedmaintenanceperformancemayextendfarbeyondtheleveloffocuson
equipment,potentiallyshorteningleadtimes,reducinglocalproductioninventories,andthusleading
to more lean supply chains. The definition of maintenance is “the combination of all technical,
administrativeandmanagerialactionsduringthelifecycleofanitemintendedtoretainitin,orrestore
itto,astateinwhichitcanperformtherequiredfunction”(EN13306,2010).However,researchers,
1
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such as Levitt (2011), argue that the goal of maintenance should also include the development of
production performance through proͲactive maintenance. ProͲactive maintenance policies are
considered one of the beneficial strategies required, in order to be a quality competitor in the
marketplace(Pinjalaetal.,2006).Incontrast,accordingtoGearyetal.(2006),reactivemaintenance
canpotentiallyleadtoincreaseddisruptioninrealͲworldsupplychains,thuscausingexcessvariances
inperformance.
Itiswellknownthatmaintenancecostsconstituteaconsiderableamountoftheproductionbudget.
Additionally,accordingtoWireman(2004),surveysintheUnitedStatesrevealthatapproximatelyone
third of the total maintenance expenditures are spent unnecessarily. In addition, considerable
amountsofmaintenanceconsequencecostsareassociatedwith,forexample,equipmentdowntime
(Vorster and De La Garza, 1990), or lack of proper maintenance practices which may, according to
HolwegandBicheno(2002)andGearyetal.(2006),requirethatextracapitalistiedupinthesupply
chain.
In summary, the fact that maintenance has a considerable direct and indirect economic impact
highlightstheimprovementpotentialandunderlinesitsstrategicimportance.Moreover,Tsang(2000)
hasidentifiedthatfuturemaintenancestrategyresearchneedstoseektoolstovalidatethecausal
relationships between strategic initiatives and maintenance performance results, and it needs to
addresstheinclusionoftimedelaysbetweenactions.Nonetheless,anaggravatingfact,accordingto
Dekker(1996),isthatmaintenancemaybedifficulttojustifyattheindividualactivitylevel,whichcan
contributetomaintenanceoftenbeingconsideredacostfunctiononly.AccordingtoSherwin(2000),
the consequence of such a scenario is that the strategic importance of maintenance is neglected.
Woodhouse(2001)arguesthattheshortͲtermcostperspectiveisthemotivationthatregulateshow
assetsinmaintenancearemanaged;whereknown bestpracticedoesnotalignwith thestrategies
implemented. Furthermore, Woodhouse (2001) identifies the limitation to be the organizational
capabilitytoperformasustainableimplementationtogetherwithhowtheconflictingprioritiesand
messagesshouldbeintegratedintoitsequation.
Hence,onekeychallengeassociatedwiththeuntappedeconomicpotentialinmaintenanceseemsto
be the critical ability to manage the dynamic tradeoffs between saving money, or investing, in the
shortͲtermwhilediminishing,ordeveloping,themaintenancecapabilitiesoftheequipmentandthe
organizationovertime(see,e.g.,RepenningandSterman2001,Levitt2011).Inordertoaddressthis
dynamicchallenge,whichincludesinvestigatinghowthegrowthanddeclineofmultiplecapabilities
affect performance, strategy researchers have argued for the application of system dynamics
simulation(see,e.g.,Warren2005,RahmandadandRepenning2015).Thesystemdynamicsapproach
seekstoidentifytheinterconnectionsbetweenpartsinrelevantsystemboundaries,inordertogaina
betterunderstandingofreality.Thus,simulationinadynamicsystemsstudy,accordingtoSengeand
Sterman(1992),enablesmultipletesting,inordertochallengeone’spresentmentalmodels,andmay
generate double loop learning by questioning the underlying values governing the system.
Nonetheless,astheliteraturereviewpresentedreveals,whileoverallmaintenancesystembehavior
has been explored using system dynamics, applications regarding the consequential costs of
maintenanceseemnonͲexistent.Also,thereareonlyafewpublishedworksthatcanbereutilizedand
supportbuildingamodeltoaddressthisdynamicchallengeinmaintenance.
TheaboveͲmentionedsituationpresentsfactsthatarefamiliartomaintenancepractitioners,andit
therefore requires appropriate academic support. Consequently, this research addresses two key
aspects,previouslyidentified,thatcanfacilitatebetterstrategiesforactioninmaintenance:firstly,the
needofanimprovedvisualizationoftheconsequentialcostsofmaintenanceperformance,whichisa
critical requirement to support higher management’s decisionͲmaking (Linnéusson et al., 2015b);
secondly,theneedtosupportthedevelopmentofmaintenanceinconjunctionwithproduction,to
replacetheshortͲterm“mybudget”thinkingwithasystemsperspective(Linnéussonetal.,2015a).On
thesetwokeyaspectstheproposedconceptualsystemdynamicsmodelisbuiltandthereforeaimsto
2
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facilitate bridging myopic policies to support the strategic development of maintenance instead.
Therefore, this paper, with its problemͲbased motivation, seeks a systems approach to justify
preventive maintenance (PM) activities from a strategic perspective; consequently, the presented
modelboundaryselection(BS)includesthefollowingaspects:
BS1.
BS2.
BS3.
BS4.
BS5.

Equipmenthealthanditsinteractionwiththeoperatingloadofproduction.
Directandindirectmaintenanceresourcesworkingreactivelyorproactively.
Enableanalysisofdifferentappliedmaintenancemethodologiesandtheiroptionalmix.
Evaluateprocessesofcontinuousimprovementofmaintenanceperformance.
Investigatethetotalcostsofthecompleteanalysis,suchas,reactiveandproactivetradeoffs.

However,itsapplicationdoesnotmeanseekingmaximizedproactivenessatanycost,butsupports
investigatingthetradeoffsbetweeninvestedeffortsandtheircalculatedeffects.Thecontributionof
thisworkaimstoprovidesupportthatcountersthedemandsofshortͲtermism,generatedbyprofit
considerations, by applying a systems view to the development of maintenance performance.
Therefore,themodelisbuiltutilizingthesystemdynamicssimulationtechniqueandfocusesonthe
aggregated behavior of the maintenance system over time, in order to link the impact of strategic
policies to their total costs and facilitate the understanding of possible high leverage from such a
systemview.Thus,themodeladdressesthestrategicmaintenancemanagementperspective,where
thedetailedworkwillneedtheutilizationofothermaintenanceapproaches,andaimstoworkasa
toolforinvestigatingthepotentialpathsforwardforanorganization.
Assuch,thepresentedmodelcanberegardedasabasemodelformaintenanceperformance.Italso
includeswhatareconsideredtobethemostbasiccomponentsrequiredtogeneraterepresentative
behavior and be a showcase that demonstrates how the approach can illuminate the strategic
development of maintenance.  The model has been inspired by maintenance theory and the
operationalthinkingabout“howthingsare”attwoglobalcompaniesintheautomotiveindustryand
thusrepresentsaconceptualstructuraltheory(see,e.g.,Größleretal.,2008,SchwaningerandGrösser
2008).ThesecompanieshaveprovideduswithrealͲworldknowledgeaboutbehaviorandsupported
the model building, testing, and validation aspects. Hence, the presented model is an academic
generalizationbasedontheambitionofasoundpracticalfoundation.Becausethereareonlyafew
publishedworksapplyingsystemdynamicsinmaintenanceoneobjectiveofthispaperistopresent
suchamodelwhichcanserveasabasisforfutureresearchanddevelopmentthataimstoprovide
genericandavailableacademicsupportthatispracticalenoughforuseinindustry.
Theremainingsectionsofthispapercomprisethefollowing:atheorysectionincludingareviewof
worksthathaveappliedsystemdynamicstomaintenance;asectionthatincludesadescriptionofthe
developedsystemdynamicsmodelandasetofsimulationexperimentsrepresentingpossible“What
if”scenarios,inordertoinvestigatemaintenanceperformance;afinalsectionthatrevealsconclusions
onthepresentedworkandmakesproposalsforfutureresearch.Althoughthepurposeofthemodel
isnotlimitedtothepresentedexperiments,theyservetoreveal,tosomeextent,thepotentialuseof
theproposedapproachtoinvestigatethestrategicdevelopmentofmaintenance.

2.Developmentofmaintenanceperformance
Proper maintenance practices are considered to be contributing factors to overall business
performance(Alsyouf,2009).However,investigatingwhatisproperandcarryingoutsoundstrategies
forthedevelopmentofmaintenanceperformanceandpracticesisdifficult;inaddition,thedirectand
indirectconsequencesofmaintenancepracticesarehardtoevaluate.
Inthefollowing,wediscussandpresentaspectsofthestrategicdevelopmentofmaintenance.We
startwithsomecharacteristicsofmaintenancedevelopmentandfollowwithareviewofapproaches
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formodelingmaintenanceperformance.Thereafter,aliteraturereviewofresearchthathasapplied
systemdynamicstofacilitatethedevelopmentofmaintenanceperformanceispresented.
2.1Characteristicsofmaintenancedevelopment
Theeffectivedevelopmentofmaintenanceperformance can beestablishedbycreating knowledge
abouttheresultsattheoperationallevel,inrelationtocustomerneeds,whichmaybeaproduction
line,togetherwithahighcapacitytointerpretthoseresultsatthestrategiclevel.Thismayresultin
soundlyformulatedpoliciesandstrategicactivitiesthatkeepapositivemomentum,toreinforce(R)
the development of maintenance, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. Conversely, less developed
strategiccapacitiesmayinsteadriskareversalofdevelopmentandreducemaintenanceperformance.
Furthermore,lessdevelopedcapabilitiesattheoperationallevelcanimpedethegenerationofprofit
andknowledgerequiredforimprovement,whichmayfurtherreducetheoptionsforsounddecisionͲ
makingatthestrategiclevel;thisalsofollowsthereinforcingbehavior(R)inFig.1.
Policiesandstrategicactivities

+
Strategic
level

R
Developmentof
maintenancepractices

Operational
level

+
Profitandknowledgegeneratingperformance



Fig.1.Feedbackbehaviorbetweenstrategicandoperationallevelsinmaintenancedevelopment.

AccordingtoDekker(1996),theoperationallevelofmaintenanceishardtomanageandsuffersfrom
many unplanned events of a stochastic character which, as they reoccur, interrupt important,
advancedͲplanned activities and altogether allow too little abstract and strategic thinking. This
explains,tosomeextent,acommonproblemwithregardtothedynamicsofmaintenancewhichtend
tooverloadthemaintenancedepartmentwithreactiveworkinsteadofproactiveactivities(Größleret
al.,2008).AlthoughneglectingmaintenanceactivitiescanachieveshortͲtermgains,suchasreduced
costsormoreproductionhours,itmayleadtodelayedeconomicconsequencesresultingfrommore
frequent breakdowns (Sherwin, 2000), reduced equipment capabilities, or less time invested in
continuousimprovement(RepenningandSterman,2001).
Managingthedevelopmentofmaintenancecorrespondswellwiththeidentifieddifficultyrelatedto
managingimprovements.Bothhavewiderangingsystemconsequencesthatarehardtooverviewand
which,accordingtoKeatingetal.(1999),requireactivemanagementstrategiesthatdealwithhowthe
improvements interact with the current feedback structures. According to Warren (2005),
performance reflects the current state of resources at any period of time and successful strategic
management requires steering the rates of resources, in order to develop performance over time.
Thus,managingthedevelopmentofmaintenanceperformanceneedstoconsiderthecurrentstateof
resources and their dependencies through the existing feedback structures. At the core of
maintenance performance, researchers (Ledet and Paich, 1994, Murthy et al., 2002) advocate the
importance of including the feedback generated between the degradation mechanism and the
operating load on equipment. Moreover, Murthy et al. (2002) consider that this aspect has been
neglected in the maintenance concepts of Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) and Total
ProductiveMaintenance(TPM),thusrenderingtheminsufficientinthisrespect.AccordingtoTsang
(2002),thespeedofdevelopmenttowardsimprovedefficiencyisdefinedbythecurrentmixofapplied
maintenance methodologies and continuous ongoing improvement work within the maintenance
organization.Thedevelopmentofmaintenanceperformanceis,inthisrespect,pathdependent,where
historicaldecisionsimpactfuturechoices(Sterman,2000).Thus,onecanbecomestuckinaprocedure
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whichmayrequirehugeeffortstocorrect;moreover,thenextdecisionmaybebasedonthatpoor
historicalassumption,withinferiorresults.
Inconclusion,thecharacteristicsofmaintenancedevelopmentindicatetheneedofimprovedsupport
forstrategicthinking,sincefeedbackconsequencesmustbemonitoredandtheeffectofproduction
on the degradation of equipment and the effect of the applied maintenance approaches all
significantlyimpactthemaintenanceperformance.
2.2Approachestomodelingmaintenanceperformance
Modelapproachestosupportthedevelopmentofmaintenanceperformancecanbedividedintocost
models (see, e.g., Komonen 2002, AlͲNajjar 2007, Lad and Kulkarni 2011), analytical models, and
simulation. Whilemodelingthedirectmaintenancecostisexplicitandpart ofstandardaccounting
procedures(Pascualetal.,2008),themaintenanceconsequentialcosts(VorsterandDeLaGarza,1990)
areimplicitandintangibleandapparentinotherpartsofanorganization,suchasfewermanufactured
products,increasedproductionmanhours,orqualityissues.Tracingtheconsequentialcostsisthusa
problemofinherentsubjectivity(VorsterandDeLaGarza,1990)andalmostimpossibletoachieve
usingfinancialaccounting(Pascualetal.,2008).Accordingly,severalresearchershavepointedoutthat
maintenance optimization utilizing analytical modeling, which quantifies maintenance costs and
benefits,struggleswithpracticalapplicability(forfurtherdetailssee,e.g.,Dekker1996,Alrabghiand
Tiwari 2015). Furthermore, according to Lad and Kulkarni (2011), maintenance modeling literature
excludesdegradationpatternsandtheeffectsofcontinuousimprovements.Therefore,maintenance
optimizationmodelsareoftenoversimplifiedandconsideredunrealistic.
AlrabghiandTiwari(2015)considerthatsimulationbridgesthelimitationsofanalyticalapproaches.
Additionally, Alabdulkarim et al. (2013) state that current applications of simulation work do not
adequately address overall maintenance system behavior and treat subͲsystems in isolation. They,
therefore,proposethatdiscreteeventsimulation(DES)hasthepotentialtobetterincludetheeffects
ofmoreefficientmaintenancepracticesinmanufacturing.Ontheotherhand,accordingtoGunaland
Pidd(2010),utilizingDESasatoolalsotendstofocusontheoperationallevelofspecificareasand
utilizingDESforpolicyͲlevelanalysisisrare.Furthermore,feedbackbehaviorisinadequatelyvisualized,
inordertoanswerwhycertainbehaviorsarise.
Systemdynamicstheoryhasbeendiscussedintheintroductionforitscapacitytoincludefeedback
behavior,whichmaysupportthemanagementofstrategicdevelopmentaccordingtotheillustration
inFig.1above.Also,severalresearchers(Keatingetal.,1999,RepenningandSterman,2001,Warren,
2005) consider it to be a powerful methodology from the strategic perspective. Researchers have
previouslyclaimedthebenefitsofapplicationsofsystemdynamicsinmaintenance(CrespoMarquez
andUsano,1994)and,forfurtherdetails,Größleretal.(2008)provideareviewofhowoperations
managementstudiesbasedonsystemdynamicstheorycanapplytomaintenance.However,toour
knowledge, there are still no published simulation models that include dynamic tradeoffs between
directandconsequentialeffects,asgivenbytheboundaryselectionofthisstudy,mentionedinthe
introductionandreviewedinthenextsection.
2.3Systemdynamicsandmaintenancedevelopment
Thissectionprovidesaliteraturereviewofresearchthathasappliedsystemdynamicstosupportthe
developmentofmaintenanceperformancewithinaproductionfocus.Ithasexcluded,forexample,
maintenanceofaviationequipmentandbusfleetmaintenance.Thereviewedliteratureissummarized
inTable1.Sixcolumnsarearrangedaccordingto:article,whetherpaperpresentssimulationresults,
whetherthe modelstructureofthesimulation modeland the modelequationsarepresented, the
purposeofthemodel,andthepaper’sgradedrelevancetoourresearchtogetherwithashortnote.
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Table1
Listofpapersandtheircontents.
Article

Presents
simulation
results
no

Presents
simulation
model
partly

2.(Sterman,2000)
p.66Ͳ79.

no

partly

3.(Jokinenetal.,
2011)

yes

partly

1.(LedetandPaich,
1994)

4.(Carrolletal.,1998) no

no

5.(Thun,2006)

yes

yes

6.(Repenningand
Sterman,2001)

yes

partly

7.(Sterman,2015)

yes

partly

8.(Jambekar,2000)

no

no

9.(Zuashkianietal.,
2011)

no

no

10.(CrespoMarquez
andUsano,1994)

no

no

11.(Deenenetal.,
2008)
12.(Khorshidietal.,
2015)
13.(Kamathand
Rodrigues,2016)

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

partly

Presents Modelpurpose
Relevancetothisresearch
model
eq.
no
Analyzethecontributionofmaintenanceto High.Sharesmodelingscope,lessspecific
manufacturing.
paper,buthashadahighimpactand
contributestothemodelinthisstudy.
no
Illustrateamaintenancestudyina
High.Sharesphilosophicalbase,partofthe
textbook,withfocusonthephysicsof
structureofequipmentdefectsisreused,no
breakdownsratherthancostminimization. equationspresented.
no
Understandcustomer’sbusinessconnected Medium.Similaritiesinscope,model
tomaintenance,andactasaservicesales presentationfocusoncomponentdegradation
tool.
structure,whichisdetailed.
no
Quantifymaintenancevalue,itsdirectcosts Medium.Textbasedpaper,focusesonthe
andbenefitsdeliveredintermsof
organizationalintervention,indirectmodel
increaseduptime,fewerbreakdowns,etc. buildingsupport.
yes
Supportatheoreticaldiscussionof
Medium.Explicitmodel,equationsopenfor
implementingTPM,aonestockmodel
review.Still,studytooaggregated,hardto
usingequipmentdefects.
transfertothisresearch.
partly
Explaincapabilitymanagement,includes
Medium.Insightpaperaboutproactiveand
worseͲbeforeͲbetterandbetterͲbeforeͲ
reactivemaintenancebehavior,however,no
worsebehavior.
materialfordirectreuseinmodel.
no
Illustratecapabilitytrapformaintenance
Medium.Discussesmaintenancecostsbased
costs,includesworseͲbeforeͲbetterand
onproactiveorreactivebehavior,yet,noton
betterͲbeforeͲworsebehavior.
applicabledetailtosupportmodelbuilding.
no
Asystemsthinkinganalysisofthe
Medium.Similarmodelingscope,providesa
interrelationsofmaintenance,operations, qualitativemodel,lowmodelbuildingsupport.
andprocessquality.
no
Mapthedynamicsofoverallequipment
Medium.Similarmodelingscope,providesa
effectivenessandanalyzeshortandlongͲ
qualitativemodelandanalysiswithout
termdynamicsofmaintenance.
simulation,indirectmodelbuildingsupport.
no
DemonstratemediumtolongͲterm
Low.Relevanttopictoourstudy,butverybrief
benefitsofcontinuousimprovementsin
modeldescriptionsandnothingtoreuse.
maintenance.
no
Astudytoimprovethecorrective
Low.Notinlinewiththisresearch,byitsmain
maintenanceprocessforaclient.
focusonreactivework.
partly
InvestigatestrategiesonthebasisofRCM. Low.Modelwithoutfeedbackloops,not
relevanttothisstudy.
no
Studyeffectsonproductionfrom
Low.Anoverlysimpleandshallow
combiningTPMandTotalQuality
presentationtojudgeitsrelevance.
Management.

ThearticlespresentedinTable1havelow,medium,orhighrelevancetoourresearch.Thepapers
ratedlowrelevancemainlysufferfrombeingtoosimpleorlackmodeldetailstosupportthisresearch.
Manyofthearticleshaveamediumrelevancerating;however,theircontributionstothisresearchare
limited,intermsofbeingabletoreutilizematerial.Onemediumratedpaper,theonlyonefoundwith
fullmodeldocumentation,article5inTable1(Thun,2006),appliesamodeltosupporttheoretical
discussionsofimplementingTPM,andisbasedonarticle2bySterman(2000).However,despiteits
openness,themodel’spurposeandaggregationmakeitdifficulttoapplyinourresearch.Articles6
and7inTable1presentgeneralinsightsregardingthedynamicsofworseͲbeforeͲbetterandbetterͲ
beforeͲworsebehaviorinmaintenance.Neitherarticlepresentsresearchthatisfullyalignedwithour
study. For example, Repenning and Sterman (2001) treat the dynamic problem of intangible
capabilitiesthathaveasignificanteffectonsystemperformance,suchasthedynamicsthatleadto
cuttingcornersinworkprocedurestomeetthedemandsofshortͲtermgoals,insteadofinvestingtime
onimprovementswhichcouldleadtoincreasedmaintenancecapabilities.Articles8and9inTable1
onlyapplyqualitativesystemdynamicstoanalyzeandmaptheinterrelationsbetweenparts.While
suchamapprovidesavehicleforreasoningaboutthedynamicsbetweensystemvariables,itdoesnot
provideanyquantitativeanalysistotestassumptionsorstudysystembehavior.However,articles8
and9alignwithourresearchandhavethusaffecteditbytheirdescriptions.Thisissimilartoarticle4
in Table 1, where Carroll et al. (1998) provide details of successful change programs facilitated by
6
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systemdynamicsanalysis,goingfromreactivetoproactivemaintenanceperformance.Nevertheless,
theirpresentationconsistsofplaintext,limitingthecontribution.
However, and unfortunately, the highly relevant articles 1 and 2 in Table 1 lack presentations of
underlyingquantitativemodelstolearnfrom,withrespecttomodeling.ThearticlebyLedetandPaich
(1994) has contributed to and has had a considerable impact on our study. Their modeling effort
analyzesthecontributionofmaintenancetomanufacturingbyfocusingonthebehaviorbehindthe
performanceofvariables,suchasmeantimetofailureandmeantimetorepair,whichperfectlyalign
withourresearchfocus.However,theirpresentationismerelytextbasedwithpoorlydescribedmodel
structures.Furthermore,inhismodelingtextbook,Sterman(2000)considersthesamestudy,asthe
reportsinarticles1and4inTable1,andemphasizesthechangeintheorganization’sefforts,froma
maintenance cost focus to defect elimination focus. However, only part of the model is described,
withoutanyequations;therefore,onlyaparthasbeenpossibletoreutilize.
Inconclusion,maintenancebehaviorhasbeenexploredutilizingsystemdynamics;todate,theamount
ofpublishedmaterialpresentsfewexamplesofthequantitativeformtolearnfrom.Infact,noneof
thehighͲrelevantpapersinTable1thatinvestigatemaintenancedynamicsprovideenoughdetailto
makeitdirectlyreusable.Regardingthefocusofourpaper,thesearchforapplicationswithrespectto
theconsequentialcostsofmaintenancehasfailedtofindanypublications.Thus,ourstudyisjustified.

3ModelDescription
The description of the model and its parts is a full review of the base model over maintenance
performance. The aim of the model is to be a compact presentation, in order to generate the
representative behaviors, where some are found in the Simulation experiments chapter, and a
showcase that demonstrates how the approach can illustrate the strategic development of
maintenance. The aim of the base model is thus towards generalizability. The presented structure
shouldnotbecasespecific,asaspecificcasemayrequireadaptingandextendingthismodel.Modeling
isaniterativetransformationprocessofrealͲworldinformationflowsintotheirfeedbackstructures.It
materializes equations describing assumptions of variable dependencies, going back and forth in a
continuouslearningprocessthroughthestepsofthemodelingprocess,accordingtoSterman(2000):
x
x

x

x
x

Problemarticulation;understandtheproblemandarticulateit,mainlyreviewedbythe
previouschapters,andselecttheboundary,representedbytheboundaryselection(BS)
pointsintheintroduction.
Dynamichypothesis;themodelincludesmanysuchhypothesesregardingtheexpected
implicationsandbehaviorsfromandwithineachoftheaboveͲmentionedBSpoints.This
includesstudyingliteratureonproblemphenomenaandinvestigatingthesituationatthe
companies.
Formulation;buildthesimulationmodelbasedonthedynamicproblem,includeexisting
ideasfromtheliteratureandtacitrealͲworlddescriptions.Thisisahighlyintuitiveprocess
(Sterman,2000)andtherearenoformaldescriptionsofhowtoimplementsystemdynamics
projects(Linnéusson,2009).Includespecificationofstructureanddecisionrules,parameter
estimation,behavioralrelationships,initialconditions,andtestsforconsistencywiththe
modelpurpose.
Testing;doesthemodelreproduceadequatelywithrespecttoitspurpose?Seeseparate
validationsection.
Policyformulationandevaluation;applythemodeltoexplorepossible“whatif”scenarios,
testtheirsensitivityandsuitabilityforimplementation,examinesynergypolicies,etc.Seethe
simulationexperimentschapter,whichcanbeconsideredashowcaseonapplicationtowards
policyformulationsbut,inthisstudy,onlyachievestheinvestigationofthestrategic
developmentofmaintenanceperformance.
7
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Thepurposeofthemodelistosupporttheinvestigationofthefeedbackeffectsfromstrategieson
maintenance performance in interaction with production. The model is built using the Vensim DSS
software,anditscompletestructureisfoundinappendix.Fig.2isahighlevelillustrationofthemodel;
itrepresentshowthemodelpartsworktogetherfortheholisticeconomicperformance.Eachmodel
part,representedbyaboxinFig.2,isexplainedinsubsequentsections,usingtheirrepresentations
from the system dynamics software. In addition, to support reading the connections between the
parts,theboxesfromFig.2areincluded.Attheaggregatedlevelofthemodeloverview,inFig.2,only
thebalancingloops(B)arevisible,whichindicatestheexclusionofgrowthmechanismsinthemodel.
Thereinforcingmechanismappearsintheinteractionbetweenthedecisionmakersandthemodel,as
indicated previously in Fig. 1 by the feedback behavior between strategic and operational levels in
maintenance development. The decision maker applies maintenance strategies to the model, as
illustrated by the diamond in Fig. 2, in order to explore, understand, and act upon the added
informationgainedfromutilizingsimulation.
Production and
Maintenance
Performance
B

+

-

Operation load and
risk for failure

B
Planned
maintenance

Equipment Health
Status

Maintenance
Development
Process

+

+
Applied Maintenance Strategies

Holistic Economic
Performance
-

+

Preventive Maintenance
Performance


Fig.2.Highlevelillustrationofthebasemodel.

Inordertocomprehendtheboundaryselectionpresentedintheintroduction,thecompletemodel
couldbedividedintotheaboveͲmentionedparts,accordingtoFig.2,whereeachboxinbrief
includes:
x
x
x

x
x

Productionandmaintenanceperformancedefinestheavailabilityinproductionasa
consequenceofthecurrentreliabilityoftheequipment,theperformedplannedand
unplannedmaintenancerespectively,andstaffing.
Equipmenthealthstatusdefinestheaggregatedequipmentreliabilityasaconsequenceof
thecurrenthealthandriskleveloftheequipment.Equipmenthealthismodeledusing
accumulateddefects,generatedbyoperationsandeliminatedthroughrepairs.
Preventivemaintenanceperformancedefinesthetakedownrateofscheduledrepairs,based
onthelevelofappliedmaintenancemethodology,whereworkorderstock,planningand
schedulingcapabilities,andthepressuretoproducetakepriorityovermaintenanceand
resultintheactualtakedownrate.
Maintenancedevelopmentprocessdefinesthepaceofmaintenanceperformance
developmentonthebasisofpolicies,resources,delays,workpressure,andworkprogress.
Holisticeconomicperformancecalculatesthetotalmaintenancecostsasaconsequenceof
currentproductionandmaintenanceperformance;itincludesdirectcostsandindirect
consequentialcostsofbreakdowns,duetothelevelofplannedoverunplannedwork.
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Fig.3.Structureoftheproductionandmaintenanceperformancepart.

TheoriginofthestructureinFig.3ispartiallyfromLedetandPaich(1994).Itutilizesequipmentas
units, which flow between the stocks. The stock in the middle contains the equipment in full
functionalityandthebreakdownratemovesequipmenttounscheduledmaintenancewhichwaitsfor
anunscheduledrepair.Thetakedownratemovesequipmenttoscheduledmaintenancewhichwaits
forascheduledrepair,thenrestorestheequipmenttofullfunctionality.Theflowsarealsoaffectedby
otherpartsofthemodel,illustratedbytheboxesintheoverviewofFig.2,thecontentofwhichis
reviewedinFigures4,9,and10.
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Delaybreakdowns=avaluethatdependsonequipmenthealthstatusandriskmanagement,seeequation11
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The takedown rate depends on the result of applied maintenance methodology in preventive
maintenance, Fig. 9, planning and scheduling of preventive maintenance, Fig. 10, and on access to
equipment,basedonpressuretoproduce;whereloweravailabilitylimitsplannedwork.
Theworkinscheduledandunscheduledrepairsdiffersineffectiveness;onaverage,thestoptimefor
unscheduledrepairsinproductionislongerthanforscheduledrepairs,sincemoretimeisspenton
identifyingthefaultandadditionalwaitingtimeisrequiredforbringingsparepartsortools,aswellas
findinginstructionsordrawings,etc.Resourcesforscheduledrepairsarealsousedforinspections.The
maxcapacityforunscheduledrepairsisnotlinear,ithasalimittothecontributionofthelatestadded
repairmanandisaffectedbytheeffectofbreakdownfrequencyoncapacity.
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Inthismodel,anyequipmentfailurereducesproductionperformance,whichisnotnecessarilythe
case in production systems. Hence, the benefits of PM can be considered even larger when
maintenancecanbeperformedoutsideproductionhours.
3.2EquipmentHealthStatus
Production and
Maintenance Performance
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Fig.4.Structureofequipmenthealthstatuspart.

ThestructureinFig.4representstheunderlyingdynamicsforequipmenthealth,equation6andis
basedonamaintenancemodelpartlypresentedinSterman(2000).Itutilizesdefectsasunitsandis
thebasisformodelingtheriskoffailuresinproduction.Furthermore,itisconnectedtoavailability,in
Fig. 3, and increased performance will lead to increased equipment load and degradation via
operations. Defects are also created by collateral damage from every breakdown. In addition,
neglectedequipmenttendstobreakdownmorefrequentlyandisincludedinwearandtearoperations
accordingtoequation10.
݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ ൌ  ݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ିଵ   ݂݀݁݁ܿ݊݅ݐܽ݁ݎܿݐ௧ െ ݂݀݁݁ܿݏݎ݅ܽ݁ݎ݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݊݅݉݅݁ݐ௧ െ







݂݀݁݁ܿܯܲ݊݅ݐ݈ܽ݊݅݉݅݁ݐ௧  



(6)

Whereinitialvalueat݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ୀ ൌ ݅݊݅( ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݂݁ݎܾ݁݉ݑ݊ כ ݏݐ݂ܿ݁݁݀݊݁݀݀݅ܪ݂݁ݑ݈ܽݒ݈ܽ݅ݐ7)

݂݀݁݁ܿ݊݅ݐܽ݁ݎܿݐ௧ ൌ ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎ݁௧  ݈ܿ݁݃ܽ݉ܽ݀ܽݎ݁ݐ݈݈ܽ௧ 











(8)

ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎ݁௧ ൌ ݕݐ݈ܾ݈݅݅ܽ݅ܽݒܣ௧ ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎ݁ݎܽ݁ݐ݀݊ܽݎܽ݁ݓ כ௧ 











(9)







(10)

ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎ݁ݎܽ݁ݐ݀݊ܽݎܽ݁ݓ௧ ൌ  ݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ ݎܽ݁ݐ݀݊ܽݎܽ݁ݓݕݐ݈ܾܾ݅݅ܽݎ כ


Defects in the stock equipment health are eliminated through scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance,formodelsimplicity,withthesameprecision,whereeachrepairisproportionaltothe
numberofdefects;thus,repairsatpoorhealthstatusaremoreefficientthanatgoodhealthstatus.
Thisrelatestowhethertheequipmentreplacementiscosteffectiveornot,orwhethertheequipment
isover/undermaintained.
Delay breakdowns interfere with the breakdown rate, in Fig. 3. It is a product of risk for failures,
accordingtoequations11Ͳ15,anditisassumedthatwellͲperformedPMworkcanreducesuchrisk,in
Fig.4,basedonbehaviorinmodelpartinFigures9and10.BetterimplementationofPMprocedures
enablestheimprovementofriskmanagement,throughbetterknowledgeofactualequipmenthealth.
Risk reduction utilizes a table function, Fig. 5, where the input fraction PM work, equation 15,
transformsintotheoutputvalue,equation14,usedinequation12.Likewise,thedelaybreakdowns
variable,equation11,utilizesthetablefunctioninFig.6totransformriskforfailuresintoadelay,
10
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wheretheunitsoftheoutputareyears.Hence,excellentPMworkandequipmenthealthprovideinput
valuestowards0,inFig.6,whichprovidedelayoutputvaluestowards4years.
݈݀݁ܽݏ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݕ௧ ൌ ݕݐ݈ܾ݈݅݅ܽ݅݁ݎ݊ݐ݂݂ܿ݁݁݇ݏ݅ݎ݈ܾݐሺݏ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݎݐ݂ܿܽ݇ݏ݅ݎ௧ ሻ  ݕݐ݈ܾ݈݅݅ܽ݅݁ݎ݁݃ܽݎ݁ݒܽ כ

(11)

Whereݏ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݎݐ݂ܿܽ݇ݏ݅ݎ௧ ൌ  ݂ݏݐ݂݈ܾܿ݁݁݀݁݅ݏݏݎ݁ݒ݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ כ
௦ௗ௬ௗ௪

ሺ

௦௧ௗ௨௧ௗ௨௧ெ௪

ሻ















(12)









(13)









(14)

 







(15)

Where݂ݏݐ݂݈ܾܿ݁݁݀݁݅ݏݏݎ݁ݒ݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ ൌ



ா௨௧௧

ሺ௨݁כݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ௦௦ௗ௧௦௨௧ሻ





Where݇ݎݓܯܲݐ݁ݑ݀݊݅ݐܿݑ݀݁ݎݎݐ݂ܿܽ݇ݏ݅ݎ௧ ൌ
݇ݎݓܯܲݐ݁ݑ݀݇ݏ݅ݎ݀݁ܿݑ݀݁ݎ݈ܾݐሺ݂݇ݎݓܯܲ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ ሻ
Where݂݇ݎݓܯܲ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ ൌ

ெ௪
௨݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ




Fig.5.TablefunctiontblreducedriskduetoPMwork.


Fig.6.Tablefunctiontblriskeffectonreliability.
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Fig.7.Structureforappliedmaintenancemethodologypartofpreventivemaintenanceperformance.
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Fig.8.Structureforplanningandschedulingpartofpreventivemaintenanceperformance.

The stock and flow structures in Figures 7 and 8 are inspired by the written description of the
manufacturinggame(LedetandPaich,1994).ThestructureinFig.7utilizesPMworkordersasunits
andregulatestheflowofworkordersscheduledinFig.8;theoutputofwhichisthetakedownrateof
equipmentinproduction.
Theappliedmaintenancemethodologies,inFig.7,includethreetypesofPMworkorders:
1. PMusingfixedintervals,theflowbetweenthestocksequipmentwithPMpreparationsand
PMreplacementbackloggeneratestherateofPMworkorders,inFig.8,tobescheduled.
Planning,inFig.7,issubjecttothefractionofPMwork,accordingtoequations16and17.
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ݓܯܲݐݎܽݐݏ௧ ൌ

ெ௧ܾ݈ܽܿ݇݃
ௗ௬ெ௪

Where݈݀݁ܽݓܯ݈ܲ݊ܽݕ௧ ൌ









௧௧݈݊ܽெ௪



ெூேሺ௧ெ௪ ǡǤହሻכଶ







(16)







(17)



2. PMusingCBMinspectionplans,theflowinthemiddlestructure,inFig.7,whereavailable
resourcesfordiscretionaryinspectionsmaylimittherateofidentifieddefectiveequipment,
equations18and19,andtheworkloadisbasedoninspectioninterval.Hence,policies
regardinginspectionsresultinthebacklogofPMworkordersinthestockequipmentto
inspectandthecorrespondingresourcedemand.

݅݀݁݊ݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁݁ݒ݅ݐ݂݂ܿ݁݁݀݀݁݅݅ݐ௧ ൌ ݀݁ݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ݕݎܽ݊݅ݐ݁ݎܿݏ௧ כ
݂ݏݐ݂݈ܾܿ݁݁݀݁݅ݏݏݎ݁ݒ݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ ݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݂݊݅ݕݐ݈݅ܽݑݍ כ
ா௨௧ݐ௦௧

where݀݁ݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ݕݎܽ݊݅ݐ݁ݎܿݏ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺ

௦௧ௗ௬





(18)

ǡ ܿܽݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ݕݐ݅ܿܽ௧ ሻ (19)


3. PMusingCBMsensors,theamountofPMpreparationsinthestockequipmentwithCBM
sensorscontributestotherateidentifieddefectiveequipmentinFig.8,basedonthecurrent
statusofequipmenthealth.

ா௨௧݄ݐ݅ݓெ௦௦௦
݅݀݁݊ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁݁ݒ݅ݐ݂݂ܿ݁݁݀݀݁݅݅ݐ௧ ൌ 
 

(20)
௩ெ௧௩


where݈ܽܽݒݎ݁ݐ݊݅ܯܤܥ݁݃ܽݎ݁ݒ௧ ൌ 

ௐ
ସכ௧௨௧௧௩௦௦ௗ௧௦௧





(21)

Week=constantof52weeksinoneyear.
4=aconstantdividingWeekinto4,thatrepresentstheintervalofidentifyingdefectswhenequipmenthealth
isatitspoorest.

Onesymptomintheplanningandschedulingstructure,Fig.8,frominsufficientresourcesinFig.2isa
backloginthestockplannedtakedowns.Thetakedownratepisafunctionofplannedtakedownsand
theschedulingdelays,accordingtoequations22Ͳ24,wherealongerdelaymayresultinanincreased
rateofbreakdownsduetounperformedtakedowns,whichinterfereinFig.3,equation3.
݁ݐܽݎ݊ݓ݀݁݇ܽݐ௧ ൌ ܧܵܮܧܰܧܪܶܨܫሺ݄ܵܿ݁݀݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ݈݊݅ܽ݉݀݁ݑ௧   
Ͳǡ

ௗ௧ௗ௪௦ 
௦௦௨௦ௗ௨ௗ௬

ሻ









௧௧ௗ௪௧כ௨௨௧



௦௦௨௧ௗ௨







ǡ

(22)

݈݅݉݅=ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݂݁ݎܾ݁݉ݑ݊ כ ݁ݐܽݎ݊ݓ݀݁݇ܽݐݐiflimitofScheduledmaintenanceisreachednonewPMworkordersare
scheduled,however,aspressuretoproduceincreasesthelimitdecreasesaccordingtoequation23.
Where݁ܿݑ݀ݎݐ݁ݎݑݏݏ݁ݎ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺܺܣܯሺͳǡ

ܽݕݐ݈ܾ݈݅݅ܽ݅ܽݒ

ሻǡ Ͷሻ



(23)

Whereݕ݈݈ܽ݁݀݃݊݅ݑ݄݀݁ܿݏ݁ݎݑݏݏ݁ݎ௧ ൌ ݈݀݁ܽ݁ܿݑ݀ݎݐ݁ݎݑݏݏ݁ݎ כ ݏ݊ݓ݀݁݇ܽݐ݈݃݊݅ݑ݄݀݁ܿݏݕ௧ 

(24)

௩௧௬





݈݀݁ܽ=ݏ݊ݓ݀݁݇ܽݐ݈݃݊݅ݑ݄݀݁ܿݏݕconstantof1Week.

New PM preparations, Fig. 7, are introduced based on the maintenance development process, the
modelpartinFig.9,whichgovernstheratesofongoingcontinuousimprovementofthecurrentmix
ofappliedmaintenancemethodologies(Tsang,2002),inFig.7,accordingtoequations26Ͳ31.
ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ݄ݐ݅ݓݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ ൌ ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ݄ݐ݅ݓݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ିଵ   ݊݁ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥݓ௧  
Whereinitialvalueatݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ݄ݐ݅ݓݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ୀ  ൌ ݅݊݅ݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ݂ݕݎܽݎܾ݈݅ݐ



(25)



(26)
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Where݊݁ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥݓ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ௧ ݁ݏ݈ܽ݁݁ݎ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲ כǡ
ெ௦௦௦ିா௨௧௪௧ெ௦௦௦

ܰܫܯሺ

ௗ௬௩௧௧ெ௦௦௦

ǡ ܺܣܯሺͲǡ

ா௨௧݄ݐ݅ݓெ௦௧௦
ௗ௬௩௧௧ெ௦௦௦

ሻሻሻ (27)

݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ௧ =resultfromimplementedRCA.
ܲ=݁ݏ݈ܽ݁݁ݎ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯratio1infoͲ>1equipmentPMpreparation.
݃=ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ݈ܽsetbydecisionmaker.
݈݀݁ܽ=ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥݐݐݎ݁ݒ݊ܿݕdevelopmenttime.
whereݏ݈݊ܽ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ܯܤܥ݄ݐ݅ݓݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ ൌ  ݏ݈݊ܽ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ܯܤܥ݄ݐ݅ݓݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ିଵ 
ܿܯܤܥݐܯܲݐݎ݁ݒ݊௧ െ ݊݁ݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥݓ௧ െ ݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݈݊݅݀݁݊݊ܽ௧  ݀݅ݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ݕݎܽ݊݅ݐ݁ݎܿݏ௧  (28)
whereܿܯܤܥݐܯܲݐݎ݁ݒ݊௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺܺܣܯሺͲǡ

ሺ௧ெ௩ெି௧ெ௩ெ ሻכா௨௧௪௧ெ௧௦

ሺ

ௗ௬ܿݐݎ݁ݒ݊௧ெ

݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܤܥ௧ ݁ݏ݈ܽ݁݁ݎ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲ כሻ 





ሻǡ


(29)

݃=ܯܲݎ݁ݒܯܤܥ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ݂݈ܽgoalfractionofequipmentusingCBMofthetotalamountofPM.
݂ܯܲݎ݁ݒܯܤܥ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ =thecurrentfractionofCBMdevelopmentusedtoadjusttogoal.
݈݀݁ܽ=ܯܤܥݐݐݎ݁ݒ݊ܿݕdevelopmenttime.
݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܤܥ௧ =resultfromimplementedRCA.
Whereݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯ݄ܲݐ݅ݓݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ ൌ  ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯ݄ܲݐ݅ݓݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍܧ௧ିଵ 
݊݁ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲݓ௧  ݓܯܲݐݎܽݐݏ௧ െ ܿܯܤܥݐܯܲݐݎ݁ݒ݊௧ െ ݏݎ݅ܽ݁ݎ݈݀݁݊݊ܽ௧  (30)
ெିݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎௌ௨ெ௧௦

Where݊݁ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲݓ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺ

ௗ௬ெ௧

ܲ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯ௧ ݁ݏ݈ܽ݁݁ݎ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲ כሻ 





ǡ

(31)

݃=ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯ݈ܲܽsetbydecisionmaker.
ܵݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲ݉ݑ௧ =equipmentwithPMpreparations.
݈݀݁ܽ=݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲݕdevelopmenttime.
ܲ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯ௧ =resultfromimplementedRCA
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Fig.9.Structureformaintenancedevelopmentprocesspart.

Information from breakdown reports flows through the structure, in Fig. 9, and represents the
development of maintenance practices transforming facts, such as what equipment has failed and
why, the costs, how often, etc., into countermeasures based on root cause analysis (RCA). This
approach,similartoRCM,aimstogeneratelearningfromfailures,toimprovereliabilitywhich,atits
best,alsosuggestsevaluatingcompletedPMworkorderstoreducepotentialbreakdowns(Nowlan
and Heap, 1978). However, in this base model, only breakdowns are used as the basis for
improvements,sincethismethodhasbeenmainlyperformedatourindustrialpartners.Thestockand
flowstructureconsidersthreestatesofinformationtransformingintocountermeasures:Breakdown
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reportsBacklog,BreakdownanalysisRCAWIP(Workinprogress),andImplementedRCA,initiatedby
thebreakdownreportdemandaccordingtoequation32.
ܾ݀݊ܽ݉݁݀ݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎ௧ ൌ ݏݎ݅ܽ݁ݎ݈݀݁ݑ݄݀݁ܿݏ݊ݑ௧ (  ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݎ݁ݐݎ݁ݎ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ݂ݕ݈ܿ݅ כ32)


Where ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݎ݁ݐݎ݁ݎ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ݂ݕ݈ܿ݅ൌsetbydecisionmaker.

TherateofRCAusefuldatadependsonanalyticcapabilitiesandthecurrentworkloadinBreakdown
reportsBacklog,whereanalyticcapabilitiesaresetproportionallytoequipmenthealthasanindicator
oftheactualcapacitytoachieveawellͲinformedreport,seeequations33Ͳ37.
ܴܽݐ݈ܽ݀ݑ݂݁ݏݑܣܥ௧ ൌ ܾ݁݊݀ݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎ௧ ܣܥܴܽݐ݈ܾ݈ܽ݀݁ܽ݅ܽݒܽ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ݂ כ௧ 
Whereܾ݁݊݀ݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎ௧ ൌ 

ௗ௪௧௦
ௗ௬௧ௗ௪ݐݎ݁ݎ









(33)





(34)

݈݃݇ܿܽܤݏݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܤ௧ =accumulatedreportworkloadforrepairworkers.
݈݀݁ܽ=ݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾ݁݉݅ݐݕ1weekaveragedelayperreport.
Where݂ܣܥܴܽݐ݈ܾ݈ܽ݀݁ܽ݅ܽݒܽ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ ൌ ݏݐݎ݁ݎ݂݈݊݅݊݅ݑ݂݁ݏݑ௧ ݏ݁݅ݐ݈ܾ݅݅ܽܽܿܿ݅ݐݕ݈ܽ݊ܽ כ௧ 

(35)

Whereݏݐݎ݁ݎ݂݈݊݅݊݅ݑ݂݁ݏݑ௧ ൌ ܽ݃݁ݏ݈ܿݐ݁ݎݑݏݏ݁ݎ݈ܾݐሺ݈݃݇ܿܽܤݏݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܤ௧ כ
ݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݎ݁݁ݎݑݏݏ݁ݎሻ





(36)
=ܽ݃݁ݏ݈ܿݐ݁ݎݑݏݏ݁ݎ݈ܾݐFig.10showsthenonlineardependencebetweenbreakdownreports
backlogandpressure.
=ݐݎ݁ݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݎ݁݁ݎݑݏݏ݁ݎ1.



Fig.10.Tablefunctionovertheconsequenceofpressurefromreportbacklogonreportquality.
݈ܽ݊ܽݏ݁݅ݐ݈ܾ݅݅ܽܽܿܿ݅ݐݕ௧ ൌ ͳ െ ݂ݏݐ݂݈ܾܿ݁݁݀݁݅ݏݏݎ݁ݒ݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧  



(37)

݂ݏݐ݂݈ܾܿ݁݁݀݁݅ݏݏݎ݁ݒ݄ݐ݈݄ܽ݁ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ =seeequation13.

RCA useful data accumulates into Breakdown analysis RCA WIP where maintenance engineers use
informationtoidentifyRCAcountermeasuretobreakdown.Thespeedofdevelopmentdependson
resources,theirproductivity,andtheimplementationdelay,seeequations38and39.
ௗ௪݈ܽ݊ܽݏ݅ݏݕோௐூ

ܴ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݐ݁ݎݑݏܽ݁݉ݎ݁ݐ݊ݑܿܣܥ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺ

ௗ௬ோ

ǡ ݉ܽܣܥܴݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔሻ

(38)

ܲܫܹܣܥܴݏ݅ݏݕ݈ܽ݊ܽ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܤ௧ =availableinformationforengineerstoanalyze.
݉ܽ=ܣܥܴݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔinfoperweek,aproductdeterminedbyresourcesandtheirproductivity.
Where݈݀݁ܽܣܥܴݕ௧ ൌ 

௧௧݅݉ݐ݈݊݁݉݁



ெூேሺ௧ெ௪ ǡǤ଼ሻכଶ











(39)
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LongerdelaywhenfractionPMworkisbelow0.5,anddelayisshorteruntil0.8.

Information in Implemented RCA develops into improved PM work, depending on available
engineering resources and policies of maintenance methodologies, according to equations 40 Ͳ 42,
wherethenumberofresourcesavailableforthespecificactivityisdefinedinequations43Ͳ45.
ܲ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺ

ூ௧ௗோ כ௧ெݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎோ
ௗ௬ெ௧

݉ܽݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ ሻ
݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܤܥ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺ







ǡ





ூ௧ௗோ ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ݂כெ௧௦ோ
ௗ௬௩௧௧ெ

݉ܽݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ܯܤܥݐ݈݊݁݉݁݉݅ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ ሻ
݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ௧ ൌ ܰܫܯሺ











(40)





(41)



(42)

ǡ


ூ௧ௗோ כ௧ெ௦௦ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎோ

݉ܽݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ݃݊݅ݐ݈݊݁݉݁݉݅ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ ሻ

ௗ௬௩௧௧ெ௦௦௦











ǡ

Where݉ܽݏݎݏ݊݁ݏܯܤܥ݃݊݅ݐ݈݊݁݉݁݉݅ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ ൌ  ሺ݉ܽݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ܯܤܥݐ݈݊݁݉݁݉݅ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ െ
݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܤܥ௧ ሻ  ݎݏ݊݁ݏݐܯܤܥݕݐ݅ݒ݅ݐܿݑ݀ݎ כ





(43)
Where݉ܽݏ݊݅ݐܿ݁ݏ݊݅ܯܤܥݐ݈݊݁݉݁݉݅ݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ ൌ  ሺ݉ܽݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ െ
ܲ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯ௧ ሻ  ܯܤܥݐܯܲݕݐ݅ݒ݅ݐܿݑ݀ݎ כ





Where݉ܽݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ ൌ  ሺ݉ܽܣܥܴݕݐ݅ܿܽܽܿݔ௧ െ
ܴ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݐ݁ݎݑݏܽ݁݉ݎ݁ݐ݊ݑܿܣܥ௧ ሻ  ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲݕݐ݅ݒ݅ݐܿݑ݀ݎ כ
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Fig.11.Structureforholisticeconomicperformancepart.

TheholisticeconomicperformancestructureinFig.11calculatesthetotalmaintenancecost,equation
46, based on the behavior of the model, which intersects here through variables illustrated in the
structuresofFigures3and7.Inaddition,ittotalscostsfromutilizingdirectandindirectresources,
sparepartsandcapitalexpenditureforsparepartinventory,aswellastheestimatedextraexpenses
from breakdowns, together with lost contribution margin due to lost production time. Direct
maintenancecosts,equation49,arecalculatedusingthesamebasesforbothproactiveandreactive
work for simplicity reasons; instead, it is the frequency of events, such as breakdown rate and
takedownratethatgovernsitsresult.Calculatingconsequentialbreakdowncostsisbasedonestimates
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inWireman(2004)whichareindicatedonacostratioof1:5betweenplannedandunplannedwork,
implementedaccordingtoequation48.
݉ܽ݅݊ݐݏ݈ܿܽݐݐ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧ ൌ ݉ܽ݅݊ݐݏ݈ܿܽ݅ݐ݊݁ݑݍ݁ݏ݊ܿ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧  ݉ܽ݅݊ݐݏܿ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧ 





(46)

݉ܽ݅݊ݐݏ݈ܿܽ݅ݐ݊݁ݑݍ݁ݏ݊ܿ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧  ൌ ܿݏݐݏܿ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾ݈ܽ݅ݐ݊݁ݑݍ݁ݏ݊௧  ܿܽݕݎݐ݊݁ݒ݊݅ݐݎܽ݁ݎܽݏݐݏ݈ܿܽݐ݅௧ (47)
Whereܿݏݐݏܿ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾ݈ܽ݅ݐ݊݁ݑݍ݁ݏ݊௧ ൌ Ͷ ݁ݐܽݎ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾ כ ݐݏݎ݁ݐݏܿ כ௧ 





(48)

݉ܽ݅݊ݐݏܿ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧  ൌ ܿݏݎݑ݄݊ܽ݉ݐݏ௧  ܿݏ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݐݏ௧  ܿݏ݊ݓ݀݁݇ܽݐݐݏ௧ 






(49)

Unplannedmaintenancerequiresmorespareparts,duetohigheruncertaintyandlesspreparation
time before breakdowns, using five spares per equipment, while PM with fixed intervals uses two
sparesperequipmentandCBMusesone,accordingtoequations50Ͳ51.
ܿܽݕݎݐ݊݁ݒ݊݅ݐݎܽ݁ݎܽݏݐݏ݈ܿܽݐ݅௧  ൌ 










௧௦௧௧௦௧௩௧௬
ௐ









 ݕݎݐ݊݁ݒ݊݅ݐݎܽ݁ݎܽݏ݈݊݅ܽݐ݅ܽܿ כ௧ 






(50)

Whereܿܽݕݎݐ݊݁ݒ݊݅ݐݎܽ݁ݎܽݏ݈݊݅ܽݐ݅௧ ൌ ܿכ ݐݎܽ݁ݎܽݏݎ݁ݐݏ
ሺ כ ݕ݃݁ݐܽݎݐݏ݊ݓ݀݇ܽ݁ݎܾݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁ݎ݁ݐݎܽ݁ݎܽݏሺ݊ ݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݂݁ݎܾ݁݉ݑെ ܵݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲ݉ݑ௧ ሻ  
 כ ݕ݃݁ݐܽݎݐݏ݊ݓ݀݁݇ܽݐݐ݊݁݉݅ݑݍ݁ݎ݁ݐݎܽ݁ݎܽݏሺሺͳ െ ݂ܯܲݎ݁ݒܯܤܥ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ ሻ   ͲǤͷ כ
݂ܯܲݎ݁ݒܯܤܥ݊݅ݐܿܽݎ௧ ሻ  ݏ݊݅ݐܽݎܽ݁ݎܯܲ݉ݑܵ כ௧ ሻ





(51)


Including Net profit, in Fig. 11, can enable estimates of maintenance value. In effect, improved
availabilityleadstoalargernetcontributionmargin,butalsoanincreaseofmaintenancetotalcost
subject to the efficiency of attained maintenance performance. Estimating Net profit can enable
exploringthevalueofincreasedperformance,seeequations52Ͳ55.Asimilarproceduretocalculate
valueisperformedinmodelsbyusingoverallequipmenteffectiveness(Zuashkianietal.,2011).
ܰ݁ݐ݂݅ݎܲݐ௧ ൌ  ܰ݁݊݅ݐܿݑ݀ݎ݊݅݃ݎܽ݉݊݅ݐݑܾ݅ݎݐ݊ܿݐ௧ െ ݉ܽ݅݊ݐݏ݈ܿܽݐݐ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧  





Whereܰ݁݊݅ݐܿݑ݀ݎ݊݅݃ݎܽ݉݊݅ݐݑܾ݅ݎݐ݊ܿݐ௧ ൌ ݕݐ݈ܾ݈݅݅ܽ݅ܽݒܣ௧ ݇݁݁ݓݎ݁݊݅݃ݎܽ݉݊݅ݐݑܾ݅ݎݐ݊ܿݔܽ݉ כ
ݏݐ݈ݑݏܴ݁ݕ݊ܽ݉ܥܿܿܣ௧ ൌ  ݏݐ݈ݑݏܴ݁ݕ݊ܽ݉ܥܿܿܣ௧ିଵ   ݏݏ݈ݎݐ݂݅ݎ௧ 
Whereݏݏ݈ݎݐ݂݅ݎ௧ ൌ  ܰ݁ݐ݂݅ݎܲݐ௧ 








(52)
(53)









(54)









(55)

In order to include the maintenance manager perspective, the maintenance budget is included,
equations56Ͳ57,whichisnormallybasedonthemaintenancecostexcludingconsequentialcosts.
ݐ݊݅ܽܯܿܿܣǤ ݊݅݃ݎܽܯݐ݁݃݀ݑܤ௧ ൌ  ݐ݊݅ܽܯܿܿܣǤ ݊݅݃ݎܽܯݐ݁݃݀ݑܤ௧ିଵ   ݂݂݀݅ܿݐ݁݃݀ݑܾݎ݁ݒݐݏ௧ 





(56)

Where݂݂݀݅ܿݐ݁݃݀ݑܾݎ݁ݒݐݏ௧  ൌ ݉ܽ݅݊ݐ݁݃݀ݑܾ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧ െ  ݉ܽ݅݊ݐݏܿ݁ܿ݊ܽ݊݁ݐ௧ 






(57)

3.6Validation
Anymodelisatradeoffbetweenwhattoincludeandwhattoexcludeandrequiresrelevantboundary
adequacytestsandstructureassessmenttests(Sterman,2000).SystemdynamicsmodelsarecausalͲ
descriptiveaswellas“statementsastohowrealsystemsactuallyoperateinsomeaspects”(Barlas,
1996,p.185).Themodel’sinternalstructurevalidation,togetherwithitscapacitytoexplainhowthe
behaviour arises, is therefore crucial. While correlational blackͲbox models are validated using
statisticaltests,thisisnotapplicableforvalidatingbehavioursinasystemdynamicsmodel,whichare
regarded more as whiteͲbox learning models, due to the problems of autocorrelations and
multicollinearity(Barlas,1996).Moreover,judgingthevalidityoftheinternalstructureofamodelis
very problematic, and most methods are informal and qualitative in nature (Barlas, 1996) (see, for
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instance,LunaͲReyesandAndersen,2003).Therefore,itislargelythemodel’susefulnessinexplaining
problemphenomenathatdeterminesitsvalidation(Sterman,2000).Inotherwords,ifthemodelcan
be considered acceptable relevant and its usage may assist managers’ decisionͲmaking in the real
world,itsupportsvalidation(BertrandandFransoo,2002).
Testingmodelvalidationisiterativeduringmodelingandissupported,accordingtoBarlas(1996),by
using:
x
x
x

directstructuretests,whichcomparemodelwithknowledgeabouttherealsystem
(empirical)andgeneralizedknowledge(theoretical),
structureͲorientedbehaviortests,whichbyusingsimulationstudiesthebehavioralresultsas
ameantoidentifystructuralinconsistencies,and
behaviorpatterntests,whichmeasuretheaccuracyofreproducingbehaviorpatternsofthe
realsystem.

The aim is to identify parameters that endogenously create the problematic behavior in the real
system.Modelingfortheorybuilding,asproposedhere,itusesthetwofirststructuraltestsbuthas
typicallynouseofthethird(Barlas,1996).Moreover,fortheorybuilding,onevitalaspectisthatthe
modelenablestheexplanationofthebehaviorunderstudy(SchwaningerandGrösser,2008).Hence,
directstructuretestsandstructureͲorientedbehaviortestshavebeenpartofthemodelingprocess,
tocontinuallyrefinethecorrespondencebetweentheproposedmodelandreality.Furthermore,the
modelhasbeenreviewedinseveralworkshopsatindustrialpartnerswithmaintenancestaffinwalkͲ
throughsessions,strengtheningitsstructuralvalidity.
Forthespecificmodel,theessentialpartsthatenableexperimentsonmaintenancemethodologies
andtheirimplicationsatastrategiclevelcanbeconsideredinplace.Theseincludethefollowing:
a)
b)
c)
d)

thedynamicsofdefects,
howdefectsresultinfailuresanddisturbproduction,
howfailuresareeliminatedbyusingplannedandunplannedmaintenancerespectively,
howthedevelopmentofpreventivemaintenanceevolvesfrominformationgainedby
learningaboutbreakdowns,
e) thetotaleconomicconsequence,includingbothmaintenancecostsandconsequentialcosts,
inordertocomparetheeffectivenessofshortandlongͲtermactivities.

Asasupportingdetailpreviouslystudiedbehaviors,suchasworseͲbeforeͲbetterandbetterͲbeforeͲ
worse (see, e.g., Repenning and Sterman 2001), can be considered integrated into the model. For
example,seetheresultsofthepresentedexperiments,wherebetterͲbeforeͲworsebehaviorisfound,
inFig.12,line4,fromaddingrepairworkerstoequipmenthealth,ortheworseͲbeforeͲbetterbehavior
ofconsequentialcostsinFigures18and23inproactivemaintenancestrategies.
Theinputtothemodelinghasinvolvedstudyingproceduresoftheindustrialpartnersandreviewing
relevantliterature.Withrespecttoexternalvalidation,themodelmayberegardedastheoreticalin
character.However,theoverallmodelbehaviormay,tosomeextent,bejustified,mainlythroughthe
knowledgedocumentedintheliteratureandthetestingofassumptionswiththehelpofindustrial
maintenanceexperts.Byutilizingthemaintenanceperformancemodel,itwaspossibletoarguefor
the representation of key dynamics and development processes in a maintenance setting. One
importantcharacterizationofquantitativesystemdynamicsmodelsisthattheyarecomprisedofan
explicitsetofmathematicalexpressionsbasedoncurrentassumptions,andarethereforetestableand
possible to falsify (Schwaninger and Grösser, 2008). Hence, modeling for learning as made by this
study, bring the consequence of formalizing assumptions of the real problem, making them more
explicit as they are studied. And, due to the learning and knowledge retrieval from testing one’s
assumptionsitisacontinualwork,anditisconsideredthattheproposedconceptualmodelwillevolve
asfutureresearchandapplicationsareextended.Therefore,explicitlypresentingthemodelstructure,
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explanations,equations,experimentsandtheresultsasmadehereisonewaytojustifythemodeland
enableopenaudits.

4.SimulationExperiments
Simulationenablesmanipulatingthemaintenanceperformancemodelinmultipleprocedures.Itis,for
instance, possible to investigate the effects of processes that can cause delays. For example, such
delays can be caused by the scheduling or planning processes (Ledet and Paich, 1994), a high
productionloadthatpreventsplannedmaintenance,andstrategiesthatacceleratethemaintenance
developmentprocess,tonameafew.However,simulationexperimentsneedtobelimitedand,in
ordertoisolateconsequencesfromtheappliedstrategy,onlyafewparameterswerechangedand
otherparameterswerenotmanipulated,accordingtosettingsinTable2.Thefollowingstrategiesfor
maintenancemethodologiesthathavebeenexaminedoriginatedinTsang(2002):
x
x
x
x

RunͲToͲFailure(RTF),
Preventivemaintenanceusingfixedintervals(PMfi),
ConditionͲbasedmaintenanceusingmanualinspectionsoninterval(CBMi),
ConditionͲbasedmaintenanceusingsensors(CBMs).


Maintenance
methodology

Table2.Parametersettingsforexperimentruns.

RTF

1

RTF_stepstaff

1

PM_100%

6

CBMs

CBMi

RTF

PMfi

Experimentruns

goal
fractionfractionfraction
init
no. fraction
resources
levelinsp. PMfi CBMi CBMs
resourcesunscheduled
maint. CBM
scheduled
of int. from from from
repair
eng. over
repair
RCA RCA RCA
PMfi
PM
0

0

5%

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32,34 0

23

0

5%

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

Ͳ

0

50% Ͳ

1

0

0

0

50% Ͳ

15

3

PM_100%_limstaff

1

15

1

CBMi_50%_13w

6

15

3

0.5 50% 13w

Ͳ

1

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

CBMi_50%_4w

6

15

3

0.5 50% 4w

0.5

0.5

0

CBMi_50%_4w_limstaff

1

15

1

0.5 50% 4w

0.5

0.5

0

CBMs_5%_4w

6

15

3

0.5 50% 4w

0.5

0.45

0.05

CBMs_25%_4w

6

15

3

0.5 50% 4w

0.5

0.25

0.25

CBMs_5%_4w_limstaff

6

15

1

0.5 50% 4w

0.5

0.45

0.05


The selection of the design of experiments (DOE) was based on the need to represent a spread of
generalanalysesidentifiedtogetherwithpartnersfromtheautomotiveindustry,wherethemainPM
workiscurrentlycarriedoutusingPMfiemergingtowardsmoreCBM.
TheinitialconditionappliedfortheexperimentsisastateofequilibriumbasedontheRTFexperiment
inTable2Table,wheretheutilizedresourcesmaintainthestatusquoofthesystem.Theprocedureof
identifyingequilibriumincludedtuningtheinitiallevelsofEquipmentinfullfunctionalityandtheinitial
levelofEquipmenthealth.Then,atequilibrium,themaintenancetotalcostwascalculatedandused
tocalculatethemaxcontributionmarginperweek,whilethemaintenancecostwasusedtocalculate
themaintenancebudget.
TheRTFexperimentrepresentsthescenarioofacompanyinequilibriumthatachievesavailabilityat
approximately60%.TheRTF_stepstaffexperimentrepresentsonepossiblescenariothatattemptsto
improvethatsituation,bystudyingthetemporaleffectsofaddingresources. The RTFexperiments
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includesomeminimumlubricationandservices,accordingtomachinespecifications,requiring5%PMfi
andonePMresource.
Allotherexperimentsinitiallyuse50%PMfi,withtheobjectivetoimplement100%PMaccordingto
the fractions in Table 2. The experiments generally represent businesses that are commited to the
process of developing maintenance performance, where using fixed intervals is normal and
occasionallynotenoughresourcesareused.Experimentrunswithmanualinspectionsuseagoalvalue
representingtheconditionthat50%ofallmaintenanceactivitiesshouldbeinspections.Thetradeoff
between more or less frequent inspections is used as a comparison between the two first CBMi
experiments.ThethirdCBMiexperimentusesthebestresulttotestwhathappenswhenstaffislimited;
arelevantimplementationscenario.AsimilarprocedureisconductedforCBMsexperiments,according
toTable2.
4.1ResultsRTFExperiments
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Fig.12.EquipmenthealthRTFruns

Fig. 12 shows the behavior in the parameters defect creation and Equipment health. The RTF
experimentindicatesstablebehaviorwheredefecteliminationisatthelevelofdefectcreation.The
RTF_step staff experiment, line 4, shows an initial pulse on Equipment health, due to insufficient
resources. However, with each step staff increase, an improvement is indicated for a time, then
balancesbacktowardsline3;alsonoticeableisthattheeffectdecreaseswitheachstaffincrease.The
increaseindefectcreationinRTF_stepstaffisduetotheincreaseduseofequipment;includingthe
feedbackofdefectcreationfromoperationalload(Murthyetal.,2002).
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Fig.13.MaintenanceinproductionRTFruns
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ThetemporaleffectinparameterMTTFinexperimentRTF_stepstaff,line4inFig.13,isaresultof
morefrequentrepairshavingapositiveeffectonEquipmenthealth.Eachstepstaffincreasealsoleads
to a positive effect on availability, line 2, which shows the behavior of a greater initial effect that
neverthelessdiminishes.Thiseffectisexpectedinreality,hereexplainedbythemodel,andreveals
whyaddingstaffmaybeacommonprocedurebutisnonethelessnotverysuccessfulinthelongͲterm.
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Fig.14.MaintenancecostsRTFruns

Fig.14illustratestheeconomicconsequencesofstrategiesonmaintenancecostandconsequential
costs. The RTF shows neutral behavior, while RTF_step staff starts at a lower level and gradually
increases.ComparingmaintenancecostsandconsequentialcostsintheexperimentRTF_stepstaff,
lines2and4,revealsaminorphasedelayof13Ͳ26weeks,whichimpliesthatconsequentialeffects
comewithadelaytodirectcosts.
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Fig.15.AccumulatedeconomicresultsRTFruns

Fig.15showstheaccumulatedeconomicresults.TheRTFexperimentisneutralandRTF_stepstaffhas
aninitialpositiveresultforbudgetduetolessstaff;however,aftertwoyears,costsaregreaterthan
thevaluefrommaintenance.InRTF_stepstaff,line2,thereisaninitiallackofresultsduetopoor
availability,butasavailabilityincreases,thecompanyresulthasapositiveoutcomeuntilbeforeweek
312whenaccumulatedresultsstartdiminishing.Simulationexperimentsofthemodelclearlyreveal
thatareactivestrategyusingRTFfollowstheexpectedbehaviorassociatedwithlowerperformance,
asinSwanson(2001).
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4.2PMfiExperiments
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Fig.16.EquipmenthealthPMfiruns
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Fig.17.MaintenanceinproductionPMfiruns
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Fig.18.MaintenancecostsPMfiruns
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Fig.19.AccumulatedeconomicresultsPMfiruns

Fig. 16 shows that both PM strategies develop poor equipment health, worse than for the RTF
scenariosillustratedinFig.12.Themainexplanationisthepositiveresultinimprovedavailability,Fig.
17,andtheincreaseindefectcreation,Fig.16,findinganewequilibrium.Increasedavailabilityimplies
agreateroperationloadonequipment.However,atthesametime,MTTFisimproved,seeFig.18,
positivelyaffectingbreakdownfrequencyandreducingdefectcreationfromcollateraldamage.Itcan
beconsideredthatthetimedelaytoimplementPMworkisthreeyears.InPM_100%_limstaff,an
effect of limiting preventive resources is that the achieved availability is reduced to approximately
95%.StudyingFig.18revealsthatwhenthelimitintrudes,ataboutfouryears,themaintenancecost
starts to vary, which is due to the reoccuring backlog of scheduled repairs. It seems that this
phenomenon is related to the situation regarding insufficient preventive resources. PM_100%_lim
staffshowsbettereconomicresults,seeFig.19,andstrictlylookingatthemaintenancebudgetreveals
itistheonlysuccessfulone.Although,studyingtheoverallresultintheaccumulatedcompanyresults
ofbothexperimentrunsrevealssimilarbehavior.
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Fig.20.EquipmenthealthCBMiruns

A frequent inspection interval supported by preventive resources, as in CBMi_50%_4w in Fig. 20,
showsthatitisaforcefulapproachtoreducingthenumberofhiddendefectsintheequipment.While
CBMi_50%_13w shows a slightly improved behavioral effect, CBMi_50%_4w_lim staff reveals
deteriorationthatissimilartothePMfiexperiments.Defectcreationdeviatesconsiderablyafterthree
yearsandtheeffectsofthedifferentstrategiesareapparent.
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Fig.21.MaintenanceinproductionCBMiruns

ThereisadistinctinitialimprovementofavailabilityinallexperimentrunsofFig.21.Itisclearwhich
oneismostbeneficial.Furthermore,Fig.21revealsthatthelimitofresources,CBMi_4w_limstaff,
eventuallyhastheeffectofasetbackinwhichtheworkloadaffectsthecapacitytokeepavailabilityat
its level. This is also revealed in Fig. 22 line 6, which illustrates that the PM work parameter has a
negativedevelopmentafterfiveyears,duetoanincreasingbacklogofPMwork.ForMTTFinallthe
experiments,thefirstthreeyearsfollowasimilardevelopment,thereaftertheresultsdifferentiate.
AlthoughtheCBMi_50%_4wexperimentindicatesstrongdevelopmentafterthreeyears,itdecreases
before312weeks,duetoagrowingPMbacklogwhichincreasestheriskofbreakdowns.
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Fig.22.MonitoringprogressofPMworkCBMiruns

Examining the parameter PM work in Fig. 22 reveals that CBMi_50%_4w_lim staff has the poorest
development,whichofcoursewouldbeexpected,sincefewerresourcesleadtoalargerbacklogthat
eliminatesthebenefitsofPMwork.Furthermore,anaggressivestrategyoffrequentinspections,asin
CBMi_50%_4w, which has a positive effect on equipment health, also suffers from a PM backlog,
comparedtoCBMi_50%_13winFig.22.ThefractionCBMoverPMforthedifferentexperimentsshows
quitediverseresults.ExperimentCBMi_50%_4wreachesthegoalofa0.5fraction,meanwhile,the
otherexperimentsdonot.
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Fig.23.MaintenancecostsCBMiruns

A decrease of maintenance consequential costs, due to successful PM work, is depicted in
CBMi_50%_13wandCBMi_50%_4wondifferentscalesinlines1and2ofFig.23;however,itisnot
shown in CBMi_50%_4w_lim staff. This indicates the importance of having enough resources to
supportastrategytowardsmoreproactivemaintenance.
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Fig.24.AccumulatedeconomicresultsCBMiruns

Theeconomicresults,inFig.24,followsimilarbehavioraspreviousPMfiexperiments.Theexperiments
demonstratethatitisnotpossibletosustainthemaintenancebudget,sinceapplyingCBMirequiresa
largerbudget.However,gradually,positiveresultsarerevealedfromtheholisticperspective.
ComparingtheCBMiexperimentsshowsthebenefitsofimplementingshorterinspectionintervalsto
detect defective equipment. However, conducting frequent inspections also implies that more
resourcesarenecessary.Allthreeexperimentalrunsindicatethatmorefrequentinspectionsprovide
betterresults;however,itisnotpossibletolimitresourcesandatthesametimeincreaseinspections.
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4.4CBMsExperiments
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Fig.25.EquipmenthealthCBMsruns
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Fig.26.MonitoringprogressofPMworkCBMsruns

ExplainingtheCBMsexperimentrunsrequirestheuseofonlythreegraphs,sincetheresultsreveal
similarpatternsofbehaviorasinprevioussections.CBMs_5%_4wistheexperimentrunthatstands
out in this comparison. Interestingly, experiment runs CBMs_5%_4w_lim staff and CBMs_25%_4w
followsimilarpatternsofbehaviorinEquipmenthealthandfractionCBMoverPM.Itseemsthatboth
strategies have a similar cause for the consequence of work overload for maintenance engineers.
However,acloserexaminationofthedetailsrevealsthatforCBMs_5%_4w_limstaff,themaincause
isthefirmlimitonthenumberofengineers,whichslowstheprogressandrestrictstherateofCBM
preparations,seeFig.26.However,forCBMs_25%_4w,themaincausecanbefoundinthegreater
number of defects identified during the manual inspections, illustrated in the graph of identified
defective equipmentin Fig.27.Onecould propose thatastrategyutilizingCBMwithmoresensors
wouldbethebest.However,withcurrentpolicies,ithasbeenshownthatinspectionsatmorefrequent
intervalsprovidethehigherrateofidentifieddefectiveequipment.
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Fig.27.IdentifieddefectiveequipmentCBMsruns


5.Resultsanddiscussion
A review of all the possible strategies in any model is strongly limited by time, thus, only ten
experimentswereconductedinthisstudy.Theseinvestigatedthreedifferentdevelopmentgoalsfor
the mix of maintenance methodologies, and some resource allocation limits. Nonetheless, the
applicationofthesystemdynamicsmodelpresentedinthispapermayhaveprovided,throughthe
experiments,somegeneralinsightsintothestrategicdevelopmentofmaintenanceperformance.For
eachmaintenancemethodology,theexperimentscanbesummarizedaccordingly:
x

x

x

x

RTF,theexperimentsenableustoidentify,inFig.13,thatasexpectedanincreaseinreactive
staffprovidesanincreaseinavailabilityperformancefortheshortͲterm;however,the
applicationofthisdynamicstudyalsorevealsthatavailabilityperformancesaturatesata
lowerlevelafteradelay.Theexperimentsrevealthatthisisduetothefactthatthe
underlyingconditionsforachievingthesustainedimprovementofequipmenthealtharenot
present,Fig.12.NordoestheRTFmethodologyshowanypositive,endogenouslycreated
economicdevelopment,Fig.14and15.
PMfi,similarly,theseexperimentsenableustoidentify,inFig.17,thatasexpected,
implementingPMwork,usingfixedintervals,greatlyincreasesavailabilityperformanceand
doessoforathreeͲyearperiod.Furthermore,theapplicationofthisdynamicstudyreveals
thatifresourcesareinsufficientduringthisthreeyearprocess,itwillgounnoticedandresult
inreducedavailabilityafterthisperiod.Thisleadstounstablemaintenancecosts,Fig.18,and
poorerequipmenthealth,Fig.16.TheexperimentsalsorevealthatintroducingPMfiwill
appearsuccessful,despitethepreviouslymentionedunimprovedequipmenthealth,when
theresultperformanceindicatorsareexamined,suchasimprovedMTTF,Fig.17,and
positiveeconomicdevelopment,Fig.19.
CBMi,theexperimentsshowthatimplementingCBMusinginspectionsincreasesavailability
significantly,Fig.21,similartothePMfiexperiments.However,withinsufficientresources,
thepositiveinitialdevelopmentwilldiminishinthelongͲterm,indicatingnoticeable
differencesinMTTF,Fig.21.Thisilluminatesthenecessitytosupportthedesired
developmentwithresourcesaccordingly.TheCBMiexperimentsalsoappearsuccessful,if
onlytheeconomicresultparametersareexamined,Fig.24.However,incombinationwith
enoughresources,CBMiisasuccessfulstrategy,accordingtotheexperiments,andmore
frequentinspectionintervalsimproveactualhealthstatus.
CBMs,theexperimentsdemonstratethatimplementingCBMusingsensorslargelyfollows
previousexperimentresults.Furthermore,itisshownthatinsufficientresourcesdonotharm
positivedevelopmentasmuchasinpreviousexperiments;forinstance,compareline3inFig.
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25withline6inFig.20.Inaddition,alessaggressivestrategymaybemorebeneficial,
accordingtotheconductedexperiments,whereagoalof5%CBMsperformsbetterthan
25%CBMs.Theexperimentsalsoindicatethatthemainflowofidentifieddefectsthatare
scheduledintheplannedmaintenanceworkcomesfrominspectionsandnotsensors,
regardlessofthetestedCBMsstrategy,Fig.27.
Asamatteroffact,theexperimentsrevealthatproactivestrategieswhichseemtobesuccessfuldo
notnecessarilyhaveadeepimpactatasustainablelevel.Themodelmakesexplicittheimportanceof
theunderlyingequipmenthealth,whichcanbeconsideredabasisfortheavailabilityinproduction.
Thus,themoreeffectivelymaintenanceinterventionsactontrueequipmenthealth,themorelikelyit
willgraduallyimprove.Inthisrespect,theexperimentsrevealthattheeffectofapplyingPMfiandCBMi
isverydifferent,butatthesametimesensitivetothelevelofstaff.

6.Conclusionsandfuturedirections
Thereissomenoticeableneedinindustrytoevaluatethedynamiceffectsofappliedstrategiesand
policiesonmaintenanceperformance,inordertoidentifysustainableactionsthatchallengeshortͲ
termism.Theproposedsystemdynamicsmodelpresentsafirststeptowardsastructuraltheoryfor
strategicdevelopmentofmaintenance,consideringbothstrategic(longterm)andoperational(short
term)aspectsofmaintenance.Itisalearningmodelcreatedbasedonthedifficultyofanticipatingthe
longͲterm consequences in operations from the decision making regarding resources spent in
maintenance. The model includes what is considered the least number of components required to
generaterepresentativebehavior,inordertoilluminatethestrategicdevelopmentofmaintenance
performance, including equipment health, the operating interaction with production, and total
maintenancecost,tosupportchallenginghowstrategicdevelopmentiscarriedoutinmaintenance
organizations.
Theliteraturereviewofpreviousworkhasidentifiedthatmaintenancebehaviorhasbeenexploredby
utilizingsystemdynamics;however,todate,theamountofpublishedmaterialrevealstherearefew
quantitativeexamplesforacademicstolearnfrom.Infact,thehighlyrelevantpaperstothisstudy
haveonlyprovidedqualitativeresults;thus,ourstudyopenlypresentsthesimulationmodelforother
researcherstoauditandutilize.Furthermore,toourbestknowledge,thisresearchisalsojustifiedby
the fact that there are no studies applying system dynamics considering both the direct and the
consequentialcostsofmaintenance.
A selection of experiments is provided to illustrate the application of the model to evaluate the
development of maintenance performance. This enables analyzing the combined outcome of the
direct and delayed feedback effect of improvements throughout the model structure. Hence, the
experimentresultsillustrateeffectsinthemodelderivedfromchangingsomeofthemanypossible
policy values for the development  towards  an assumed, better mix of different maintenance
methodologies(Tsang,2002),suchas:RTF(RuntoFailure),PMfi(preventivemaintenanceusingfixed
intervals), CBMi (Condition Based Maintenance using inspections), and CBMs (Condition Based
Maintenance using sensors). The results show that there are both shortͲterm and longͲterm
consequencesfromintendedchanges.Onegeneralinsightgainedfromtheexperiments,indicating
thevaluegeneratedfromadynamicsystemsstudy,isthepossibilityofrevealingthedoublemessages
inthesystem:oneobvious,andonehidden.Thiscanhavetheeffectthattheapplicationofthisbase
model may facilitate the investigation of seemingly obvious strategies, to reveal the dynamics of
underlyingandhiddenconditions,vitalforthelongͲtermdevelopment.Forexample,itsupportsthe
examinationofstrategiesforthenormallyhiddenbehaviorofequipmenthealth,andexaminesthe
useofobviousstrategieswhichmayalsohavesecondorderconsequences,suchastheadditionof
direct resources which have delayed effect according to presented experiments. Therefore,
experimenting in the conceptual model may contribute valuable information prior to determining
strategyandcouldalsoinitiatefurtherinvestigationsbytheapplicationofthemodel.Theuseofatool
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to investigate strategic development in maintenance, by taking into account its consequence on
maintenanceperformance,productionperformance,andeconomicperformance,canbeconsidered
tohaveapracticalvalue.
An example of insight regards the maintenance budget, which normally defines management
maneuverability.Oneimportantconsiderationaboutmaintenancedevelopmentishowthefocuson
themaintenancebudgetmaylimittheprogressofimplementingPMwork.Noneoftheexperiment
runsmanagedtostayonbudget.Thisimpliesthatifthemaintenancebudgethadbeenthepriorityin
decidinghowtodevelopmaintenanceinthepresentedexperiments,itwouldhavesignificantlylimited
the longͲterm development! Therefore, it highlights how a dynamic systems study can encourage
other strategies than the present procedures of conduct, in order to identify the most beneficial
strategyholistically.Inaddition,ithighlightsthepossibilityofaddressingeconomicshortͲtermismby
applyingthemodel.
In conclusion, the simulation of the developed model facilitates investigating the development of
maintenance performance at the strategic planning level, in order to identify directions for
maintenance performance management. The model concerns the overall development of
maintenanceperformance,withrespecttothesizeofthetimedependentworkloadthatisgenerated
by production, which is a function of current equipment health and current applied maintenance
methodologies.Thepresentedresultsindicatethatsuchatoolmayhavethepotentialtocontribute
tothestrugglewithinmaintenancetojustifyeffortsneededtotransformitintoproactiveness.This
mayincludeapplyingmoreprecisionintheanalysesofdynamicconsequencesthanjustassociatinga
proactivestrategywithimprovedperformance,asotherwisedeclared(Swanson,2001).Furthermore,
by supporting management in its formation of policies, the extended effects of such a tool may
redefine current maintenance strategy and budget processes by illuminating the holistic value of
maintenance, including its required development into the equation, instead of letting shortͲterm
requirementslimititsvalue.
Future research can take several different directions. For example, it could include production and
inventorydynamicstoenablestudyingtheeffectsofpreventivemaintenanceatthesupplychainlevel.
Ongoingworkincludesmoredetailedinvestigationsandworkshopsatthecompanies,whichcanadd
feedbackstructuresthatadaptthebasemodeltoamorespecificapplicationstudy.Anotherresearch
direction is to strengthen the general insights gained from the simulation experiments. This could
involveexploringtheuseofsimulationͲbasedoptimization(SBO),wheretheconceptofmultiͲobjective
optimization (MOO)hasendowedSBOtonotonlyseekasingleoptimalsolutionwithasimulation
model,butmultipleParetoͲoptimalsolutionsthathaveahighspreadintheobjectivespace.Exceptfor
afewstudies,includingours(Aslam,2013),theuseofSBOwithSDmodelshas,ingeneral,beenmuch
less reported. As a matter of fact, applying MOO on SD models can lead to benefits in identifying
optimal solutions based on tradeoffs between several conflicting objectives (Aslam, 2013), such as
availability,maintenancecosts,andmaintenanceconsequentialcostsforthemaintenancemodel,to
bemorespecific.Duetothevastpossibilitiesprovidedbyinvestigatingthemodel’sdynamicsinorder
toselectaprogressivemaintenancestrategy,integratingsuchatechniquehasbeeninitiatedandis
expectedtosignificantlycontributetomodelanalysis.
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Abstract
This paper presents a quantitative analysis of a conceptual, system dynamics (SD) model by the
application of multi-objective optimisation (MOO). The SD model investigates the strategic
development of maintenance performance, using a system view of maintenance costs, while the
execution of MOO evaluates multiple simulation runs, seeking the simultaneous trade-off solutions of
the three conflicting objectives: maximise availability, minimise maintenance costs, and minimise
maintenance consequential costs. The study explores three scenarios that represent companies at
different states of developed maintenance performance.
The application of this integrated, simulation-based optimisation approach reveals multiple analyses
of system behaviour of the SD model, which are presented in a compact format to a decision maker.
Actually, notwithstanding the application to a conceptual model, the study results make explicit the
nonlinearity between invested maintenance cost and its consequent effects. Furthermore, the
approach demonstrates the contribution to the process of strengthening the usefulness of the
conceptual maintenance performance model.
Keywords: simulation-based optimisation, system
maintenance performance, maintenance costs.

dynamics,
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Introduction
For manufacturing industries, maintenance has become a critical capability in order to compete in the
marketplace. The increasing levels of technology and automation mean that more capital is tied up in
production equipment (Garg and Deshmukh, 2006) and more prevalent consequences occur as a result
of unplanned breakdowns (Swanson, 1997). Further, it is known that the cost of maintenance
constitutes a considerable part of the manufacturing budget, see, e.g., (Salonen and Deleryd, 2011).
However, it is hard to acknowledge the consequential maintenance costs (Vorster and De La Garza,
1990; Pascual et al, 2008) which are considered the larger portion of the total cost. For instance,
according to Wireman (2004), downtime costs can be up to 14 times more than the cost of a repair. In
order to manage the situation, resources need to be intelligently invested in a proactive maintenance
strategy and, according to Sherwin (2000), such a strategy must be well-grounded in top management
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by translating it into economic terms. In accordance with Simões et al, (2011), the previously narrow
operational perspective of maintenance has now shifted to an organisational strategic perspective.
Hence, these recent developments and the increasing complexity of the manufacturing sector seek
improved methods that are capable of supporting development towards proactive maintenance
actions traded off against their consequent effects. Accordingly, this study reutilises a previously
proposed, novel system dynamics (SD) simulation model (Linnéusson et al, 2018). The novelty of the
model is based on its promotion of a system’s view of maintenance costs that also include the dynamic
consequential costs as the combined result of several interacting maintenance levels throughout the
constituent feedback structures. According to Bertrand and Fransoo (2002), it can be considered as a
conceptual model, since it is more theoretical and academic in nature. Nonetheless, it has been
developed to address the practical problem of how to achieve sustainability in the strategic
development of maintenance performance in the automotive industry. Furthermore, the model aims
to support the situation, described by Woodhouse (2001), that it is the short-term cost perspective
that causes the present insufficient management of maintenance assets, where known best practices
do not align with the implemented ones. Thus, it can be useful to evaluate the consequences of a
maintenance strategy, with respect to generated costs, both short and long-term in character which,
according to Pascual et al, (2008), the current inadequate economical efforts cannot handle.
Therefore, in order to explore such a model thoroughly, this paper extends the previous work by
applying simulation-based optimisation (SBO). While SBO can be used as an effective approach to
seeking some optimal solution in an automated manner, see, e.g., (Fu, 2014), the concept of multiobjective optimisation (MOO), see, e.g., (Deb, 2014), has endowed SBO to not only seek a single
optimal solution with a simulation model but multiple Pareto-optimal solutions that have a high spread
in the objective space. Except for a few studies, including ours that investigated the integration of MOO
and SD models (Duggan, 2008; Hedenstierna, 2010; Dudas et al, 2011; Aslam, 2013), its use has, in
general, been much less reported. In fact, to our best knowledge, besides our studies, the application
of MOO has not previously been applied to maintenance SD models.
The presented study, integrating MOO with an SD model, examines the results of three scenarios which
represent three disassociated starting points of preventive maintenance that an industrial
manufacturer might deal with. MOO enables the critical applicability of the simultaneous evaluation
of several conflicting objectives, in which both the decision and objective landscape of maximising
availability, minimising maintenance costs, and minimising maintenance consequential costs can be
analysed.
Essentially for this paper, we first motivate the application of SBO and specifically MOO for
maintenance optimisation, as well as the need of an overall method, such as SD, to appropriately
address system costs in maintenance from a strategic perspective. Thereafter, an overview of the SD
modelling process is provided with the specific contribution from a MOO+SD study to the process. This
is followed by an overview of the reutilised and previously presented SD model, a description of the
general procedure for a MOO+SD analysis, and the presentation of the three scenarios. The results and
analysis section reviews the quantified Pareto-front solutions from which the analyses are drawn. This
is supported by two types of visualisation plots; the scatter plots that provide an overview of the
possible objective landscape obtained from the trade-off and the parallel coordinate heat maps that
enable the comparison of decision parameters in order to fulfil the conflicting objectives.

Maintenance optimisation and simulation
Maintenance optimisation (MO) quantifies maintenance costs and benefits (Dekker, 1996). According
to Dekker (1996), there are several problems regarding the practical applicability of recent MO
research and many current maintenance researchers have also pointed out that the analytical
approach is inadequate (Van Horenbeek et al, 2010; Lad and Kulkarni, 2011; Sinkkonen et al, 2013;
Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2015). Nicolai and Dekker (2008) assert that many maintenance policies are not
analytically traceable and therefore MO requires simulation. Hence, the application of simulation for
MO has increased (Garg and Deshmukh, 2006) and is considered an emerging trend, according to
2
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Sharma et al, (2011). In their review, Sharma et al, (2011) sought even more simulation studies on
optimizing maintenance costs for different combinations of maintenance activity.
However, recently, Ding and Kamaruddin (2015) criticised the practical applicability of current
maintenance policy optimisation research and consequently indicated that the latest developments
with simulation are insufficient. In fact, despite the emerging development of simulation and SBO in
maintenance research, Alabdulkarim et al, (2013) claim that maintenance problems are commonly
treated in isolation. Moreover, in their state-of-the-art review of SBO applications in maintenance
modelling, Alrabghi and Tiwari (2015) identified that the maintenance literature generally suffers from
oversimplified studies that neglect many of the interconnections found in real systems. According to
Wang (2002), one major problem that the MO literature exposes is that only using the minimised
maintenance cost rate as the single optimisation criterion results in most cases having unacceptably
low levels of system reliability. Instead, Wang (2002) argues that the trade-off between maximised
reliability and minimised maintenance costs should be the criteria being sought; which requires a
simultaneous consideration of both objectives. Although a simultaneous evaluation is attainable using
MOO algorithms, according to Alrabghi and Tiwari (2015), a limited number of MOO studies are
available in the maintenance literature. For example, several authors recently considered the
application of MOO for MO, see, e.g., (Ilgin and Tunali, 2007; Van Horenbeek et al, 2010; Van
Horenbeek et al, 2013; Alrabghi and Tiwari, 2015, 2016). However, as a final remark, De Almeida et al,
(2015) generally disqualified current maintenance and reliability models for not considering the multicriteria nature of decision-making. They conclude “there is an inability to translate the multiple
objectives of the problem in terms of cost or financial impact” (De Almeida et al, 2015, p.261).
Moreover, they see potential in an increased focus on better representing the decision makers’
preferences regarding the decision problem, including the conflicting trade-offs, and using MOO to
achieve a more realistic analysis (De Almeida et al, 2015, p.253).
The above-mentioned aspects could be enhanced with a discussion regarding the purpose of MO
models, such as, what system level of investigation is under consideration and why is it appropriate?
For instance, the discussion in Van Horenbeek et al, (2010) concerns the possibility that the selection
of optimisation objectives may lead to sub-optimised solutions. However, they do not discuss how the
construct, or boundary of the model, may delimit the investigation. The above review reveals that MO,
with its traditional, technical and analytical approach, has resulted in overly extensive simplifications
and delimitations of the problems under study. As a response to including a more practical
maintenance perspective, Alabdulkarim et al, (2013) specifically emphasise that discrete-event
simulation (DES) has the capabilities to replicate the production system and provide more realistic
analyses. Moreover, although the above review identifies researchers who point out that the
application of MOO is the next step, only a few advocates the need to incorporate the decision maker’s
preferences, as De Almeida et al, (2015) do. According to Sterman (2000), this is one of the most
important criteria that should be addressed first in a modelling project. Furthermore, to enlighten what
we mean by the level of analysis, we provide the following example: Alabdulkarim et al, (2013)
promote the application of DES to evaluate different maintenance strategies, in order to support a
wider system perspective, rather than the previous analytical MO methods which may provide
analyses that are too narrow. However, according to Gunal and Pidd (2010), utilising DES as a tool also
tends to focus on the operational level of specific areas. Further, they declare that if the policy-level
analysis is of interest, it may not be relevant to utilise DES, nor is feedback behaviour adequately
visualised to support the answer to why certain behaviours arise. In order to support the overall view
of the policy-level analyses and appropriately address the strategical perspective, several researchers
argue for the application of SD, see, e.g., (Keating et al, 1999; Repenning and Sterman, 2001; Warren,
2005; Morecroft, 2007). However, research on the application of SD in maintenance is still
overrepresented by qualitative studies, with few published simulation models (for further details see
Linnéusson et al, 2018).
A relevant example of applying SD in maintenance is found in Ledet and Paich (1994) where the authors
analyse the contribution of maintenance to manufacturing and focus on the relationships that
generate the performance of, e.g., mean time to failure and mean time to repair. Hence, SD models
3
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may include the underlying conditions required for the development of an organisation’s maintenance
performance. Linnéusson et al, (2018) present a base model of maintenance performance using SD
simulation, with a system’s view on maintenance costs, in which short-term benefits and costs can be
evaluated for their long-term effects including consequent levels of future costs; based on theory and
studies at two large maintenance organisations in the Swedish automotive industry. Their model was
subsequently applied to investigate, for example, the impacts of using condition-based maintenance
to move from a reactive maintenance approach to more proactive behaviour, which is one of the
identified key areas of future research in Alabdulkarim et al, (2013). However, despite the capabilities
of addressing the strategical perspective, multiple analyses of SD models to explore the solution space
are time-consuming. Therefore, the combination of MOO and SD has been motivated (see, e.g.,
Duggan, 2008, Aslam, 2013) to quantitatively analyse the trade-off solutions in the objective space.
In conclusion, the above review of MO and simulation can be summarised accordingly. Applying
analytical modelling to quantify maintenance costs and benefits is not enough. Furthermore, current
simulation contributions do not seem to achieve enough practical relevance, due to their
oversimplified system boundaries. MO models have a history of only focusing on maintenance costs,
thus, it has been argued that the application of MOO would be better if it included the multi-criteria
nature of decision-making. DES is considered applicable at the operational level to support the
execution of maintenance but may be insufficient to support understanding the feedback behaviours
at the strategic level. Finally, the SD approach may support the formulation of policies to develop
maintenance performance for the strategic level, however, few simulation applications on
maintenance performance are available and, thus, the applications of MOO on such SD models, beside
ours, are non-existent. In summary, it motivates the integrated SBO approach, where the application
of MOO potentially supports the exploration of the applied SD model in its aim to support the
investigation of the strategic development of maintenance performance using a system’s view to
quantify maintenance costs and benefits.

The modelling process in SD
This section presents an overview of the modelling process in an SD project. The description follows
the modelling steps according to Sterman (2000):
x Problem articulation; understand the problem and articulate it, and select the boundary.
x Dynamic hypothesis; formulate a dynamic hypothesis regarding how the problem dynamics are
endogenously generated from the feedback structure within the selected boundaries. Such
formulation includes studying the relevant literature on problem phenomena and investigating
the situation at the studied companies.
x Formulation; build a simulation model based on the dynamic problem and test the hypothesis,
includes existing ideas from the literature and tacit real-world descriptions. This is a highly
intuitive process (Sterman, 2000), and there are no formal descriptions of how to implement
system dynamics projects (Linnéusson, 2009). The model includes specifications of structure and
decision rules, parameter estimation, behavioural relationships, initial conditions, and tests for
consistency with the aim of the model.
x Testing; examine whether the model reproduces adequately, with respect to its purpose. SD
models are causal-descriptive as well as “statements as to how real systems actually operate in
some aspects” (Barlas, 1996, p.185). The model’s internal structure validation, together with its
capacity to explain how the behaviour arises, is therefore crucial. While correlational black-box
models are validated using statistical tests, this is not applicable for validating behaviours in an
SD model, due to the problems of autocorrelations and multicollinearity (Barlas, 1996).
Moreover, judging the validity of the internal structure of a model is very problematic, and most
methods are informal and qualitative in nature (Barlas, 1996) (see, for instance, Luna-Reyes and
Andersen, 2003). Therefore, it is largely the model’s usefulness in explaining problem
phenomena that determines its validation (Sterman, 2000). In other words, if the model can be
4
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x

considered acceptable relevant and its usage may assist managers’ decision-making in the real
world, it supports validation (Bertrand and Fransoo, 2002).
Policy formulation and evaluation; apply the model to explore possible “what if” scenarios, test
their sensitivity to implementation, examine synergy policies, etc.

In this section, it is relevant to pinpoint and complement the contribution of the MOO application to
an SD model. The effective search of the objective landscape mainly supports the policy formulation
and evaluation step in the modelling process above. However, a MOO study can also be considered to
contribute to the testing step, further reviewed by step 3 in the schematic illustration of Figure 3. Figure
3 illustrates that the SD model must be able to produce relevant output, on a high spread of input
parameters, in order to pass step 3.

Overview of the conceptual SD model
This section presents a concise overview of the applied SD model in the MOO analysis. The full model
includes a large feedback structure which requires much space for transcription (for the full structure
and equations review see Linnéusson et al, (2018), and the appendix where the 1:1 structure is
provided). Managing maintenance in the economic short-termism framework is challenging.
Therefore, the purpose of the model is to support investigating the causal relationships between
strategic initiatives and performance results, as well as enable analyses that take into consideration
the time delays between different actions, which Tsang (2000) has sought from future researchers.
The model boundary selection (BS) includes, according to Linnéusson et al, (2018), aspects such as:
BS1. Equipment health and its interaction with the operating load of production,
BS2. Enable the analysis of different applied maintenance methodologies and their optional mix,
BS3. Evaluate processes of continuous improvement of maintenance performance,
BS4. Direct and indirect maintenance resources working reactively or proactively,
BS5. Estimate the total costs for the complete analysis, such as reactive and proactive trade-offs.

Resource Planning

(BS4)
+

B1
Balance of

Equipment
Health

+ Proactive over
R1

+
(BS1)

Reactive
Maintenance in
Production

-

Maintenance
Development
Process

(BS3)

+ Palette of PM

+

TotMaintCosts

Methodologies

(BS2)

-

(BS5)

Figure 1. Overview of the maintenance performance SD model.

The SD model overview in Figure 1 concisely describes the maintenance performance model, including
the boundary selections (BS) above, to clearly point out their relevance to the model with their
subsequent descriptions below. Each box in the figure has structures of stocks and flows of a different
size, which are the building blocks in SD modelling (accessible in the appendix).
BS1 includes the equipment health (EH) structure and its interaction with the maintenance
performance in production (MPP), which at any moment in time has a certain balance of proactive
over reactive maintenance in production (MPP). The EH is represented by a stock of accumulated
defects, whose flows are governed by the result of the MPP, where defects are reduced by planned or
5
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unplanned repairs and defects are generated by collateral damage from the breakdown rate in
production and the continuous operation load. There is a reinforcing feedback (R1) in these flows of
hidden defects, where the poorer EH causes more reactive breakdowns and thus more collateral
damage, making EH even poorer. Reversely, better EH leads to less need for reactive maintenance,
however, it depends on the support of BS2. Availability (AT) is the result of the MPP, where reactive
work and proactive work both aim at retaining equipment at full functionality; however, they do so
through different feedback structures in the model, thus, with different effects on total costs (CT).
BS2 supports the improvement of EH by the wise application of preventive maintenance
methodologies (PMM). Therefore, with an improved palette of PMM, it supports the efficiency of
defect identification where, for instance, condition-based monitoring using sensors (CBMs), through
its online monitoring, is perhaps more efficient than PM using fixed interval (PMfi). The applied palette
of PM methodologies also includes CBM using discretionary inspections by maintenance staff at the
interval (CBMi). These three methodologies are different in character. They have different planning
triggers for work orders and different capabilities for detecting anomalies. For example, PMfi has a
fixed average delay for initiating work orders and a fixed number of parts to repair. CBMi, on the other
hand, is initiated at the interval and each inspection is performed if the staff is available. This results
in a certain number of parts to repair, depending on the level of EH. However, the optimal mix is not
evident, as the results of the MOO analysis in this study indicate.
BS3 indicates that the palette of PM methodologies can be improved, while the maintenance
development process is a delay structure that transforms information from breakdown reports into
countermeasures based on root-cause analyses (RCA) of available information. Different policies for
retrieving information and the process to transform it can be formulated, for instance, whether the
number of maintenance engineers (SE) affects the flow of RCA. Its delayed output may be new PM
preparations, or the development of old ones, changing the mix between PMfi, CBMi, and CBMs and its
total relation to all parts of the system. This means any scenario of between 0% to 100% PM work can
be subject to experimentation, as well as any of the varying optional mix of the methodologies.
Now the balancing loop B1 can be closed, which describes the continuous improvement generated by
the need for increased capabilities to maintain EH at an acceptable level. Poorer EH leads to poorer
MPP with a high rate of breakdowns (RBD), for which repairmen document, if known, their causes.
Through the analyses of engineers (SE), this eventually results in improved PM preparations of either
PMfi, CBMi, or CBMs. It also leads to more efficient PM work and has a greater impact on the EH through
the more proactive balance of preventive repairs in production.
BS4 nonetheless regards that the dedicated resource planning, to a large extent, decides upon the
effective result through the above-mentioned feedback mechanisms. Three types of staff resources
are included, engineers (SE) and repairmen (SR) working proactively or reactively. SE are dedicated to
their tasks throughout the simulation period, while the SR move between their working pools according
to the workload created from the RBD. If RBD persists, SR cannot work proactively, however, if the RBD
increases, proactive SR staff will help and support the acute need.
BS5 sums up the total maintenance costs (CT) as a consequence of the palette of PMM, including
maintenance costs (CM) of staff and spare parts, investment costs in CBMs, and consequential
maintenance costs (CQ) from breakdowns and tied up capital in the spare parts inventory. This
structure also contains the accumulation of the maintenance budget accomplishment and the
accumulated profits throughout the simulation period; the accumulated economic result (ER). As the
overview in Figure 1 illustrates, there is no feedback from the CT back to the other structure, hence, the
measures in BS5 do not impact any of the endogenously-created dynamics, which could be the case
for another system boundary.
Validation of the SD model has considered the normal techniques in SD, applying the formal validation
tests according to Barlas (1996):
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Direct structure tests have been followed, which constitute purely qualitative comparisons with
the literature and knowledge about the real-world system provided by the study of two large
maintenance organisations.
Structure-oriented behaviour tests have been followed to a large extent. Such tests utilise the
quantitative simulation to evaluate the structures’ capability to represent the expected feedback
behaviours, by the application of extreme condition tests, behaviour sensitivity tests, and
boundary adequacy tests.
Behaviour pattern tests do not provide added value to validate the model structure (Barlas,
1996), but validates the generated behaviour. However, the conceptual model does not include
parameter face values which need an application case where direct input data is taken from the
real-world system.

The tests have resulted, to some extent, in justifying the overall model behaviour. They have also
included the testing of assumptions, with the help of industrial maintenance experts. Furthermore, the
application of MOO has resulted in strengthening the structure-oriented behaviour test, by exploring
errors in the model, as mentioned previously and described schematically in Figure 3. Consequently,
model equations have been improved, adding some parameters and new structures, compared to the
conceptual SD model presented in the study by Linnéusson et al, (2018).

Applying MOO with SD
The simulation principle for evaluating SD models using MOO follows the general SBO-process
illustrated in Figure 2, where the “Simulation Model” is regarded as a “Black Box” for the optimisation
engine. The SD model was built in Vensim DSS and the MOO simulation model in modeFrontier. The
integration of MOO and SD has followed the MOO+SD methodology developed by Aslam (2013), which
in detail describes the steps of decision space sampling, global objective space search, and local
objective space refinement. This leads to the presentation of optimal solutions which are part of step
4 in the general procedure for a MOO+SD analysis, illustrated in Figure 3. The MOO simulation model
utilises the NSGA-II algorithm, and the evaluation process activates and executes multiple runs of the
SD model. In the literature, Fast Elitist Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II), developed
by Deb et al, (2002), is probably the best-known population-based metaheuristic algorithm for giving
very good approximations of the Pareto front. Three major features have rendered the outstanding
performance of NSGA-II which make it to be chosen for this work: (1) an elitism principle, based on a
ʄ + ʅ elitism selection procedure; (2) the calculation of crowding distance value for an explicit and
efficient diversity preserving mechanism that eliminates an extra niching parameter used in other
MOO algorithms; (3) non-dominated solutions is emphasised by equipping with a fast non-dominated
sorting approach that has a complexity of O(mN2), instead of O(mN3) like Multi-Objective Genetic
Algorithm (Babbar et al, 2003).
Furthermore, the presented optimisation scenarios in this study are the result of applying an initial
DOE (design of experiments) with 50 randomised values on the inputs, presented in Table 1, run for
100 generations, totalling 5000 evaluations. The generated initial population of Pareto-front solutions
was then used as “a trained DOE”, run for the number of generations that resulted in a final solution
set of at least 50,000 evaluations.
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Figure 2. The general SBO process, adapted from (Aslam, 2013).

The procedure for the MOO+SD analysis can generally be described according to Figure 3. Step 1 is the
ordinary modelling procedure for an SD model. Step 2 includes setting up the optimisation model in
the optimisation engine, based on the selected conflicting objectives in the SD model, and output
parameters of interest. Step 3 includes evaluating the initial results, which most certainly will require
further improvements of the validity of the SD model since the MOO evaluations expose any inability
of the SD model to generate a valid answer. When step 3 reveals valid answers, step 4 can start with
the aim to generate analysable results, such as the subsequent scatter plots and parallel coordinates
in the results and analysis section. Step 5 represents the comparison of several scenarios, as performed
in this study. Step 6 represents post-analyses of solutions of interest, where a Pareto-front solution
can be analysed in the SD software more deeply, in order to investigate the feedback dynamics of its
performance; however, this is not explored further in this paper.
1. Develop the SD model for the case, problem boundary and validation aspects, according to SD-standard
procedures (Barlas, 1996, Sterman, 2000).
2. Define the MOO model, such as, the input parameters and the conflicting objectives.
3. Test run the MOO model, if needed, improve SD model to enable valid MOO-evaluations, according to below, and
initiate search of Pareto-front.

SD model

Evaluations

MOO model

Evaluate results in
respect to
validation

Improve model
4. Evaluate results of MOO-scenario, explore Pareto-front solutions.

5. Meta-analysis, compare different MOO-scenarios.

Visualize Pareto-front
solutions
Visualize several
Pareto-front
solutions

6. Select Pareto-front solutions of interest, from MOO-scenarios, for further investigation in the SD model to study
their dynamic behaviours over time, to support decision-making for the specific strategy.

Figure 3. The general procedure for a MOO+SD analysis.
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MOO of the maintenance performance model
The MOO scenarios represent companies at different states of developed maintenance performance.
Thus, each scenario seeks to evaluate the same input parameters, and the same ranges of these,
according to Table 1. The input parameters are selected in the SD model on the basis of their expected
effects that can lead to the attainment of a proactive behaviour in maintenance. The aim of each
optimisation scenario is to identify the most beneficial development towards a future state in the SD
model, which uses a time horizon of 10 years. This is applied using the optimisation objectives of
maximising availability, max(AT), minimising maintenance costs, min(CM), and minimising maintenance
consequential costs, min(CQ).
Table 1. Input parameter data from SD model in Appendix for the MOO evaluations.
Input parameter in SD model: Notation:
numberRepairWorkers
SR
numberMaintenanceEngineers
SE
fractionPMiFromRCA
FPM
fractionCBMiFromRCAhelp
FCBM
goalFractionCBMoverPM
PMFCBM
inspectionInterval
II
goalCBMsensors
PMCBMs

Range:
4 – 50
0 – 30
0–1
0–1
0–1
4 – 52
0 – 500

Step:
1
1
0.05
0.05
0.05
2
25

Note:
Total work pool of repair staff
Staff dedicated to develop new PM work
These two parameters control the distribution
between PMfi, CBMi, and CBMs
Goal for CBMi + CBMs over all PM work
Interval for inspections for CBMi
Goal for CBMs

The scenarios represent three different initial conditions, to which some companies can relate, which
differ accordingly:
x Scenario S1 represents companies applying a Run-To-Failure (RTF) strategy, using PMfi on 5%
of the equipment, including, for example, lubrication and the minimal activities due to
warranty requirements.
x Scenario S2 represents companies applying a somewhat mediocre PM performance, with an
RTF strategy for 50% of the equipment, and 50% using PMfi.
x Scenario S3 represents companies with highly developed and well performing PM work, with
75% PMfi, 20% of CBMi, and 5% CBMs.

Results and analysis
To pursue the analysis, firstly, the scatter plots of the optimised trade-off behaviour between the three
conflicting objectives are analysed. Secondly, the parallel coordinate heat maps (PCHM), covering a set
of selected parameters, are analysed to identify their patterns of dependence.

9
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Meta-analysis of MOO scenarios using scatter plots

Figure 4. Scatter plots for the three scenarios.

The results, in Figure 4, include four perspectives of the same sets of solutions, where scenario S1 is
the category 1 circular dots, scenario S2 is the category 2 x-shaped dots, and scenario S3 is the category
3 triangle-shaped dots. The left-hand-side upper plot has a 3D perspective, including all three
optimisation objectives, which the other 2D plots are oriented toward. All Pareto-front solutions for
scenarios S1, S2, and S3 are significantly apart. The right-hand-side upper plot reveals a linear
dependency between availability (AT) and maintenance cost (CM), where the consequence of increased
equipment utilisation leads to a higher CM. Both S2 and S3 exhibit a knee region, characterised by the
fact that a small increase in AT has induced a considerably higher CM. S1 solutions do not have such a
‘knee’ region and reach about AT = 0.95. In the left-hand-side lower plot, especially S2 and S3 solutions
reveal a nonlinear characteristic, where increased AT leads to decreased maintenance consequential
costs (CQ), although initially, they follow a near linear dependency on higher CQ as AT increases. It means
that the high performing solutions probably achieve the availability through a proactive behaviour in
the SD model since attaining high availability through a reactive behaviour generates substantial
consequential breakdown costs and a larger spare parts inventory. With this in mind, S1 solutions in
the CQ AT plot on the left-hand-side exhibit a rather linear shape. Interestingly, at about AT = 0.95, there
are S2 solutions that perform lower CQ than the S3 solutions. Nonetheless, the top performing
solutions in S3 outperform all others, with respect to CQ. The right-hand-side lower plot reveals the
characteristic relation between the performance of CM and the CQ. Studying S1 in that plot reveals that
there is little benefit from increasing CM. However, in S2 and S3, the relation between CM and CQ has
shown some dramatic changes. In S2, at higher CM than about 150,000, a further increase of availability
causes a steady decrease of CQ until at about 200,000, where no further benefit is shown. S3 solutions
behave similarly, but much more rapidly, with a large gap between Pareto-front solutions on the scale
of CQ.
10
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Hence, the Pareto-front results in Figure 4 clearly reveal the trade-off between the three optimizing
objectives: max(AT), min(CM), and min(CQ). Firstly, they can be considered very different in character,
as comparing the patterns of solutions for each scenario reveals. Secondly, they exhibit a perception
of the possible path to development within each scenario, as indicated in the characteristics of system
inertia, depending on the scenario and selected strategies.

Figure 5. 2D scatter plot for the three scenarios.

The 2D scatter plot, in Figure 5, totals the two cost objectives: CT = CM + CQ. In S1, CT increases with
higher AT until 0.94, but when AT approaches 0.95, CT is lower for some solutions. S2 solutions clearly
produce a nonlinear behaviour, where higher AT up to about 0.92 is linear. From that area, each
increase in AT leads to a considerable decrease of CT, until a point where a further increase is very
expensive. Studying the PCHM in Figure 7 reveals that these solutions are characterised by having
fewer breakdowns (RBD) and more takedowns (RTD). S3 solutions exhibit a behaviour which at first
shows that there is a small increase of CT as AT increases, then above 0.98, there are radically better
solutions with a gap in between; in the PCHM of Figure 8, this appears as two clusters of solutions.

Meta-analysis of MOO scenarios using PCHM
The parallel coordinate heat maps (PCHM) of the scenarios enable a meta-analysis of the results. Each
line in the PCHM represents one set of Pareto-front solutions, which enables analysing the dependency
between parameter results and distinguishes the characteristics of the solutions from each other. The
first four axes in Figure 6 to 8 are the parameters presented in the abobe scatter plots: AT, CM, CQ, and
CT respectively. Thus, the same information is presented in the PCHM-format. For instance, studying
the 3D scatter plot 3 in Figure 5 reveals that some solutions in S2 are better than in S3; identify these
on the 3rd axis and follow the lines to the breakdown rate (RBD) and the takedown rate (RTD) axis, where
the best S2 solutions have more planned maintenance activities compared to the inferior cluster of
solutions in S3. In addition, looking at the accumulated economic results (ER) on the 5th axis in the
PCHMs shows that all S1 solutions have a negative result, thus, they may not be worth aiming for with
respect to profit. However, S2 and S3 have solutions with positive ER and in addition S3 has some very
high performing solutions. The next two parameters are the staff of repair workers (SR) and
maintenance engineers (SE), where S1 solutions require high levels of SR and SE. S2 solutions are
represented on a large range of SR and more SE than S1. Furthermore, S3 manages with fewer SR and
11
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has even more SE. The next parameter, the inspection interval (II), shows that all solutions for S1 use a
short interval, solutions for S2 are represented on the complete range, and S3 solutions are either
concentrated on short intervals or long intervals. The performance of S1 solutions, on the EH axis of
the equipment health parameter, is on a rather narrow range and on quite a high level of hidden
defects, which is its units. For S2, there is a large range spanning from a high to a low level of hidden
defects and, for S3, there are two clear clusters of solutions at both ends of the S2 range on EH. The
next two parameters indicate the result of unplanned and planned maintenance interventions, where
S1 solutions have a high breakdown rate (RBD), with a narrow range and few takedowns (RTD). A similar
pattern is found for the poor performing solutions in S2, while the better performing cluster has an
opposite relation. For S3, there are clearly two separate clusters that either perform very well, or
similar, on the poor performing solutions in S2. The last three parameters in the PCHMs provide
information on the distribution between the different maintenance methodologies, namely, PMfi,
CBMi, and CBMs respectively. By comparing S1, S2, and S3, three different patterns are obvious. S1
solutions generally use the most PMfi, then CBMi, and thereafter CBMs. In S2 solutions, three patterns
can be distinguished; first, solutions using more than 50% PMfi, which also use about 10% CBMi, and
most CBMs. The second clear pattern, which also represents solutions that perform best on AT, is
solutions that use less than 50% PMfi, almost 50% CBMi or more, as well as a low level of CBMs. The
third pattern can be distinguished in the middle of the PMfi axis. These solutions use approximately
50% PMfi and about 40% CBMi, as well as CBMs on an almost 10% range. S3 solutions, whose results
on previous parameters have been very clearly divided into two patterns, are not so different here,
where solutions are rather concentrated for both PMfi and CBMi. However, for S3 solutions on the
CBMs axis, some of the best performing solutions on availability differ with a higher level of CBMs, but
they also exist on the lower range down to 5% CBMs.

Figure 6. PCHM for scenario 1.
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Figure 7. PCHM for scenario 2.

Figure 8. PCHM for scenario 3.

Summary MOO meta-analysis
Generally, the meta-analysis indicates that S1 solutions are more homogenous, whereas S2 and S3
have at least two clusters of behaviour. Studying all the top performing solutions in all the graphs on
the different parameters’ axes, SE is a common denominator, indicating the significance of engineers
to the development process of more proactive maintenance. Another aspect is the considerable
13
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diversity of maintenance methodologies (PMfi, CBMi, CBMs) for the solutions. Each scenario exhibits its
own separate pattern, indicating the importance of considering the initial condition when choosing
the strategy to apply in order to achieve the most successful PM behaviour in production.
S1 reveals that a journey towards a proactive maintenance behaviour, with the initial condition of using
an RTF strategy, may not provide enough profit, see ER. It means that the profit per production volume
needs to be higher for a company in S1 than for a company in S2 and S3. It indicates that companies
with inadequately developed and poor performing PM work may be better off by continuing with
reactive maintenance. This result could clarify the statement, according to Sharma et al, (2005), that
using a breakdown maintenance strategy is a feasible approach in situations with high customer
demands and large profit margins. However, as a matter of fact, the MOO analysis reveals that the
potential to be proactive is still prominent in such a system that S1 represents, see Figure 6, where
solutions with a higher RTD perform best in AT and CQ. Hence, if profit margins are large enough, the
negative spiral of reactiveness can be broken if such a strategy is pursued.
S2 solutions perform on a large range of CM, see Figure 7, where high-cost solutions clearly result in the
overall best PM performance, with lowest CQ. S2 represents a company with an initial, mediocre level
of maintenance performance and, in order to attain the higher region of AT, the analysis clearly
indicates the need for SR. Comparing the high AT solutions to the low AT solutions, which have low CM,
indicates they definitively suffer from an overbalance toward RBD instead of planned RTD.
S3 reveals that distinctly better performing future states are attainable, see Figure 8. S3 stands out
from S1 and S2 by using considerably more engineers (SE), which indicates that the initial conditions
may be highly significant for whether the capabilities of SE can be put into effect or whether doing so
is just a waste of resources. Nevertheless, S3 clearly indicates that, when the inertia in the maintenance
and production system overcomes the tipping point into a proactive maintenance behaviour, it excels
in performance. The characteristics, seen in S3, that generate such proactive maintenance behaviour
is keeping the hidden defects in the parameter EH at a low level. The strategy applied in the top
performing solution sets is attained by a high RTD based on identified defects mainly through CBMi,
followed by a rather high level of CBMs, and PMfi on the lowest share. Nevertheless, such a strategy
must also be supported by accurate levels of SR and SE, to enable the corresponding development of
precision activities, based on facts about the equipment and its failure behaviours.

Conclusions and future work
This paper presents a study which applies simulation-based optimisation (SBO), using multi-objective
optimisation (MOO) on a conceptual, system dynamics (SD) maintenance performance model. This
integration provides a method for the thorough analysis of the trade-offs between conflicting
objectives, such as maximise availability, minimise maintenance costs, and minimise maintenance
consequential costs.
The study compares three MOO scenarios with different initial conditions of preventive maintenance,
which result in a certain performance and behaviour in the model. The results strongly indicate the
nonlinearity between maintenance costs and maintenance consequential costs, especially at the
higher levels of developed, preventive maintenance performance. The results clearly reveal that the
different initial conditions require different strategies for the development of maintenance
performance. The use of parallel coordinate heat maps (PCHM) enables the analysis to identify why
the scenarios perform differently and explain the characterisation of solutions on the efficient
frontiers. The results make explicit the implication of path dependency, regarding the development
rate of maintenance performance for the different scenarios. This depends both on the current state
and on how policies are formulated on the journey towards an improved future state. Consequently,
using MOO with an SD model, as proposed in this paper, exhibits a very rich quantitative analysis to
support the decision-making on a possible, future action strategy for the system under study.
The results and insights gained from the conceptual model, described in this paper, cannot be
generalised for all practical maintenance situations which require the development of more detailed
models of production facilities and complex cost models. However, it is believed that the SBO
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framework, using MOO analysis on SD models, is readily applicable to more complex, detailed models
for more complicated analyses of maintenance performance. In other words, it can be said that the
limitation of the paper is posed by the detailed level of the SD models, but not the SBO framework.
Additionally, with respect to validation, a MOO analysis allows an extreme and thorough evaluation of
possible simulation runs of the applied SD model, which clearly reveals its capacity to calculate
reasonable results. For this study, the applied model had to be improved to show any meaningful
results, hence, applying MOO to explore a conceptual SD model has contributed to strengthening its
use. As such, this can be considered a positive side effect in the process of achieving increased
validation for its applicability.
In this regard, the application of MOO to explore an SD model can be considered a valuable
contribution to support the formulation of a maintenance strategy, compared to experimenting in an
SD model without knowing whether the experiments are close or far from the optimal trade-offs.
Nonetheless, in order to connect strategy and operational execution, future work will investigate the
combination with discrete event simulation (DES) to prioritise maintenance activities at the
operational level. Combining SD with DES is emerging, and has been promoted, due to its ability to
dramatically increase the size of the scenario landscape, as well as exchange the strengths of the two
approaches between them, such as feedback into DES and details into SD (Sasdad et al, 2014). In other
words, future work will explore a mixed method approach that considers both the planning of the
short-term, maintenance tasks and the improvement of long-term strategic planning as in this paper.
By integrating the DES and SD modelling approaches using MOO, it will be possible to explore an
integrated SBO framework with the potential to address industrial maintenance problems that stretch
the interface between strategic and operational levels. Overall speaking, such a framework can allow
maintenance to be in charge of its own optimal planning, instead of reacting and following other
requirements set by production or poorly defined priorities of activities.
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Abstract
Industrial maintenance includes rich internal dynamic complexity on how to deliver value.
While the technical development has provided with applicable solutions in terms of
reliability and condition based monitoring, managing maintenance is still an act of
balancing, trying to please the short-termism from the economic requirements and
simultaneously address the necessity of strategic and long-term thinking. By presenting an
analysis to justify maintenance studying system behavior, this paper exemplifies the
contribution of the combined approach of a system dynamics maintenance performance
model and multi-objective optimization. The paper reveals how insights from the
investigation, of the near optimal Pareto-front solutions in the objective space, can be
drawn using visualization of the performance of selected parameters. According to our
analysis, there is no return back to the single use of system dynamics; the contribution to
the analysis of exploring system behavior, from applying multi-objective optimization, is
extensive. However, for the practical application, the combined approach is not a
replacement – but a compliment. Where the interpretation of the visualized Pareto-fronts
strongly benefits from the understanding of the model dynamics, in which important
nonlinearities and delays can be revealed, and thus facilitate on the selected strategical
path for implementation.
Keywords: maintenance performance, strategic development, system dynamics,
simulation, multi-objective optimization

Introduction
Justifying maintenance is not straightforward, if it was, any company would have full control
over tradeoffs between money spent in their maintenance organization and their effect on
production throughput or service to its customers. Any market, where your products or services
compete, there is an upper level for what customers are ready to pay. Having the consequence
that for the specific department there is normally a budget limiting the ambition for maintenance
development to support production with required dependability. It is of interest, from a practical
standpoint, to better understand the underlying structures in maintenance, resulting in its system
behavior, and to identify the best trade-off between conflicting objectives, in order to attain
strategic development of the maintenance performance. Furthermore, as a consequence of
increased competition, the improvement potential becomes harder to gain putting higher
demands on future methods for justifying maintenance.
1
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Therefore, this paper presents one approach to economically justify maintenance, focusing on
the study of system behavior, by the combined utilization of a system dynamics (SD)
maintenance performance model and the simulation-based optimization (SBO) approach of
multi-objective optimization (MOO). Where the application of MOO leads to the thorough
investigation of the trade-offs between the conflicting objectives of, for instance, the short-term
economic requirements, (Sherwin, 2000), and the long-term development needs (Repenning
and Sterman, 2001), and thus support the maneuver in systems with different short- and longrun dynamics, addressed in (Rahmandad and Repenning, 2015). Except for a few studies,
including ours that investigated the integration of MOO and system dynamics (SD) models
(Aslam, 2013, Duggan, 2008), the use of SBO with SD models is in general much less reported.
As a matter of fact, the work of Aslam (2013) has exemplified applying MOO on SD models,
whereas one is the well-known beer game model of (Sterman, 2000) which has shown possible
to draw generalized conclusions through studying the resulting patterns from the extensive
amount of different optimal simulation runs (Aslam, 2013); thus MOO can support the
identification of innovative principles that make up certain patterns of the non-dominated
optimal solutions from the SD model under study. More concretely, for the model applied in
this study, it provides a method for the thorough analysis of the trade-offs between conflicting
objectives, such as availability, maintenance costs, and maintenance consequential costs.
The applied research work represented by this paper, and the choices of methodologies, has
several purposes:
x

x

x

Firstly, address the practical problem in the automotive industry of attaining
sustainability in the strategic development of maintenance performance. This is the
fundamental research motivation. To support a sustainable development Linnéusson et
al. (2015a) calls for a systems thinking approach to better address maintenance cost
modeling; which should include the visualization of consequential maintenance costs;
with the purpose to minimize short-term my-budget-thinking and support the long-term
development of maintenance performance.
Secondly, by applying the systems thinking approach, the ambition is to introduce
thinking differently, and more holistically, to defeat chronic reactiveness and to
contribute to the shift in mind on the added value from maintenance, brought up in
(Linnéusson et al., 2015b), where the need to build a maintenance SD model was
elaborated on. Because, utterly, what is needed and sought to support, is to transcend
current paradigm (Donella, 1999) of short-termism within the maintenance context.
Even if such endeavor may be considered too ambitious, working in that direction is
considered fundamental in this research.
Thirdly, visualize system behavior, applications investigating maintenance
performance, in for instance (Linnéusson et al., 2017b), have applied SD to analyze such
system behavior and expose possible paths towards proactiveness. The model includes
the interaction of maintenance in production, studying maintenance performance, based
on the efficiency of applied pallet of maintenance methodologies (Tsang, 2002), such
as: run-to-failure, preventive maintenance using fixed intervals, condition-based
maintenance using inspections, and condition-based maintenance using sensors, and the
load on equipment in production including feedback to equipment degradation, inspired
by (Ledet and Paich, 1994, Sterman, 2000), and its corresponding effect to the mean
delay of breakdowns. It included cost consequences from model behavior which
explicitly visualize consequential maintenance costs (Vorster and De La Garza, 1990).
Furthermore, continuous development based on breakdowns, similar to the Reliability
centered maintenance (RCM) concept was also included.
2
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x

x

Fourthly, increase knowledge elicitation from SD models, the application using the
combined approach of SD and MOO (Duggan, 2008, Aslam, 2013) enables extensive
evaluation of the decision- and objective space, and their visualization. It has enabled
meta-analyses comparing several scenario’s Pareto-fronts to distinguish characteristics
based on a starting point in the proactive maintenance work (Linnéusson et al., 2017a).
The many SD model evaluations in a MOO study also lead to the merciless verdict on
attained internal validation. The reward from its application is vast information of the
patterns between parameters with respect to the optimization objectives, see, for
example, the parallel coordinate heat maps in Figure 7 and Figure 8.
Fifthly, support the practical improvement of precision in maintenance’ activities
towards proactiveness and higher efficiency. By the application of above-mentioned
methods, contributing to the improved evaluation of strategic development, this purpose
is supported and can generate policies on the general level of maintenance performance
development.

Hence, the purpose of this study mainly focuses on the fourth point above, however, with the
predecessor points as a basis, and, with the aim to deliver value to the fifth purpose.
The application of MOO enables this paper to explore the different objective space
characteristics for how two categories of equipment at one production unit, representing
equipment with low and high criticality, may most beneficially develop, with respect to the
underlying SD model. The outcome of the investigation is thus a visualization of the Paretofront trade-offs between the investigated conflicting objectives and a set of model parameters,
supporting the analysis of system behavior for the decision-maker.
Multi-objective optimization
Multi-objective optimization (MOO) is a discipline that has been studied since the 1970s. Its
application areas range widely from resource allocation, transportation, and investment
decisions to mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, and automation applications, to
name a few. In contrast to single-objective optimization, in which only one objective function
is considered, MOO considers multiple objective functions simultaneously and seeks to identify
a set of optimal solutions which are defined as Pareto-optimal solutions. A solution is
considered to belong to the Pareto-optimal set when there is no other solution that can improve
at least one of the optimization objectives without deteriorating any other objective. This set of
solutions is also known as the Pareto-front when plotted on the objective space. Figure 1
illustrates the concept of decision and objective space, as well as the domination and nondomination of solutions in MOO. The search space of a multi-objective optimization problem
is represented by the decision space where the design variables, which are the input parameters,
constitute a set of solutions that are evaluated through a solver, which in this work is mainly a
simulation model, and mapped to the objective space. Thus, a certain solution with its
inherent values of the design parameters ଵ andଶ is evaluated through the solver which
subsequently results inԢ in the objective space representing the fitness or performance of
solution in terms of the objective functions ଵ andଶ .
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Figure1.TheconceptofnonͲdomination,decisionandobjectivespace,from(Aslam,2013).

The main concept of MOO is to evaluate two or more conflicting objectives against each other
and obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions and the Pareto-front (Basseur et al., 2006). This
comparison of the solutions is executed on the basis of the domination concept in which a
solution ݏଵ is said to dominate a solution ݏଶ if ݏଵ is no worse then ݏଶ ǡ with respect to all
optimization objectives, and where ݏଵ is strictly better than ݏଶ in at least one optimization
objective (Deb, 2001).
Applying MOO with SD
The simulation principle for evaluating SD models using MOO follows the general simulationbased optimizing process as is seen in Figure 2. For this study, the “Simulation Model”, which
for the optimization model is regarded as a “Black Box”, has utilized the SD model included in
the appendix. The SD model was built in Vensim DSS and the MOO-simulation model in
modeFrontier. The MOO-simulation model utilizes the NSGA-II algorithm, and the evaluation
process activates and executes multiple runs of the SD model. Using a double quad-core
processor enables eight simultaneous evaluations, which implies 1.5-2 hours for about 50,000
evaluations.
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System
Environment
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Boundaries
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System
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Optimal
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Figure2.AgeneralsimulationͲbasedoptimizingprocess,adaptedfrom(Aslam,2013).

The applied procedure for the MOO-SD analysis presented in this paper has followed according
to Figure 3. Where Step 1 is the ordinary modeling procedure for the SD model, which in this
case used a previously developed model presented in (Linnéusson et al., 2017b). Step 2 includes
setting up the optimization model in the optimization engine based on the selected conflicting
objectives in the SD model and defines the number of evaluations. Step 3 includes evaluating
the initial results, where strange results may indicate on the need of SD model modifications in
order to get reasonable output values. This process harshly exposes any inability to generate a
valid answer for all evaluations; a process following iterations of model improvements to
4
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provide a more stable and valid SD model. Step 4 can be performed when the SD model can be
considered valid enough for its purpose, and provides with the possibility to analyze the results,
according to the scatter plots and parallel coordinates presented later. Step 5 may be applied if
the analysis benefits from investigating different points of origin, where scenarios with different
initial conditions may be explored, with the purpose to learn from how important knowledge
about the present condition before conducting an implementation journey towards a future state,
as examined in (Linnéusson et al., 2017a). Step 6 represents the possible post-analysis of
solutions of interest, however not explored in this paper, where the explored Pareto-front
solutions may be further analyzed utilizing the SD model again in order to apply the strengths
of SD to facilitate the desired development. Furthermore, in order to conduct the MOOsimulation, in Step 4, the methodology for SD+MOO presented in (Aslam, 2013) has been used,
which in detail describes the steps of decision space sampling, global objective space search,
and local objective space refinement, which leads to the presentation of optimal solutions.
1. Develop the SD model for the case, problem boundary and validation aspects, according to the
standard procedures (Barlas, 1996, Sterman, 2000)
2. Define the MOO-model, such as, the input parameters and the conflicting objectives
3. Test run MOO-model, if needed improve SD model to enable valid MOO-evaluations, according to
below, and initiate search of Pareto-front

SD model

Evaluations

MOO-model
Evaluate results in
respect to
validation

Improve model

4. Evaluate results from MOO-scenario, explore Pareto-front solutions

Visualize Paretofront solutions

5. Meta-analysis, compare different MOO-scenarios

Visualize several
Pareto-front
solutions

6. Select Pareto-front solutions of interest, from MOO-scenarios, for further investigation in the SD model
to study their dynamic behaviors over time, to support decision-making for the specific strategy

Figure3.ThegeneralprocedureforaMOOͲSDanalysis.

The maintenance performance model
For a full model presentation, see (Linnéusson et al., 2017b), in the appendix the complete
structure with corresponding model equations is provided. Figure 4, represents an overview of
the model, illustrated using five general parts.
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Figure4.OverviewofthemaintenanceperformanceSDmodel.

The structure in Production and maintenance performance part defines the availability as a
consequence of the current equipment reliability, defined in the structure found in the
Equipment health status box, together with staffing for unplanned or planned maintenance
repairs and their respective productivity, similar to the structure in (Ledet and Paich, 1994).
Thus, the better equipment health status is, the breakdown frequency decreases, and availability
increases, however, the higher availability is it also leads to a higher operational load on
equipment which implies a higher risk for a failure. The structure in Equipment health status
part defines the aggregated equipment reliability as a consequence of the accumulated defects,
generated by the operation load and collateral damage from breakdowns, and their elimination
through repairs, inspired by the structure of Equipment defects presented in (Sterman, 2000).
Based on the level of Preventive maintenance performance, and the ratio between planned and
unplanned repairs, it results in the certain defect elimination, where planned maintenance has
the more efficient approach to defect elimination. The planned maintenance is based on the
level of applied maintenance methodology, divided between preventive maintenance using
fixed interval, and condition-based maintenance using manual inspections, or sensors; which in
turn results in different efficiency to detect defects based on which of these three methodologies
that are applied. And also, includes the planning and scheduling capabilities, similar to the
structure in (Ledet and Paich, 1994), together with a throttle limited by the pressure to produce
on behalf of preventive maintenance, if availability is under its goal value. The model also
includes a structure for a Maintenance development process which defines the maintenance
performance development pace based on policies, resources, delays, work pressure, and work
progress of transforming information of why breakdowns occurred into root-cause
countermeasures, represented in the model by new preventive maintenance activities. The
structure describing the Holistic economic performance box includes, for example, the
calculation of total maintenance costs as a consequence of the production and maintenance
performance, including direct maintenance costs, and consequential maintenance costs from
breakdowns, using a simple principle found in (Wireman, 2004) where the maintenance costs
and downtime costs ratio have been empirically considered in the range from 1:2 to 1:14. The
Applied Maintenance Strategies diamond in Figure 4 represent where possible policies and
strategies for development interact with the model for this study.
Validation has considered the normal techniques in SD, such as the process according to
(Barlas, 1996), with direct structure tests, structure-oriented behavior tests, and behavior pattern
tests. Inputs to modeling have covered the studies of procedures of the industrial partners and
relevant literature. Thus, the overall model behavior has been considered justified, to some
extent, also including the testing of assumptions with help of industrial maintenance experts.
Furthermore, the application of MOO, with respect to model validation, is very powerful. Any
6
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error in the model will be identified by the evaluation of so many solutions, thus MOO identifies
any weak spots leading to anomalies. In this study, it has had the effect of improving model
equations in order to correct erroneous behavior, adding parameters, as well as, some new
structure.
MOO simulation scenarios
The maintenance performance SD model can be applied for different studies using the MOOtechnique, for instance, comparing different categories of companies at three different states of
applied maintenance methodology, as is presented in (Linnéusson et al., 2017a). This study,
however, is an example where MOO is applied to investigate an applicable strategy for two sets
of equipment at one production unit, with different characteristics regarding downtime costs.
In a structured maintenance, organization equipment is normally divided into different
categories of criticality, where the consequences from a breakdown in respect to downtime,
quality, safety, cost, etc., have been analyzed, placing equipment into its category of criticality.
This categorization is then used as an input value to the preparation of the maintenance planning
for the certain piece of equipment, considering activities such as preventive maintenance using
fixed intervals (PMfi), condition based maintenance using inspections (CBMi), and conditionbased maintenance using sensors (CBMs). Thus the output should be a set of maintenance
activities that will prevent failure to the required level of the specific category of criticality. In
the real setting, there may be several categories of equipment, not just two as in this example,
as provided due to space limitation. Furthermore, in the presented case, for simplicity, in respect
to model comparison, only one parameter is changed between the two scenarios, which is the
repair cost ratio for a planned and unplanned repair. The downtime cost varies depending on
the consequences in production if the stop causes quality issues, or increased damage requiring
the exchange of more parts than the one causing the breakdown in the first place, thus it is
represented by the criticality of the certain piece of equipment. Therefore, the scenarios for this
study are accordingly:
x
x

Scenario S1 includes the equipment of lower criticality, with a cost ratio of 1:4 between
the repair cost for a planned and an unplanned repair.
Scenario S2, includes the equipment of higher criticality, with a cost ratio of 1:12
between the repair cost for a planned and an unplanned repair.

The MOO-scenarios apply the input parameters, and ranges, according to Table 1 below. The
input parameters are selected based on their expected effects to attain a proactive behavior in
maintenance in the SD model, using a time horizon of 10 years. The same initial conditions
are applied, using a Run-To-Failure (RTF) strategy for 50% of the equipment, and the other
50% use PMfi.
Table1.InputparameterdatafromtheSDmodelfortheMOOͲscenarios
Input parameter:
Range:
numberRepairMen
4 – 50
numberMaintenanceEngineers 0 – 30
fractionPMiFromRCA
0–1
fractionCBMiFromRCAhelp
0–1
goalFractionCBMoverPM
0–1
inspectionInterval
4 – 52
goalCBMsensors
0 – 500

Step:
1
1
0.05
0.05
0.05
2
25

Each MOO-scenario evaluates the multi-criteria trade-offs between maximized availability,
minimized maintenance cost, and minimized consequential maintenance costs. Hence, the
7
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MOO investigation in this paper explores how to strategically address maintenance activities
at one production unit having two categories of criticality.
Results and Analysis
The optimization has, for each scenario, been run for at least 50,000 evaluations, following
the methodology for SD+MOO developed by (Aslam, 2013). As previously described the
performed MOO considers three objectives, which suitably can be displayed using a 3Dscatter plot. However, a 3D-scatter plot can be hard to interpret using a 2D-paper. Therefore
Figure 5 reveals three perspectives of the same resulting plots, according to their axes. It
means, that the left plot reveals all three objectives in one view. The second plot reveals the
trade-off curve between the two objectives availability and the consequential maintenance
cost; which are clearly different for the two scenarios. The third plot reveals the trade-off
curve between the two objectives availability and the maintenance cost; which clearly shows
that scenario S1 and S2 follow near the same trade-off curve on these objectives. Looking at
the middle coordinate set, the S2 is the curve with higher consequential maintenance cost, and
it exhibits a considerable behavior of lower cost as availability increases.

Figure5.3DͲscatterplotsofthesamegraph,fromleft:the3DxyzͲaxisperspective,thexyͲaxisperspective,xzͲ
axisperspective.

If we are interested in the total maintenance cost, a 2D-scatter plot, as in Figure 6, may be easier
to interpret, where the maintenance cost and the consequential maintenance cost are
summarized on the x-axis, and is compared to its trade-off to availability on the y-axis. The
comparison between the two scenarios, using Figure 6, indicates that solutions on the higher
range of availability reach lower total costs. It also reveals that the two scenarios clearly
distinguishes in performance, and that scenario S2 have much higher total costs and that they
are on a larger spread. It means that the exploration of optimization results make known that
equipment treated in S2, represented by equipment with higher criticality, clearly have a high
potential for high availability solutions to a radically lower total maintenance cost than to those
with lower availability. An analysis on this level may also indicate that the maintenance
organization should prioritize on attaining the development suggested by the S2 solutions, and
perhaps wait with the equipment included in the S1-analysis.
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Figure6.2DͲscatterplotovertradeͲoffobjectives.

Parallel coordinate heat map analysis
To better understand the results in the scatter plots we can also present the results utilizing
parallel coordinate heat maps, which visually display the performance of selected variables, as
is seen in Figures Figure 7-Figure 8. The scales are normalized between the scenarios. Any of
the parameters in a Vensim model can be modeled to be an output parameter for analyzing the
results, here some parameters of interest are represented. By comparing S1 and S2 results, in
Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively, common and distinguishing patterns can be identified,
enriching the analysis to include in a future strategy for maintenance development. For instance,
the best performing solutions in both S1 and S2 follows a similar pattern on all output
parameters. However, solutions just below top performers on availability, on about availability
of 0.96 represented by orange lines, we can see diverging patterns where for S1 amount of
maintenance engineers are some more, result on MTTF (mean time to failure) is better,
breakdown rate lower, but takedown rate about same as for S2. And, for the last three
parameters, the policies for applied maintenance methodologies (PMfi, CBMi, and CBMs) are
needed to be selected differently to attain the optimal solution. Thus, by applying the parallel
coordinates it enables generating further quantitative knowledge of the patterns of behavior,
generated by the SD model, in respect to its trade-off solutions.
The presented analysis reveals it possible to identify the specific strategy to apply for both
equipment sets, but also considering S1 and S2 equipment together, where the results clearly
indicate that equipment in scenario S2 should be at main focus due to the much larger leverage
on cost performance from improved proactive behavior in the maintenance function. Such a
conclusion may seem obvious, however, the parallel coordinate heat maps support the
differentiation of separate runs, each representing a behavior graph in the SD model, which may
require improvements that may be considered is more or less easy to accomplish in the
implementation.
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Figure7.ParallelcoordinateheatmapoverS1.

Figure8.ParallelcoordinateheatmapoverS2.

Figures 7 and 8 visualize the specific solutions represented by the lines through all parameters
in the parallel coordinate plot. It enables a fast overview of how the different solutions perform
in respect to the selected parameters. These plots exhibit the generalized patterns of, for
instance, that to attain the higher availability solutions for both S1 and S2 it requires more repair
workers, but remarkably, S2 solutions present fewer repair workers for the top performing
solutions and a lower MTTF average. However, it is also seen that for the top performing
solutions, in both S1 and S2, despite higher direct maintenance cost it may be beneficial to
apply more repair workers due to the resulting lower maintenance consequence cost, likely, as
a consequence from a more proactive behavior in the SD model.
10
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Discussion and Recommendations for Management
According to the results and analysis, it is clear that the more critical equipment has the larger
financial potential for improved maintenance performance. It must be understood clearly, that
the solutions presented in Figure 5 to 8 are only represented by those solutions that are the best
trade-off between the three objectives of maximized availability to the minimized maintenance
cost, and the minimized consequence cost from the performed maintenance. It means that the
MOO-analysis explores multiple SD model solutions, and selects those on the Pareto-front, and
exhibits these. The applied SD model is a model that considers the balancing of the proactive
versus the reactively performed maintenance. Therefore, any solution in the plots is the optimal
trade-off for the given availability performance that the SD model possibly can express. This
paper focuses on illustrating the contribution of applying MOO to the underlying SD model,
while the SD model itself is not so deeply reviewed within this piece of paper, this can be further
read in (Linnéusson et al., 2017b, Linnéusson et al., 2016).
In order to discuss recommendations to a specific maintenance organization more information
to the decision making will be considered. However, as for the contribution of this study, it can
be pointed out that, for those equipment considered more critical where consequences of
breakdowns are larger, as in S2, there is a clear benefit with respect to total maintenance cost
to prioritize management of this equipment. And in respect to selecting key performance
indicators, that can guide towards the desired future state for S1 and S2 together, it should also
be considered ok to perform on a poorer level on the equipment included in the S1 scenario.
While equipment included in the S2-analysis are ok to spoil with higher support even if the
direct cost-benefit analysis may be hard to motivate. At the same time, it means that the results
from a study like this can explore the possible path for a strategy for the production line at hand.
This study has not got into the resulting plots from the specific SD model experiments, where
the time delays until efforts pay back are reviewed. This would be the next step for management,
to select solutions of interest from the S1 and S2 scenarios and explore their specific behaviors
in the SD model, in order to justify the required time delays until the expected and desired
effects are attained. Such analysis could be used as a discussion base to draw up their specific
strategy for the complete line, and how to specifically treat the equipment in S1 and S2
respectively.
Conclusions
Technically this paper presents a multi-objective optimization (MOO) analysis of a system
dynamics (SD) model. Two MOO+SD scenarios are explored. The application area is industrial
maintenance, where there exist short-term and long-term procedures to support production
through the delivered dependability from maintenance performance, here specifically
equipment availability.
Studying the optimization results, they provide a rich visual quantification of the near optimal
trade-off solutions between the conflicting objectives of maximizing availability, minimizing
maintenance cost, and minimizing consequential maintenance cost, for two different sets of
equipment with different criticality. Applying an SD model of the dynamics between short-term
and long-term feedback, it enables investigating trade-offs that consider the long-term
development of maintenance towards a more proactive behavior. However, the application of
MOO to an SD model adds the dimension of simultaneously evaluating multiple objectives,
and the visual presentation of multiple solutions on the optimal trade-off between objectives,
strongly supporting analysis and the decision making process. As is given by the presented
analysis, where two sets of equipment which differ in criticality, in respect to the consequential
downtime cost from breakdowns, it enables identifying the specific strategy to apply to the
specific equipment set of S1 or S2, but also considering them together, where the results clearly
11
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reveal that equipment in scenario S2 should be at main focus due to the much larger leverage
on cost performance from improved proactive behavior in the maintenance function.
At least as for the results presented in this paper, applying MOO to an SD model provides the
conclusion of that there is no return back to the single use of system dynamics; since the
contribution to the analysis of exploring system behavior, from applying multi-objective
optimization, is extensive. However, for the practical application, the combined approach of
MOO+SD should not be a replacement to the SD analysis – but should be its complement. Since
the interpretation of the visualized Pareto-fronts strongly benefits from the understanding of the
underlying model dynamics, in which important nonlinearities and delays can be revealed;
critical for the facilitation of the selected strategical path for implementation.
Future work
According to the presented purpose with the research work to support the practical
improvement of precision in maintenance’ activities towards proactiveness and higher
efficiency, the application of MOO+SD contributes to the improved evaluation of strategic
development and can generate policies on the general level of maintenance performance
development. However, the feedback to the practical implementation perspective, from the
higher level strategic development, is also considered key in this work. Where the combination
with the operational level, is considered to benefit from including discrete-event simulation
(DES). Hence, the work reported in this paper represents the foundation into such stretched
analysis, with the potential to inquire for the activities that support the investigated path
forward. Combining SD with DES is emerging and has been promoted due to its ability to
dramatically increase the size of scenario landscape, and exchange of strengths between the two
approaches, such as feedback into DES and details into SD (Sasdad et al., 2014). In other words,
future work will investigate a hybrid approach that considers both the short-term, urgent
maintenance tasks planning and improvement of long-term strategic planning, by combining
DES with SD.
Hence, by integrating the above-said approaches together, future work will consider the
proposal of an integrated simulation-based optimization (SBO) framework that can offer the
potential to address industrial maintenance problems that stretch the interface between strategic
and operational levels. Firstly, key leverage processes from the holistic, organizational
maintenance behavior perspective can be identified, using MOO+SD, and presented as input
information into a DES model of the production line, guiding on operational level execution in
order to obtain best implementation effects. Secondly, the connection between strategy and
operational level may require that the optimization criteria in a DES model need to be adapted
to the findings on the strategical level obtained in the SD model. Hence, an overall feedback
can be established between the strategic and operational level, contributing to more precise
efforts and empowering maintenance to form its own strategic planning, to a larger extent,
instead of adapting to happenstance. Overall speaking, on a theoretical level, the framework
introduces a methodology for addressing industrial maintenance from a holistic perspective. On
a practical level, the SBO framework can endow maintenance to get in charge of its own optimal
planning, instead of reacting and follow other requirements set by production or poorly defined
priorities of activities.
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Appendix Model equations
identifiedDefectiveEquipmentInspections = discretionary inspections *
fractionEquipmentHealthOverPossibleDefects * quality of inspections
~
equipment/Week
defectEliminationPM= MIN(scheduled repairs*defect elimination per repair, EquipmentHealth
/repairDelay)
~
defects/Week
initLevelofInspPlans= 0.001
~
Dmnl
initLibraryofCBMs= 0.001
~
Dmnl
descretionary inspections= IF THEN ELSE(ratioLatePlannedWO>=0.1, 0, IF THEN ELSE(capacity
inspections>= 2*(EquipmentToInspect/inspection delay), MIN(2*EquipmentToInspect / inspection delay,
capacity inspections), MIN(EquipmentToInspect / inspection delay , capacity inspections))) ~
equipment/Week
start PMwo= IF THEN ELSE(ratioLatePlannedWO>=0.1, 0, PMreplacementBacklog/delay plan PMwo)
~
equipment/Week
breakdowns due to unperformed takedowns= breakdownsLateWO ~
equipment/Week
breakdownsLateWO= riskLateWO*EquipmentInFullFunctionality/Week
~
equipment/Week
ratioLatePlannedWO= PlannedTakedowns/SumPMpreparations
~
Dmnl
breakdownRate= EquipmentInFullFunctionality / delayBreakdowns + breakdownsLateWO ~
equipment/Week
riskLateWO= ratioLatePlannedWO/riskFactorReductionDueToPMwork
~
Dmnl
fractionInitPMfi=
0.5
~
Dmnl
fractionNormalHealthStatus= 0.7 ~
Dmnl
resourcesScheduledRepairs=
0.2*numberRepairMen ~
people
numberRepairMen= 10 ~
people
resourcesUnscheduledRepairs= 0.8*numberRepairMen ~
people
average CBM interval= avgMaintIntCBMs / (fractionEquipmentHealthOverPossibleDefects
/fractionNormalHealthStatus)
~
Week
defectEliminationRepairs= MIN(unscheduled repairs*defect elimination per repair, EquipmentHealth/
repairDelay)
~
defects/Week
avgMaintIntCBMs=
104
~
weeks
repairDelay=
1
~
Week
initLevelofPMfi=
fractionInitPMfi ~
Dmnl
EquipmentWithCBMsensors= INTEG (newCBMsensors, initial library of CBMs) ~
equipment
initial library of CBMs= initLibraryofCBMs*number of equipment ~
equipment
collateral damage= breakdownRate*probability collateral damage*possible defects per equipment
~
defects/Week
probability collateral damage= 0.25
~
Dmnl
wear and tear operations= tbl probability wear and tear EqpmtAge(EqpmtAge)*probability wear and tear *
MIN(EquipmentHealth, 9000)
~
defects/Week
tblContributionMarginOverAvailability( [(0,0)-(1,1)],(0,1),(0.7,1),(1,0.85))
~
Dmnl
Not used: EqpmtAge= (initEqpmtAge*Week+Time)/Week
~
Dmnl
max contribution margin per week= 600000
~
$/Week
Net contribution margin production= Availability * max contribution margin per week *
tblContributionMarginOverAvailability(Availability)
~
$/Week
Not used: tbl probability wear and tear EqpmtAge( [(0,0)-(20,4)],(0,1),(10,1))
~
Dmnl
Not used: initEqpmtAge= 0
~
weeks
MaintCostOverNetMargin= maintenanceCost/Net contribution margin production ~
Dmnl
maintenanceCost=cost man hours + cost breakdowns + cost takedowns + investCBMs
~
$/Week
priceCBMs= 10000
~
$/equipment
investCBMs= newCBMsensors*priceCBMs
~
$/Week
CBMifaktorRiskReduction= 0.8 ~
Dmnl
PM work= EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans*CBMifaktorRiskReduction +EquipmentWithCBMsensors
+EquipmentWithPMpreparations*PMfaktorRiskReduction ~
equipment
goal PM preparations= number of equipment*goalPMwork
~
equipment
delayOldPMremoval= 26
~
weeks
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newPMpreparations= MIN((goal PM preparations-SumPMpreparations)/delay PM preparation,
PMpreparation*PM preparation release) - IF THEN ELSE(goal PM preparations< SumPMpreparations,
EquipmentWithPMpreparations/ delayOldPMremoval, 0) ~
equipment/Week
goalPMwork= 1 ~
Dmnl
CBMs= EquipmentWithCBMsensors/SumPMpreparations ~
Dmnl
initRatioEquipmentHealth=
0.7737 ~
Dmnl
PMtotal= SumPMpreparations/number of equipment
~
Dmnl
CBMi= (EquipmentToInspect+EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans)/SumPMpreparations ~
Dmnl
initial value of Hidden defects= initRatioEquipmentHealth*possible defects per equipment ~
defects/equipment
PMfaktorRiskReduction= 0.5
~
Dmnl
inspection delay= 2
~
Week
PMfi= (EquipmentWithPMpreparations+PMreplacementBacklog)/SumPMpreparations
~
Dmnl
decisionDelayRoleReactiveToProactive= 4
~
weeks
roleToProactive=IF THEN ELSE(resUnsRep<1, 0, IF THEN ELSE(resUnsRep>4:AND:usage reactive
staff<0.75, 1, IF THEN ELSE(resUnsRep<4:AND:usage reactive staff <0.5, 1, 0))) /
decisionDelayRoleReactiveToProactive ~
people/Week
roleToReactive= IF THEN ELSE(resSchRep<1, 0, IF THEN ELSE(resSchRep>4:AND:usage preventive
staff<0.75, 1, IF THEN ELSE(resSchRep>2:AND:usage preventive staff<0.5, 1, 0))) / decisionDelayRole
~
people/Week
max capacity unscheduled repairs= resUnsRep*productivity unscheduled repairs/effect breakdown
frequency on capacity ~
equipment/Week
max capacity schedued repairs= resSchRep*productivity scheduled repairs ~
equipment/Week
resUnsRep= INTEG (roleToReactive-roleToProactive, resourcesUnscheduledRepairs)
~
people
decisionDelayRole= 12 ~
weeks
resSchRep= INTEG (roleToProactive-roleToReactive, resourcesScheduledRepairs) ~
people
fractionCBMiFromRCAhelp= 0.45
~
Dmnl
fractionCBMsFromRCA= 1-fractionCBMiFromRCA-fractionPMiFromRCA
~
Dmnl
delaytime breakdown report= 1 ~
weeks
max capacity implement CBM inspections= (max capacity PM preparations-PMpreparation) * productivity
PM to CBM
~
info/Week
max capacity implementing CBM sensors= (max capacity implement CBM inspections-CBMpreparation) *
productivity CBM to sensor
~
info/Week
usage engineers= IF THEN ELSE(max capacity implementing CBM sensors=0, 1, ZIDZ(
CBMsensorPreparation, max capacity implementing CBM sensors))
~
Dmnl
quality of inspections= 1 ~
Dmnl
cost breakdowns= cost per stop*breakdownRate ~
$/Week
effect breakdown frequency on capacity= tbl breakdown frequency and stop effect(breakdownRate/ normal
breakdown rate) ~
Dmnl
UnscheduledMaintenance= INTEG (breakdownRate-unscheduled repairs, 0.378*number of equipment)
~
equipment
MTTF= EquipmentInFullFunctionality/breakdownRate
~
Week
EquipmentInFullFunctionality= INTEG (scheduled repairs+unscheduled repairs-breakdownRatetakedownRate, 0.622*number of equipment)
~
equipment
pressure to produce= MIN(MAX(1, goal availability/Availability) , 4)
~
Dmnl
consequential breakdown costs= 12*cost per stop * breakdownRate ~
$/Week
~
4:1 in scenario S1, and 12:1 in scenario S2
planned repairs= EquipmentWithPMpreparations/fixedInterval
~
equipment/Week
PMworkOrder= start PMwo
~
equipment/Week
maintenance budget= 100000
~
$/Week
cost man hours= man hour cost per Week*sumStaff
~
$/Week
RCAcountermeasureToBreakdown= MIN(BreakdownAnalysisRCAWIP/delay RCA , max capacity RCA)
~
info/Week
diffCostOverBudget= maintenance budget –maintenanceCost
~
$/Week
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Availability= EquipmentInFullFunctionality/number of equipment ~
Dmnl
delay plan PMwo= time to plan PMwo /(MIN(fractionPMwork , 0.5)*2)
~
Week
time to plan PMwo=
2
~
Week
corrective takedowns= Defective equipment/ delay planning defective equipment work order ~
equipment/Week
delay planning defective equipment work order= time to plan corrective actions /(MIN(fractionPMwork ,
0.5)*2) ~
Week
time to plan corrective actions= 1
~
Week
breakdown report done=Breakdown reports Backlog / delaytime breakdown report ~
info/Week
newCBMsensors=IF THEN ELSE(goalCBMsensors>EquipmentWithCBMsensors,
MIN(CBMsensorPreparation*PM preparation release, MIN((goalCBMsensorsEquipmentWithCBMsensors)/delay convert to CBM sensors, MAX(0 ,
EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans/delay convert to CBM sensors))) , 0) ~
equipment/Week
policy fraction report per breakdown=IF THEN ELSE(numberMaintenanceEngineers>0 :AND:
resourcesScheduledRepairs> 0, 1, 0)
~
info/equipment
usage reactive staff=ZIDZ(unscheduled repairs, max capacity unscheduled repairs) ~
Dmnl
defectCreation= operations+collateral damage
~
defects/Week
ImplementedRCA= INTEG (RCAcountermeasureToBreakdown-CBMpreparation-CBMsensorPreparationPMpreparation,1)
~
info
AccCompanyResults= INTEG ( profit or lost,0) ~
$
NetProfit=Net contribution margin production – maintenanceTotalCost
~
$/Week
sumStaff= numberMaintenanceEngineers+resourcesScheduledRepairs+ resourcesUnscheduledRepairs
~
people
profit or lost= NetProfit
~
$/Week
usage preventive staff= ZIDZ(descretionary inspections, capacity inspections)
~
Dmnl
AccMaintBudgetMargin= INTEG (diffCostOverBudget, 0)
~
$
PMpreparation=MIN(ImplementedRCA*fractionPMiFromRCA/delay PM preparation , max capacity PM
preparations)
~
info/Week
numberMaintenanceEngineers= 3
~
people
productivity PM preparations= 0.5
~
Dmnl
productivity engineers RCA analysis and PM preparations=10
~
info/(Week*people)
max capacity PM preparations= (max capacity RCA - RCAcountermeasureToBreakdown)*productivity
PM preparations
~
info/Week
max capacity RCA=numberMaintenanceEngineers*productivity engineers RCA analysis and PM
preparations
~
info/Week
capitalInSparePartInventory=(spare part per equipment breakdown strategy*(number of equipmentSumPMpreparations) + spare part per equipment takedown strategy*((1-fractionCBMoverPM) +
0.5*fractionCBMoverPM) * SumPMpreparations) * cost per spare part
~
$
planned inspections=EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans/inspectionInterval
~
equipment/Week
spare part per equipment takedown strategy=2
~
Dmnl
spare part per equipment breakdown strategy=
5
~
Dmnl
delay RCA=
time to implement/(MIN(fractionPMwork , 0.8)*2)
~
weeks
tbl breakdown frequency and stop effect([(0,0)-(4,9)],(0,1),(1,1),(2,3),(4,9)) ~
Dmnl
normal breakdown rate=18
~
equipment/Week
analytic capabilities=1-fractionEquipmentHealthOverPossibleDefects
~
Dmnl
BreakdownAnalysisRCAWIP= INTEG (RCAUsefulData-RCAcountermeasureToBreakdown, 0)
~
info
productivity CBM to sensor= 0.5 ~
Dmnl
breakdown report demand= unscheduled repairs*policy fraction report per breakdown
~
info/Week
Breakdown reports Backlog= INTEG ( breakdown report demand-breakdown report done, 0) ~
info
maintenanceTotalCost= maintenanceConsequentialCost+maintenanceCost ~
$/Week
fraction available data RCA= useful info in reports * analytic capabilities
~
Dmnl
goalFractionCBMoverPM= 0.3 ~
Dmnl
CBMpreparation= MIN(ImplementedRCA*fractionCBMiFromRCA/delay convert to CBM , max capacity
implement CBM inspections)
~
info/Week
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CBMsensorPreparation= MIN(ImplementedRCA*fractionCBMsFromRCA/delay convert to CBM sensors ,
max capacity implementing CBM sensors) ~
info/Week
convertPMToCBM= MIN(MAX(0,(goalFractionCBMoverPM*EquipmentWithPMpreparationsfractionCBMoverPM*EquipmentWithPMpreparations)/ delay convert to CBM), CBMpreparation*PM
preparation release)
~
equipment/Week
fractionPMiFromRCA= 0.5
~
Dmnl
tbl pressure to close gap( [(0,0)-(100000,1)],(0,1),(1,1),(5,0.9),(10,0.7),(20,0.5),(100,0.2),(100000,0)) ~
Dmnl
time to implement= 13 ~
Week
useful info in reports= tbl pressure to close gap(Breakdown reports Backlog*pressure per breakdown
report) ~
Dmnl
delay PM preparation= 13
~
Week
PM preparation release=1
~
equipment/info
EquipmentWithPMpreparations= INTEG (newPMpreparations+start PMwo-convertPMToCBM-planned
repairs, initial library of PM preparations) ~
equipment
pressure per breakdown report= 1
~
1/info
goalCBMsensors=
25
~
equipment
RCAUsefulData=
breakdown report done*fraction available data RCA
~
info/Week
fractionCBMiFromRCA=
(1-fractionPMiFromRCA)*fractionCBMiFromRCAhelp ~
Dmnl
productivity PM to CBM=
0.1
~
Dmnl
SumPMpreparations=
PMreplacementBacklog+EquipmentToInspect+EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans+
EquipmentWithCBMsensors+EquipmentWithPMpreparations
~
equipment
capital cost spare part inventory= interest rate spare part inventory/Week * capitalInSparePartInventory
~
$/Week
interest rate spare part inventory= 0.4
~
Dmnl
cost per spare part=2000 ~
$/equipment
cost per stop= 1.25*cost per spare part ~
$/equipment
cost takedowns= cost per stop*takedownRate
~
$/Week
man hour cost per Week= 2400 ~
$/(Person*Week)
Week= 52
~
Week
maintenanceConsequentialCost=consequential breakdown costs + capital cost spare part inventory
~
$/Week
fractionCBMoverPM= (EquipmentToInspect+EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans
+EquipmentWithCBMsensors) / (PMreplacementBacklog+EquipmentToInspect+
EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans+ EquipmentWithCBMsensors+EquipmentWithPMpreparations) ~
Dmnl
fractionPMwork=
PM work/number of equipment ~
Dmnl
pressure scheduling delay=
(delay scheduling takedowns*pressure to produce) ~
Week
riskFactorBreakdowns= fractionEquipmentHealthOverPossibleDefects * (risk delayed work/
riskFactorReductionDueToPMwork)
~
Dmnl
riskFactorReductionDueToPMwork= tbl reduced risk due to PM work(fractionPMwork)
~
Dmnl
takedown rate p= IF THEN ELSE(ScheduledMaintenance > limit takedown rate*number of
equipment/pressure to produce, 0, PlannedTakedowns/pressure scheduling delay) ~
equipment/Week
PlannedTakedowns= INTEG (corrective takedowns+PMworkOrder-breakdowns due to unperformed
takedowns-takedown rate p - breakdowns due to unperformed takedowns, 4) ~
equipment
operations=
Availability * wear and tear operations
~
defects/Week
capacity inspections= MAX(max capacity schedued repairs - scheduled repairs , 0) * productivity
inspections
~
equipment/Week
PMbacklog= PMreplacementBacklog+EquipmentToInspect+Defective equipment+PlannedTakedowns
~
equipment
tbl reduced risk due to PM work([(0,0.8)-(1,2)],(0,1),(0.3,1.05),(0.6,1.4),(0.75,1.9),(1,2))
~
Dmnl
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defect elimination per repair= MAX(max fixed defects per repair*
fractionEquipmentHealthOverPossibleDefects , 1) ~
defects/equipment
delayBreakdowns= tbl risk effect on reliability(riskFactorBreakdowns) * average reliability ~
Week
fractionEquipmentHealthOverPossibleDefects= EquipmentHealth/(number of equipment*possible defects
per equipment) ~
Dmnl
tbl risk effect on reliability([(0,0)(2.1,4)],(0,4),(0.3,3.6),(0.38,3),(0.45,1.5),(0.5,1),(0.65,0.72),(1.05,0.36),(2.1,0.1))
~
Dmnl
productivity inspections= 2*0.8 ~
Dmnl
risk delayed work= 2
~
Dmnl
initial library of inspection plans= initLevelofInspPlans * number of equipment
~
equipment
initial library of PM preparations=
initLevelofPMfi*number of equipment
~
equipment
limit takedown rate=
0.05
~
Dmnl
productivity scheduled repairs= 36 * 0.2 ~
equipment/(Week*people)
productivity unscheduled repairs= 9 * 0.5 ~
equipment/(Week*people)
average reliability=
52
~
Week
scheduled repairs=MIN(ScheduledMaintenance/delay scheduled repairs , max capacity schedued repairs)
~
equipment/Week
unscheduled repairs= MIN(UnscheduledMaintenance/delay unscheduled repairs , max capacity
unscheduled repairs)
~
equipment/Week
probability wear and tear= 0.015 ~
1/Week
identifiedDefectiveEquipmentCBMsensors=EquipmentWithCBMsensors/average CBM interval
~
equipment/Week
identified defective equipment= identifiedDefectiveEquipmentInspections+
identifiedDefectiveEquipmentCBMsensors
~
equipment/Week
number of machines in line=
20
~
machines
number of equipment= number of machines in line*equipment per machine
~
equipment
equipment per machine= 25
~
equipment/machine
delay scheduled repairs= 0.05
~
Week
delay unscheduled repairs=
0.1
~
Week
max fixed defects per repair=
8
~
defects/equipment
possible defects per equipment= 20
~
defects/equipment
goal availability=
0.9
~
Dmnl
takedownRate= takedown rate p ~
equipment/Week
delay scheduling takedowns=
1
~
Week
fixedInterval= 52
~
Week
EquipmentWithCBMinspectionPlans= INTEG (convertPMToCBM-newCBMsensors-planned
inspections+descretionary inspections, initial library of inspection plans)
~
equipment
delay convert to CBM= 26
~
Week
delay convert to CBM sensors= 52
~
Week
PMreplacementBacklog= INTEG (planned repairs-start PMwo,
0)
~
equipment
inspectionInterval=
4
~
Week
EquipmentHealth= INTEG (defectCreation-defectEliminationPM-defectEliminationRepairs, initial value of
Hidden defects*number of equipment)
~
defects
EquipmentToInspect= INTEG (planned inspections-descretionary inspections,
0)
~
equipment
Defective equipment= INTEG (identified defective equipment-corrective takedowns, 1)
~
equipment
ScheduledMaintenance= INTEG (
takedownRate-scheduled repairs, 0)
~
equipment
FINAL TIME = 520
~
Week
INITIAL TIME = 0
~
Week
SAVEPER = 13 ~
Week [0,?]
TIME STEP = 0.015625 ~
Week [0,?]
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Abstract
Identifying sustainable strategies to develop maintenance performance within the short-termism framework is indeed challenging. It requires
reinforcing long-term capabilities while managing short-term requirements. This study explores differently applied time horizons when
optimizing the tradeoff between conflicting objectives, in maintenance performance, which are: maximize availability, minimize maintenance
costs, and minimize maintenance consequence costs. The study has applied multi-objective optimization on a maintenance performance system
dynamics model that contains feedback structures that explains reactive and proactive maintenance behavior on a general level. The quantified
results provide insights on how different time frames are conditional to enable more or less proactive maintenance behavior in servicing
production.
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1. Introduction
Industrial equipment maintenance includes rich dynamic
complexity on how to deliver value. While the technical
development has provided with many applicable solutions in
terms of reliability and condition-based monitoring, managing
maintenance is still an act of balancing, trying to manage the
short-term economic requirements and simultaneously address
the necessity of strategic and long-term thinking.
Nonetheless, one of the contributing facts to seeing
maintenance as a cost function only is the aggravating fact that
maintenance is hard to justify at the individual activity level [1].
It contributes to that the strategic importance of maintenance
becomes neglected [2]. The operational level of maintenance is
hard to manage [1], since it suffers from many unplanned events
of stochastic nature which, as they reoccur, interrupt important,
advanced-planned activities and altogether allow too little
abstract and strategic thinking. Therefore, much maintenance
literature focus on the operation of maintenance, see, e.g., [3].
However, the economic short-term pressure combined with the

character of maintenance on the operational level explain, to
some extent, a common problem with regard to the dynamics
of maintenance behavior, which according to [4], tend to
overload the maintenance department with reactive work.
Although the neglecting of preventive maintenance (PM)
activities can achieve short-term gains, such as reduced costs or
more production hours, it may lead to delayed economic
consequences resulting from more frequent breakdowns [2],
reduced equipment capability, or less time invested in
continuous improvements [5]. At this point, there is no
definition of what constitutes all these dynamic consequences
from a proactive or reactive maintenance behavior, having
subjective economic consequences [6], which makes it hard to
apply the accurate strategy to improve. The complexity of
production processes make it necessary to build models to
support decisions for effective maintenance operations [7]. Yet,
studying the dynamics of maintenance behavior seems to be a
rather unexplored area in CIRP Annals, and few available
studies are identified elsewhere, see, e.g., [8]. This paper is
based on the belief that a larger understanding of how to achieve
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proactive maintenance behavior in manufacturing operations
can be supportive in reducing the knock-on cost consequences
in such time-dependent systems. Furthermore, to sustainably
implement strategical development of maintenance behavior, it
has been argued [9] that despite us knowing the best practices,
they do not align with the applied, where the limit is the
organizational capabilities to integrate the conflicting priorities
and messages.
Hence, abovementioned aspects frame the contribution of
this study which presents a set of quantitative analyses that
optimize maintenance behavior, testing four different strategic
time horizons to their effects on the levels of maintenance
proactiveness in the production system. The results are
achieved by the application of simulation-based optimization
(SBO), using multi-objective optimization (MOO) to a system
dynamics (SD) model that studies aggregated maintenance
behavior from different policies to the result in production
performance. Hence, the experiments are evaluating the
conflicting objectives of maximizing availability (AT) in
production, minimizing direct maintenance costs (CM), and
minimizing the maintenance consequence costs (CQ) as an
effect of insufficient maintenance.
The hypotheses of the study is that the time horizon is basis
to the success of a sustainable strategic work, where optimizing
maintenance performance with a short time horizon is expected
to produce more reactive behavior due to larger attention to CM,
and using a longer time horizon is expected to produce more
proactive behavior due to that the long-term benefits will have
the opportunity to be considered in the tradeoff evaluation.
Hence, to search supports to a sustainable implementation,
addressed by [9], this paper presents one approach to inform
strategic development of maintenance, seeking its economic
justification by analyses of the aggregated system behavior.
MOO is applied to explore the tradeoffs between the conflicting
objectives of, for instance, the short-term economic
requirements [2], and the long-term needs in the maintenance
system to attain the desired development [5].
Strategy researchers [5,10,11], have argued for SD’s
application to investigate how the growth and decline of
multiple capabilities affect system performance. SD is applied
to identify the interconnections between parts in relevant
system boundaries, to support understanding the complex
reality. Researchers have previously claimed the benefits of
applications of SD to study maintenance behavior, and further
details can be found in [4,5], of how operations management
studies based on SD theory can apply to maintenance. To our
knowledge and recent studies of literature, see [8], there are still
no published simulation models, except ours, that include the
dynamic tradeoffs in maintenance behavior between the levels
of AT, CM, and CQ.
Moreover, few studies have investigated the integration of
MOO and SD models, see, e.g., [13,14]. The work of [13] has
applied MOO on models from [15], which have shown possible
to draw generalized conclusions through studying the resulting
patterns from the extensive amount of different optimal
simulation runs. Our previous studies have explored the
discerned strategies to apply on more of less critical equipment
in the production system [16], and how the impact of the
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starting point of PM work may affect a manufacturing
industry’s strategic development of maintenance [17].
In contrast to single-objective optimization, in which only
one objective function is considered, the main concept of MOO
is to evaluate two or more conflicting objectives against each
other and obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions and the Paretofront [18]. This comparison of the solutions is executed on the
basis of the domination concept in which a solution ݏଵ is said to
dominate a solution ݏଶ if ݏଵ is no worse then ݏଶ ǡ with respect to
all optimization objectives, and where ݏଵ is strictly better than
ݏଶ in at least one optimization objective [19]. The search space
of a MOO problem is represented by the decision space where
the input parameters, constitute a set of solutions evaluated
through a solver, here an SD model, and mapped to the
objective space. Thus, the design parameters are evaluated
through the solver which subsequently results in the objective
space representing the fitness or performance of a solution in
terms of its defined objective functions.
2. The SD+MOO study
The technical procedure for how to achieve Pareto-optimal
solutions, using MOO on SD models, have applied the
methodology developed by [13]; as in applying the NSGA-II
algorithm running at least 50,000 evaluations of the SD model.
And, the support to develop maintenance performance through
the application of SD+MOO, is more accurately described as a
part of a strategy selection process, depicted in Fig. 1. The
strategy selection process contains three phases which result in
different levels of knowledge to support strategic work in
maintenance systems. Hence, this study applies phase two to
elicit Meta knowledge of system behavior tradeoffs, elaborately
described in [16,17].
Strategy-selection process
1. Create SD model
maintenance behavior

2. MOO study of
SD model

3. SD study of
MOO results

a) Define problem, purpose,
and boundary of study

a) Identify MOO criteria
and conflicting objectives

a) Select optimal SD+MOO
solution sets of interest

b) Build / reuse / adapt
model with client

b) Objective space
exploration

b) Compare the sets’
dynamic behaviors in the
SD model

c) Explore and build
simulation model
confidence

c) Verify results and
improve SD model
validation

d) Knowledge of dynamic
system behavior

d) Perform tradeoff
analyses of interest
e) Meta knowledge of
system behavior tradeoffs

c) Study behaviors to
inform the strategy
guidelines and KPIs
d) Knowledge of optimal
solutions’ dynamic system
behavior(s)

Fig. 1. The phases of the strategy-selection process.

2.1. The SD maintenance performance model
The purpose of the SD model is to serve as the basis for more
informed strategies by investigating tradeoffs between shortterm and long-term dependencies in the maintenance system. It
is a generalized model developed with support from two large
maintenance organizations in Swedish automotive industry. It
is reviewed with detail explanations in [8], and [16] includes
the specific SD model equations from the software. Thus this
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paper briefly introduces the model and its overall dynamics,
which includes the following parts:
x The applied mix of maintenance methodologies, such as
run-to-failure (RTF), preventive maintenance using fixed
intervals (PMfi), and using condition-based maintenance
using inspections (CBMi) or sensors (CBMs) [20].
x The defect generating and defect eliminating activities,
resulting in the aggregated equipment health (EH) which
relates to the rate of breakdowns (RBD) of equipment [15].
x The resulting proactive or reactive effects from above
aspects to operations, alongside applied resources such as
repair workers (SR), executing unscheduled or scheduled
maintenance, inspired by [21].
x The continuous improvements (CI), developing
countermeasures based on root cause analyses (RCA) of
breakdowns inspired by practices at industrial partners,
resulting in improving the applied mix of maintenance
methodologies.
x The total maintenance costs (CT), based on direct
maintenance costs (CM), and estimated maintenance
consequence costs (CQ), based on corresponding model
behaviors, such as RBD, the rate of takedowns (RTD), and
applied resources. See Eq. 1-4.
Goal PM work
scheduling
capabilities

+

new PM work
-

+
identified defects

+
work order
backlog
-

pressure to
produce
+

+

Goal Availability
-

Availability

-

+

productivity
scheduled repairs

scheduled
repairs
+

+
resources
scheduled repairs

-

-

-

breakdowns

Equipment in
operation

+

+
<resource
policies>

Unscheduled
maintenance

+

+

+

+

Equipment health

MTTF

+

+

+
<unscheduled
repairs>

<scheduled
repairs>

+
-

takedowns

Scheduled
maintenance

continuous
improvements

+

+

PM work

-

MTTR

resource
policies

unscheduled
repairs +

+
+

+
resources
unscheduled repairs

productivity
unscheduled repairs

Fig. 2. Maintenance dynamics in the SD model.

Fig. 2. illustrates the model parts leading to the maintenance
dynamics, and uses the stock and flow structure from the SD
model that keeps track of the state of equipment in production
as its base. The rest of the SD model is simplified into causal
loop diagramming notations [15].
Reactive maintenance dynamics leads to unscheduled
maintenance, which in Fig. 2. is depicted as a stock
accumulated through breakdowns (RBD) and reduced by
unscheduled repairs, which restore equipment into function.
RBD leads to deteriorated EH, which leads back to more RBD.
The continuous level of equipment in the stock of unscheduled
maintenance has the effect of reduced AT and produce a lower
operations load on equipment, thus limits the deteriorating
impact on EH. Together with the repair workers (SR), if kept
constant, all these feedback eventually generate a new
equilibrium level of EH and AT.
Proactive maintenance dynamics leads to the execution of
scheduled maintenance, which is a stock accumulated through
planned takedowns (RTD) and reduced by scheduled repairs,
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restoring equipment into function before failure. The RTD
depends on the planned work order backlog, which may be
limited by the pressure to produce which rises with a growing
gap between the goal and current level of AT; and if so happens
it overrules the maintenance plan on short-term, having the
consequence of increasing the work order backlog. Thus, a
growing backlog will delay the proactive work and meanwhile
cause an increased risk of a higher RBD to happen instead.
Furthermore, the precision of identified defects depends on the
currently applied mix of RTF, PMfi, CBMi, and CBMs,
represented by the boxed variable PM-work, with its current
collective capability to proactively monitor the average EH
status. Hence, new PM-work is prepared based on the policies
set by goal PM-work, and the rate of CI arising from the RCA
of breakdowns, which levels depend on the applied resource
policies for the number engineers (SE) to its supports. The
resource policies also determine the number of repair workers
(SR) working with scheduled repairs, which should be in
balance with the generated activities based on the level of PMwork. Introducing CI has the effect of a moving equilibrium
between reactiveness and proactiveness.
The resulting behavior in the model in Fig. 2., generates the
economic effects according to equations 1-4. Eq. 1 shows how
CT is calculated. Eq. 2 includes total man-hour costs (Ch) and
CI investments (CCI) which in this study only includes
investments in CBMs, while RBD and RTD induce equal spare part
costs per stop (CS). Eq. 3 describes that CQ consist of
consequential breakdown costs (CQBD), which based on [23] has
factor 4 to each breakdown, see Eq. 4, and capital costs from
spare part inventory (CCSI).
 ்ܥൌ  ܥெ   ܥொ

(1)

ܥெ ൌ  ܥ  ܥூ   ܥௌ  כሺܴ  ்ܴ ሻ

(2)

ܥொ ൌ  ܥொ   ܥௌூ

(3)

where

ܥொ ൌ Ͷ   כሺܥௌ ܴ כ )

(4)

Consequently, the cost effects from reactive maintenance
behavior consist of CM based on breakdowns and applied
resource policies, which is the standard approach to its cost
modeling [9]. Yet, breakdowns also generate consequence costs
(CQBD), which effects are more intangible and apparent in other
parts of an organization [22]. Thus estimates as in Eq. 4 must
be applied. Additionally, reactive maintenance behavior
requires higher levels of spare part inventories due to
uncertainty, adding capital costs for CCSI. These aspects sum up
to the CQ according to Eq. 3.
Subsequently, the effects from proactive maintenance
include a higher RTD, which have zero CQBD, however, apply an
equal level of direct material costs (CS) as to breakdowns for
each repair, but somewhat shorter repair time, and finally also
reduce spare part inventories due to more planned work. On
adding costs proactive behavior may apply more costive
resource policies, more SR and SE, however, if the RBD can be
reduced within the time horizon of the investigated strategy
there may be requiring fewer SR on average. On the other hand,
to achieve a higher rate of CI to move in the proactive direction
also requires more SE, adding to the CM.
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applying PMfi without any CBMi or CBMs resulting in an initial
fraction of PM-work at 0.25 in the model.

2.2. Defining the SD+MOO experiments
The purpose of the experiments is to enable testing the
above-mentioned hypothesis about the importance of the
strategic time horizon for the optimal tradeoff between the
conflicting objectives in the maintenance performance model.
To test the hypothesis, four experiments have been conducted
on the same SD model using a different length of simulation
time: one, three, five, and seven years. Any other changes are
omitted. Furthermore, the experiments have applied the same
optimizing objectives: maximize (AT), minimize (CM), and
minimize (CQ).
As the above description of the SD model explains, the three
objectives are the measures of complex feedback interactions in
the model. Hence, the experiments have searched combinations
of input parameter values in the SD model within the same
parameter ranges for all experiments, see Table. 1.
Accordingly, the defined experiments explore their respective
optimal solutions, given the time frame for the policies to be
implemented and acted out through the delays of the modeled
system.

2.3. The SD+MOO results
The presented results are the Pareto-front solutions based on
the conflicting objectives of maximizing (AT), minimize (CM),
and minimize (CQ). Further, solutions with lower AT than 0.85
are not considered in the analyses.
CM is generated based on the levels of SR, SE and the CS,
related to RTD and RBD throughout the simulation period. The
experiments in Fig. 3. reveal that a tradeoff between increased
CM, by allocating more resources, do not necessarily provide a
linear increase of AT. Yet, up to around AT = 0.90, a nearly linear
increase of CM is shown for all experiments. The one-year time
horizon experiment, TH1Y, stands out with clearly more
expensive solutions which do not reach above 0.92 in AT,
further it depicts a sharp knee region, which means that a small
increase on AT induce a considerable higher CM, while the other
experiment solutions depict smoother knee regions.

Table 1. Input parameter data for MOO evaluations.
Input parameters

Range

Step

1. Number of SR

4 – 50

1

2. Number of SE

0 – 30

1

3. % of PMi from RCA

0–1

0.05

4. % of CBMi from RCA

0–1

0.05

5. % of CBMs from RCA

0–1

0.05

6. Goal % CBM of total PM

0–1

0.05

7. CBMi interval (Weeks)

4 – 52

2

8. Goal CBMs

0 – 500

25

Input parameters one and two affect resource policies for SR
and SE. More SR have an instant short-term effect on AT in
reactive maintenance, see e.g. [8]. And, to achieve proactive
maintenance there is need for more staff and time to develop
the supportive PM-work required. However, such development
has tradeoff costs and delayed effects in the system that may
not come into effect during the time horizon applied in the
experiment.
Remaining input parameters, three to eight, are parameters
in the SD model which explore goals leading to different levels
of PMfi, CBMi, and CBMs to guide policymaking for the
development of PM-work. In previous studies the resulting
output patterns of these mixes have been studied, see e.g.
[16,17]. Therefore, this study excludes a further focus on these
measures, limiting the study to the inputs of SR and SE.
To close the description of the MOO experiments, some
aspects of the initial conditions are mentioned to support
interpreting the result graphs. An experiment is affected by its
initial levels of AT, EH, and levels of constituent PM-work. In
this study, these values are reused from previous studies, based
on levels that provided equilibrium behavior using RTF strategy
[8], and the assumed starting point of mediocre PM-work as
applied in one of the MOO+SD experiments in [17]. It gives an
initial AT at 0.622 and EH at 0.7737. And, 0.5 of equipment

Fig. 3. Solutions from the four experiments of the tradeoffs between
availability (AT) and maintenance costs (CM).

In sum, the results in Fig. 3. depict that the applied time
horizons have tradeoff solutions on different achieved levels of
CM compared to gained AT, providing a spectrum of solutions
where the longer time horizon leads to better-achieved
objectives.

Fig. 4. Solutions from the four experiments of the tradeoffs between
availability (AT) and maintenance consequence costs (CQ).
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Studying Fig. 4. which compares AT to the induced CQ
another pattern occurs. The TH1Y solutions reveal a rather
linear relation between AT and CQ. In comparison with the other
experiments, TH1Y has no solutions at the higher region of AT
having a clear non-linear pattern of lower CQ. We could expect
that these solutions do not include the achievement of proactive
maintenance, which is later shown in Fig. 5. Since, attaining a
proactive maintenance reduces the RBD, resulting in lower CQBD.
The three-year time horizon experiment, TH3Y, and the
five-year horizon experiment, TH5Y, both reveal an
unexpected pattern where solutions with highest AT are found
on disparate levels of higher and lower levels of CQ. The
solutions in the seven-year time horizon experiment, TH7Y,
apart from that pattern slightly, by having a small slope from
higher CQ, on the right hand in the graph, to lower, as AT
increases. Moreover, TH7Y reveals a cluster of solutions at the
lowest end of CQ with the highest AT values.
In sum, the results in Fig. 4. depict that the applied time
horizons have tradeoff solutions on different achieved levels of
CQ compared to gained AT, however, they provide a non-linear
pattern where some solutions from TH3Y are better than some
solutions from TH7Y. Furthermore, the results indicate that
applying a longer time horizon can identify tradeoff solutions
that have significantly lower levels of CQ.
The parallel coordinate map (PCM), depicted in Fig. 5.,
visualizes relations between parameters of interest. To have a
cleaner figure the TH5Y and TH3Y results are omitted,
comparing the most disassociated experiments TH1Y and
TH7Y. The PMC visualizes that the TH1Y solutions depict one
distinct cluster, with RTD at 4-6 per week, and RBD at 34-36 per
week; thus exhibits a ratio of about 90% of reactive
maintenance. The PCM reveals such ratio to induce the higher
levels of CT, see Eq. 1., which is the sum of the costs depicted
in the two aforementioned graphs, as well as, the higher levels
of CM. Hence, the effect of reducing CQ can be evaluated to the
required increase of CM to achieve the associated results. In
TH1Y it means higher levels of allocated SR, while for SE,
which reveals a pattern of even distribution is less informative
on the optimal choice.

Fig. 5. Parallel coordinate map of experiments TH1Y and TH7Y.

In contrast, the TH7Y solutions are represented with several
clusters in the PCM. Where, for instance, the cluster containing
the highest levels of AT relates to ranges of higher RTD, at
around 22 per week, and lower RBD, at around 18 per week;
exhibiting a ratio of around 45% of reactive maintenance on
average. Furthermore, tracing the results of these solutions they
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induce the lowest levels of CT, but at the same time require the
higher levels of CM and the higher levels of SR; and apply more
SE than the other TH7Y solutions. Moreover, the cluster around
AT = 0.95 in the TH7Y solutions, traced to the resource
parameters are seen to require fewer repair workers and
engineers and thus lower levels of CM, still achieving more
proactive levels than the THY1 solutions.
In sum, the results depicted in Fig. 5. reveal that the applied
time horizons strongly relate to the achievement of proactive
maintenance behavior, measured by the rates of takedowns
(RTD) and breakdowns (RBD).
In this study, the quantified results of the objective space –
max(AT), min(CM), and min(CQ) – have been studied, as well
as, selected model parameters (RTD, RBD) which indicate on
achieved proactive behaviors in the maintenance SD model,
and two input space parameters (SR, SE). In this study, the
specific input-policies, besides staffing (SR, SE), are not deeper
studied, which could be part of future works. However, the
above-analyses of resulting tradeoff solutions indicate that:
x It requires a longer time horizon to act out the effects,
based on applied policies, to expose a proactive
maintenance behavior.
x A proactive maintenance behavior is conditional to achieve
the higher levels of availability (AT) and lower levels of
maintenance total costs (CT).
3. Discussion and conclusions
To achieve proactive maintenance behavior it requires the
continuous improvement (CI) of preventive maintenance (PM)
procedures to balance the underlying maintenance need of the
equipment. This study shows that results from strategic
development of maintenance do not come into effect on shortterm. This work is based on a previously published system
dynamics (SD) model of maintenance performance dynamics.
The purpose of the SD model is to serve as the basis for a more
informed strategic development of maintenance behavior by
supporting the investigation of tradeoffs between short-term
and long-term dependencies in the system. Hence, it can be
considered to represent a structural theory for studying the
feedback between interrelating elements of equipment
maintenance, such as maintenance need based on reliability and
current equipment health, number of repair workers, applied
mix of maintenance methodologies, CI of the applied mix, and
the corresponding effect in operations based on ratio between
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance interventions. Hence,
the SD model makes possible addressing the system costs of
maintenance as a result of the operational feedback behavior in
the system.
To explore the SD model we apply multi-objective
optimization (MOO) which generates near optimal Pareto-front
solutions. The experiments apply different time frames of one,
three, five, and seven years; for which the inputs of staff
resources and the corresponding CI effects of the PM-work are
searched and evaluated, using MOO, through the SD model’s
complex feedback structures with delayed effects.
The SD+MOO experiments have searched the tradeoffs
between the conflicting objectives of maximizing availability
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(AT), minimize maintenance costs (CM), and minimize
maintenance consequence costs (CQ). The results indicate that
the levels of achieved proactive maintenance behavior relate to
the applied strategic time horizon when searching the
appropriate strategy for developing maintenance. For the
specific study, it has had the implication that the optimal
tradeoff solutions using a one-year time horizon allow low
levels of proactiveness, around 10% when the resulting ratio of
scheduled maintenance is compared to unscheduled. While
quite the reverse is true using a seven-year time horizon, ending
up at around 55% on the same measure of proactiveness; which
moreover is exhibiting higher levels of AT and lower levels of
CQ. However, both cases partly share the required levels of
resources to achieve the associated results.
Hence, the hypothesis that the time horizon is one of the key
contributors to the success of sustainable strategic work, in
terms of enabling a more proactive strategy, is considered
enforced.
Nevertheless, to use these generalized results in a sharp
manufacturing case, naturally, the SD model must be adapted
until enough confidence is achieved for its specific use. Hence,
the applied SD model holds the largest bias in this study.
However, at the same time, the results may indicate its supports
as a structural theory for studying proactive and reactive
maintenance behavior. The results may also support showing
how the application of MOO supports exploring the SD model,
and its corresponding applicability to support the economic
justification of proactive maintenance on an aggregated system
behavior level.
As regards future work, the presented application holds
many promising uses and enables testing different questions
with respect to strategic development of maintenance, and it can
induce deeper studies to adapt the SD model to contain more
dynamics related to achieving proactiveness, such as, for
example, the hiring, training, and retiring of repair workers.
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Abstract
Managing maintenance and its impact on business results is increasingly complex, calling for more
advanced methods to support long-term development through effective activities in the production
system environment. This problem-based research supplements the operations research/management
science literature by contributing a novel, hybrid simulation-based optimization (SBO) framework that
integrates multi-objective optimization (MOO) with system dynamics (SD) and discrete-event
simulation (DES). The objective is to support maintenance management decision making at the strategic
and operational levels to prioritize maintenance long-term planning.
The application of MOO distinguishes this research from previous efforts mixing SD and DES,
presenting a unique methodology supporting more quantitative and objective-driven decision making in
maintenance management. A multiphase process is designed, applying SD+MOO in exploring feedback
behaviors to determine why certain near-optimal maintenance behaviors arise. The outcome then forms
the basis of potential operations-level performance improvements. In other words, the SD output is
utilized as the input decision space of the DES+MOO study, available by a standard software, resulting
in the sequence of improvements addressing the primary bottleneck in the production system.
Overall, this hybrid SBO framework allows maintenance activities to be pinpointed based on analysis
of the feedback behavior that generates less reactive load on the maintenance organization. On one hand,
based on a literature review on related hybrid methods (see section 3), the proposed work can be claimed
to be novel; on the other hand, this study is describing a conceptual hybridization based on SD+MOO
cases and their application to the DES+MOO software.
Keywords: problem structuring, decision support, system dynamics, multi-objective optimization,
discrete-event simulation

1. Introduction
Maintenance considerably increases the budget in manufacturing industries. Even though a cost focus
belongs to the past and maintenance has shifted towards being an organizational strategic capacity
(Simões, Gomes, & Yasin, 2011), the tradeoff between invested costs and their benefits is still of great
concern for decision makers. The value of maintenance is strongly challenged by short-termism and by
high pressure for production utilization from the rise of global competition. According to Geary, Disney,
and Towill (2006), reactive maintenance potentially leads to increased disruption in real-world supply
chains, causing excess variance in performance. Logically, the opposite is valid, i.e., that proactive
maintenance should reduce variance in performance by means of more precise maintenance activities in
production systems. Recent developments in terms of increased automation, more expensive equipment,
1
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and more complex production systems have increased the capital tied up (Garg & Deshmukh, 2006),
meaning that unplanned breakdowns have more serious consequences (Swanson, 1997). Proactive
maintenance policies are therefore considered a necessity (Pinjala, Pintelon, & Vereecke, 2006), and
proper maintenance practices contribute to overall business performance (Alsyouf, 2009). However,
identifying appropriate practices and implementing sound strategies for developing maintenance
performance are still non-trivial. Moreover, Woodhouse (2001) recognized the limiting factor in
managing the implementation of sustainable maintenance practices to be the organizational capabilities
to perform and incorporate conflicting priorities and messages into the equation.
Accordingly, strategic development of maintenance performance requires support to uncover longerterm processes inherent in the complex system of managing assets, in order to deliver shorter-term
production performance according to market demand. Researchers in maintenance management and
strategy have tacitly addressed the necessity of the larger system view, for example, discovering that:
(1) cost-over-profit maintenance performance measurement systems do not capture the repercussions of
current actions (Sherwin, 2000); (2) tools are required that can connect and validate the causal
relationships between strategic initiatives and performance results (Tsang, 2000); and (3) consequential
costs due to applied strategy must be included in the development of maintenance performance (Vorster
& De La Garza, 1990). Moreover, in maintenance policy optimization research, analytical models have
struggled to find practical applications in industry (Dekker, 1996), and Nicolai and Dekker (2008)
declared that such models are insufficient for tracing the effects of maintenance policies. Maintenance
modeling has been sharply criticized for oversimplification (Lad & Kulkarni, 2011; Sinkkonen,
Marttonen, Tynninen, & Kärri, 2013). Therefore, simulation to optimize maintenance cost has been an
emerging trend (Sharma, Yadava, & Deshmukh, 2011). Nevertheless, such typical maintenance
problems are often oversimplified and treated in isolation, and the maintenance literature generally
suffers from equally oversimplified simulation studies (Alrabghi & Tiwari, 2015). In fact, according to
Ding and Kamaruddin (2015), production systems are overly complex and current research in
maintenance policy optimization does not sufficiently address the matter of practical applicability.
According to De Almeida, Pires Ferreira, and Cavalcante (2015), maintenance needs applications of
multi-objective optimization (MOO), which could better capture decision makers’ preferences regarding
the decision problem and include conflicting tradeoffs.
Consequently, research contributions to the maintenance field should consider both from problem
structuring methods using simulation and the application of MOO. Nonetheless, according to Pintelon
and Gelders (1992), sound knowledge of operations research/management science (OR/MS) techniques
supporting quantitative analysis to make decision making in maintenance management more objective
also requires a thorough understanding of maintenance practice and organization. To address the
deficiencies of overly narrow simulation applications and allow the consideration of more complex
maintenance systems, Alabdulkarim, Ball, and Tiwari (2013) proposed discrete-event simulation (DES)
to potentially add to the maintenance field what it has delivered to operational research into
manufacturing systems. Applying DES to evaluate maintenance strategies at the operational level has
therefore emerged more recently (Alrabghi & Tiwari, 2016), providing frameworks for general cases of
time-based preventive maintenance (PM), opportunistic maintenance, and periodic condition-based
maintenance (CBM). On the other hand, according to Alrabghi and Tiwari (2015) and Alrabghi, Tiwari,
and Savill (2017), the application of DES to evaluate PM has been very little explored. Mainstream DES
research mainly supports the reactive improvement of production systems (e.g., Gopalakrishnan (2016),
with several studies applying DES evaluations to support the prioritization of reactive breakdown repairs
with the objective of increasing system throughput.
On the other hand, according to Gunal and Pidd (2010), DES inadequately visualizes feedback behavior
and cannot explain why certain behaviors arise. In conducting studies that explain feedback behavior,
the application of system dynamics (SD) has brought insights into industrial systems ever since Forrester
(1961) quantitatively explained the bullwhip effect in supply chains and further claimed that simulation
could be used to demonstrate that the feedback’s structure can have greater influence on system behavior
than its specific parameter values. The suitability of SD as a structural theory for operations management
has been advocated by Größler, Thun, and Milling (2008), using qualitative examples illustrating how
system dynamics behavior tends to overload maintenance departments conducting reactive rather than
proactive activities. However, quantified SD models of maintenance applications and subsequent
2
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documentation are generally rare, according to a recent literature review by Linnéusson, Ng, and Aslam
(2018c); except for the approach proposed by the review’s authors, no previous studies enable
investigation of the tradeoff between availability, maintenance cost, and maintenance consequential
costs.
Nevertheless, SD cannot be used in studying complexity at the detailed level required for production
systems and is more suitable for facilitating understanding of why certain dynamic changes arise in
systems. Besides, applying DES or SD in studies limits analyses to “what if” scenarios, and calls for the
integrated application of optimization to identify the best option. However, single-objective
optimization (SOO), commonly applied in SD (e.g., Dangerfield (2014); Jones (2014)), has its limits in
terms of seeking tradeoffs and cannot include several conflicting objectives. More specifically, we need
SBO, which applies SD integrated with MOO, as proposed by Linnéusson, Ng, and Aslam (2018a), as
well as DES integrated with MOO, as previously proposed by Ng, Bernedixen, and Pehrsson (2014), to
achieve more complete predictions of the objective landscape to inform decision making at both the
strategic and operational levels.
Subsequently, based on the industrial need for maintenance development that seeks support to analyze
the longer-term repercussions of current activities, including targeted operational activities to improve
overall production system performance, this paper proposes a hybrid SBO framework combining SD
and DES studies supported by their respective integration with MOO. The purpose is to synthesize the
strengths of each method: SD+MOO helps in identifying the optimized long-term aggregate view of the
strategic development of maintenance system behaviors and their simultaneous tradeoffs in terms of
both short-term and delayed maintenance costs, whereas DES+MOO helps in identifying activities to
maximize utilization from a short-term detailed view of operations. Accordingly, this study aims to
support applications of SD+DES mixed-method designs developed in the OR/MS community, which
seeks to combine the benefits of both simulation approaches to overcome the deficiencies of each, as
suggested by Brailsford, Desai, and Viana (2010). Unexpectedly, as revealed in section 3, the literature
review of SD+DES mixed-method designs applying optimization identified remarkably few articles.
Specifically, integrating MOO was mentioned in only one paper, by El-Zoghby, Farouk, and El-Kilany
(2016), but even so, it was not implemented in the reported experiment. To some extent, this highlights
the contribution of the present paper, which uses MOO as a precondition for applying mixed SD+DES
to generate the required efficacy.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces a theoretical model of maintenance-driven
change in the production system, including three levels of maintenance development that the SBO
framework addresses; section 3 describes the methodological aspects of mixed-method designs, briefly
introduces MOO, and reviews the literature on SD+DES mixed-method designs with an emphasis on
optimization; section 4 contains the core contents of this paper, describing the SBO framework in which
various phases of our proposed approach are illustrated by contributions and exchanges between the
methods and the production system environment. Finally, the paper ends with a discussion and
conclusions section.
2. A system view of combining SD and DES for maintenance development
Supported by the schema in Fig. 1, we define a theory of maintenance-driven change in production
systems taking account of three levels of maintenance development and of how the SD and DES methods
can support them. It also explicitly shows why mixing SD and DES can add value to achieve momentum
for sustainable change in the applied production system environment.
Maintenance interventions are either, proactive combining PM and systemic procedures, or reactive with
run-to-failure at their extreme. Generally, the more proactive the better, since the current level of care
upholds current equipment performance; however, the economic justification may not be equally
distributed, as this depends on the production system configuration, which can produce significantly
nonuniform consequences. According to Warren (2005), performance reflects the current state of
resources in any period, so performance development requires the strategic management of steering the
rates of resource use. For maintenance, strategy implies controlling the rates of resource use, which in
due time leads to proactiveness. Moreover, such control is dependent on many, often ambiguous,
accumulations in the system – such as hidden defects in equipment, the quality of developed PM work
3
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to address the defects, skill and competence levels of staff, and more – which are affecting the required
strategy. It is therefore hard to foresee and trace the consequences of the applied strategies. Operations,
on the other hand, are relatively more tangible, though simultaneously extremely complex. Also,
operations are often subject to short-term pressures that displace the activities ultimately leading to
proactiveness. Therefore, any optimal configuration of operations cannot be attained without the support
of a prediction method, such as simulation.

Fig. 1. Theoretical model showing how different levels of maintenance development align with the applied
methods.

Fig. 1 outlines a theory of the continuous interactions between activities acting on the longer and shorter
terms, visualizing the nature of the ongoing change due to production system maintenance. Fig. 1
contains several semantic items, all of which are meaningful, connected to the defined levels as follows:
Level One: The circle represents operations and is where the current results are produced. At this
level, change is manifested in activities to optimize the operation of the production
system, using current maintenance capabilities to deliver proactive or reactive service to
operations.
Level Two: The wedge represents maintenance operations. At this level, the current rates of capability
change are produced, as in moving towards proactiveness or reactiveness.
Level Three: The large arrow represents the maintenance strategy and is where the quality of the
current learning mechanisms, generated from perceived knowledge of the real-world
system, are generating the changes that improve or degrade the performance.
This figure illustrates how changes at the three levels relate to the importance of maintenance in the
production system environment. The ongoing work of maintenance operations (level two) serves as a
wedge upholding the current operational performance of production system operations (level one).
These components, i.e., maintenance operations and production system operations, continuously move
up or down the slope determined by the balance between the entropy-driven deterioration of the
maintenance system and “friction” (see, e.g., Levitt (2011). The “gravity force” of this deterioration can
be illustrated using different slopes and is largely defined by the requirements defined in the acquisition
of the production system equipment. At the same time, the “friction” slowing this deterioration can be
increased by improving the efficiency of currently applied basic maintenance policies (see Pintelon and
Gelders (1992) or, in other words, maintenance methodologies (Tsang, 2002), which in the figure is
called mix of PM work. Balancing these conditions involves complex feedback among the components
of this sociotechnical system. Accordingly, many preconditions at level one are governed by capabilities
at level two, which together generate the current availability of the production system. This also means
that when conditions change at level one they will affect level two, for example, reducing the timeframes
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for PM work in operations. In the real world, it is tempting to neglect any longer-term consequences of
such changes, and applying a DES study would certainly imply using the same input data. Again, in the
real world, we know that there are delayed consequences, such as an increasing backlog of PM work
and an increasing load on the equipment, potentially resulting in more unplanned breakdown events in
operations, but we lack the proper tools to draw such conclusions from the decision-maker perspective.
Much can be gained from experimenting in DES studies, for example, considering how maintenance
could provide better service operations (see Gopalakrishnan (2016), who addresses level one, and
Alrabghi et al. (2017), who address levels one and two by exploring different PM strategies). However,
although DES studies at best optimize the use of current maintenance operation capabilities, they cannot
evaluate the rates of capability change, as in moving towards proactiveness or reactiveness. Still, DES
studies can affect the formulation of a maintenance strategy (level three), but from a limited long-term
perspective, explaining the size of the dotted oval shape labeled “DES.”
Certainly, better understanding the consequences of feedback between the operational load, its effect on
equipment health, and how the applied mix of maintenance methodologies can support the balance
between proactive and reactive interventions in operations would support strategy formulation. Fig. 1
highlights the purpose of using SD, which, according to Thompson, Howick, and Belton (2016), is a
conceptual framework essential to thinking about things. SD is therefore applied to make explicit the
structures generating level two and three performance, to support the formulation of prudent strategies
based on a simulated theory of how organizational change is generated and operated by means of
organizational learning (Senge & Sterman, 1992). Furthermore, SD enables analysis of the potential
impacts of various strategies for achieving proactiveness, given the current limitations of maintenance
operations at the aggregate level, shown by the dotted oval labeled “SD.”
The objective of the hybrid SBO framework incorporating a mixed SD+DES approach is to support all
three levels of maintenance development in interaction with operations. As noted, no single method is
applicable to all three levels and their diverse characters of change. Moreover, these levels can be
addressed with different degrees of precision, so a precondition is integration with MOO to support the
evaluation of accurate, optimal tradeoff solutions.
3. Theory and literature review
3.1. Methodological aspects of mixed-method designs
The mixed SD+DES approach has interested researchers in recent decades: many applications have been
reported in operations research (Howick & Ackermann, 2011) and many different levels of integration
have been reported. According to Brailsford et al. (2010), the “Holy Grail” of achieving the complete
mix, realizing the full potential of both approaches, is continuously improving, but may not be attained
due to the divergent philosophical standpoints of each approach. To support methodological-level
reflection, Morgan, Howick, and Belton (2017) presented a toolkit of designs for mixing the DES and
SD methods. Fig. 2 depicts their schema of mixed-method designs to facilitate reflection on how the
SD+DES+MOO framework used here was methodologically designed.
From a technical viewpoint, there are two reasons for mixing DES and SD: the feedback control level
incorporated in SD and the great detail level that can be included in DES models (Viana, Brailsford,
Harindra, & Harper, 2014). Although feedback may be incorporated to some extent in DES models,
Gunal and Pidd (2010) have claimed that the use of DES as a tool tends to emphasize the operational
level of specific areas, whereas the use of DES for policy-level analysis is rare and feedback behavior
is inadequately visualized to support the determination of why certain behaviors arise. However,
examples of hybrid DES+SD simulation models not intended to consider feedback behavior also exist;
for example, Abduaziz, Cheng, Tahar, and Varma (2015) applied SD merely to accumulate result data
from the DES model to trace the environmental load of automotive industry operations. There is great
variation in how DES and SD can be mixed, as depicted in Fig. 2. This figure was adapted from Morgan
et al. (2017), who extensively studied the literature on mixing OR/MS methods and/or mixing DES+SD,
while making recommendations for further studies.
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Parallel:

Interaction:

Allows
Comparison

New
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Paradigm:
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or

Methodology:
Technique:

Fig. 2. Mixed-method designs; adapted from Morgan et al. (2017).

Isolation is applying SD or DES without mixing them. Parallel is applying SD and DES in isolation for
the purpose of contrasting their respective contributions to a commonly studied phenomenon, using their
shared paradigm perspectives, which then focus on the methodological level of the respective techniques
used to study the same problem. Sequential is alternately applying SD and DES, each method supplying
input to the other, allowing both methods to be fully developed within their specific use paradigms.
Enrichment is when a primary method is enriched with techniques from one or more other paradigms,
for example, using DES in an SD model or continuous behaviors in a DES model. Interaction is allowing
feedback exchange between methods, relaxing the paradigm restrictions between SD and DES,
exploiting both methods’ benefits in one methodology. The level of interaction can range from the
frequent exchange of information between SD and DES models in one simulation evaluation to just a
few interactions during an evaluation period. Integration, on the other hand, is full integration in which
one simulation evaluation includes both discrete and continuous time steps, but with both methods
taking a shared system view.
The mixed-method design framework proposed by Morgan et al. (2017), as adapted in Fig. 2, was
developed with applications of DES and SD in mind, but lacking the aspect of optimization. Considering
the optimization of the techniques in Fig. 2, it applies best to integration, as also described by Pidd
(2012), giving rise, according to the discussions above, to a new method or potentially even a new
paradigm, depending on the significance of the contribution of optimization to the method. Accordingly,
the proposed hybrid SBO framework that applies SD+DES+MOO in a certain procedure depicted later
in Fig. 4 is not directly applicable into one of the categorizations of the above-reviewed framework of
mixing SD and DES. Considering Fig. 4, one therefore finds elements of sequential design, potential
interaction, and integration of the SD+DES+MOO methods in the proposed hybrid SBO framework.
According to Pidd (2014), this could be classified as somewhere between a “loose coupling of different
approaches” and “the use of one approach as a precursor to the other.” Although each SD+MOO and
DES+MOO integration can be applied without the other method to support practical development, for
the purpose of maintenance development, they have been combined into our proposed framework to
complement each other, giving a broader system view.
3.2. Multi-objective optimization (MOO)
MOO is a discipline that, in contrast to SOO which considers one objective function, evaluates two or
more conflicting objectives against each other, and obtains the Pareto-optimal solutions that constitute
the Pareto front (Basseur, Talbi, Nebro, & Alba, 2006). The comparison of the solutions utilizes the
domination concept in which solution ݏଵ is said to dominate solution ݏଶ if ݏଵ is no worse then ݏଶ ǡ with
respect to all optimization objectives, but ݏଵ is strictly better than ݏଶ in at least one optimization objective
(Deb, 2001).
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Fig. 3. The concepts of non-domination, decision space, and objective space; from Aslam (2013).

Fig. 3 illustrates the concepts of decision space and objective space, as well as the domination and nondomination of solutions in MOO. The decision space contains the design variables (defined by the input
parameters) being sought in a MOO problem. Each design variable is mapped to the objective space and
evaluated through a solver, which in our case is either an SD or DES model using the same principle.
Thus, a certain solution  with its inherent values of the design parameters ଵ andଶ is evaluated
through the solver, subsequently resulting in Ԣ in the objective space representing the fitness or
performance of solution  in terms of the objective functions ଵ andଶ .
3.3. Literature review of works mixing SD+DES+MOO
The current research frontier of work combining DES and SD with optimization is reviewed in this
subsection. This topic was briefly mentioned by Pidd (2012), serving only as an example of mixed
methods closely integrated with simulation. As mentioned above, this matter was ignored by Morgan et
al. (2017), who mainly presented a comprehensive toolkit of designs for mixing DES and SD. Therefore,
a Scopus search was conducted using the keywords “discrete event simulation” and “system dynamic*”
and “optim*” in titles, abstracts, and keywords. We initially identified 56 items, but on closer
examination, found fewer articles that actually mixed DES and SD. Regarding papers with contents
related to optimization, a total of six papers could be identified; they are summarized in Table 1 to
provide an explicit overview of the state of research combining DES+SD with optimization.
Table 1. Literature review
Article

Research scope

Level of optimization

Optimization objective

Venkateswaran
and Son (2005)

Solving the hierarchical
production planning problem
using SD and DES coupled with
optimization

Inputs to SD model use SOO. DES
model applies outputs from SD
evaluations, and uses SOO. DES+SD
level evaluates.

SD: evaluates SOO input
DES: max. throughput
SD+DES: evaluation

Venkateswaran,
Son, Jones, and
Min (2006)

Proposing an approach for
integrating vendor inventory
supply chain and production
planning

Inputs to SD model use SOO. DES
model applies outputs from SD
evaluations, and uses SOO. DES+SD
level evaluates.

SD: evaluates SOO input
DES: min. tardiness
SD+DES: evaluation

Wang and van den
Heuvel (2011)

Developing a hybrid servicenetwork simulation approach

Not implementing; emphasizes
optimization

Tuning towards optimal
performance

Jovanoski, Nove,
Lichtenegger, and
Voessner (2013)

Providing examples to justify a
hybrid simulation approach for
managing strategy and
production levels

Not implementing; emphasizes
optimization

Enable optimal storage
capacities and number of
salespersons

Albrecht, Kleine,
and Abele (2014)

Providing computerized decision
support for designing changeable
production systems

Not implementing; “optimization” is
mentioned in title and abstract but not
emphasized elsewhere.

DES: evaluates given state
SD: evaluates changeability
of the production system

El-Zoghby et al.
(2016)

Presenting a conceptual
framework for a multilevel
approach to optimizing an
emergency department

A theoretical review of a framework:
DES model should use MOO; SD model
evaluates and iteratively provides input
to the DES fitness computation until
satisfactory results are obtained.

Claims to improve multiple
objectives; no tradeoff
objectives defined;
experiments apply what-if
analysis
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The above survey of available research applying optimization integrated with any approach mixing DES
and SD provided surprisingly few examples. Only the work of Venkateswaran and Son (2005) and
Venkateswaran et al. (2006) presented proof-of-concept experiments applying optimization. Regarding
MOO, its application in modeling patient flows in emergency departments was emphasized by ElZoghby et al. (2016) as the most frequently studied topic in healthcare management and therefore had a
legitimate place in their framework. Even so, their experiment was merely a what-if analysis and
optimization was not used.
Additionally, searching for applications of DES+SD in maintenance produced few results, and with a
different industrial focus from that considered here: (1) a performance forecast model for cutting tool
replacements in mechanized tunneling projects that also applied agent-based modeling (Conrads,
Scheffer, Mattern, König, & Thewes, 2017); (2) a hybrid model of the availability assessment of an oil
field (Droguett, Jacinto, Garcia, & Moura, 2006); and (3) a thesis on how to technically address the
limitations of SD, with DES used to represent individual entities and stochastic behavior, using a
simplified SD model of maintenance (Bell, 2015).
4. Description of the hybrid SBO framework
Applying the SBO framework to support decision making is not straightforward. It involves many
feedback iterations, from the iterative process of developing an SD model, through the knowledge
extractions during the various phases, until specific activities can be identified and implemented in the
maintenance system. This section first presents a technical introduction to the SBO framework in terms
of its most prominent process steps. Subsections 4.1–4.6 present a walkthrough of the various phases of
the framework, while subsection 4.7 presents a complete overview of the mixed-method framework in
context.
Changedconditions,suchasimprovedproductivity

4.
DESt0
Changestructure

Studyrefinements

1.
SD

Decisionspace
• resources
• policies

Maintenance
behavior
• resultingininput
toDESanalysis

Objectivespace
• tradeoff
evaluations

2.
SD+MOO
MOOobjectives
• max(AT)
• min(CM)
• min(CQ)

3.
SDSel

Operations

DESt1

InputDES+MOO
decisionspace
• improveMTTF
• improveMTTR
Outputstrategies
Policies,guidelines,
KPIs,etc.

5.
DES+MOO
MOOobjectives
• max(TP)
• min(Activities)

Objectivespace
• pinpointed
maintenance
activities
inoperations

Fig. 4. The technical SBO framework of mixed-method design.
Strategy-selection process
1. Create SD model
maintenance behavior

a) Define problem, purpose,
and boundary of study

Activity-selection process
2. MOO study of
SD model

a) Identify MOO criteria
and conflicting objectives

b) Build / reuse / adapt
model with client

b) Objective space
exploration

c) Explore and build
simulation model
confidence

c) Verify results and
improve SD model
validation

d) Knowledge of dynamic
system behavior

d) Perform tradeoff
analyses of interest
e) Meta knowledge of
system behavior tradeoffs

3. SD study of
MOO results

4. DES+MOO study of
production system

b) Build model with client

a) Apply strategy with
purpose to improve the
proactive/ reactivebehavior

c) Identify MOO criteria
and conflicting objectives

b) Adapt DES+MOO with
improvement ranges

d) Study results of accurate
bottlenecks and best way of
addressing them

c) Results provide ranked
priority of where to focus
the required development

b) Merge DES results with
physical limitations and
evaluate their possible
implementation

a) Define problem and
purpose

b) Compare the sets’
dynamic behaviors in the
SD model

d) Knowledge of optimal
solutions’ dynamic system
behavior(s)

6. Implementation in
maintenance system

a) Apply selected optimal
SD model output MTTF
and MTTR to define
improvement ranges

a) Select optimal SD+MOO
solution sets of interest

c) Study behaviors to
inform the strategy
guidelines and KPIs

5. Interaction SD+DES
study

e) Knowledge of Paretooptimal operations
improvements

c) Define activities in the
maintenance plan based on
the results

Fig. 5. Phases 1–6 and their steps in applying the SBO framework.

The mixed-method design depicted in Fig. 4 shows the technical connections between the phases of the
hybrid SBO framework. Fig. 5 complements the technical schematic in Fig. 4 by explaining the steps in
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each phase that are required in order to implement the results. Examining each phase improves our
knowledge of the studied systems – hence, the continuous feedback of study results. Phase 3, which
ends the strategy-selection process, has three potential outputs:
1. Output strategies – which are the results of phases 1–3 and can be applied as general guidelines for
the maintenance system
2. Input DES+MOO – the behavior resulting from phase 3, as the measures mean time to failure
(MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR), which serve as the input decision space for phase 5 (see
subsection 4.4)
3. DESt1 – the potential changes to the structure of the DES+MOO exploration, which can be applied
to subsequent cases
In particular, the interaction between SD and DES is based on the application of SD+MOO, and the
outcome itself defines the decision space, which is further searched using DES+MOO. The optimized
result is the end product of the activity-selection process, pinpointing the improvement actions in the
production system. On the other hand, the effects on system throughput may have implications for
parameters in the SD model, so that phase 2 may provide different tradeoff analyses due to the improved
conditions.
Placing the application of DES+MOO in the maintenance context allows tactical planning of the
improvement of maintenance, which, according to Pintelon and Gelders (1992), addresses the problem
of effective resource utilization. This contextualization focuses maintenance attention on the operation
conditions, instead of ensuring the health status of isolated equipment, which is the case when criticality
due to production system configuration is ignored. Overall, the DES+MOO method is critical for the
framework; however, in the reverse direction, DES+MOO can be run independently without the
framework, even though its context adds meaning and provides guidance for better-planned maintenance
activities.
The application of these studies in the SBO framework should therefore be seen as contributing to the
complex management of activities, for the purpose of helping accelerate rather than slow the rate of
change towards proactiveness (see Fig. 1). Accordingly, the wider system boundary addressed by the
framework does not come with any claims of completeness; rather, a wider system boundary is required
to induce greater awareness and more insightful decisions. The framework is based on the belief that,
although not everything can be controlled, we need guidance in the uncontrollable environment of
complex sociotechnical systems. This approach to reality recalls the systems thinking proposed by Flood
(1999), exemplified in the following: “We will not struggle to manage over things – we will manage
within the unmanageable.”
4.1. Phase 1 – An exemplar SD model
This phase is represented by an SD model as reported and applied in previously published cases; detailed
explanations were presented by (Linnéusson et al., 2018c), including analyses based on dynamic model
behaviors, and all model equations by (Linnéusson, Ng, & Aslam, 2017), and aspects of model boundary
and validity supported by SD+MOO (Linnéusson et al., 2018a). The subsequent results here were
generated from the previously reported SD model, yet the description is kept as brief as possible. The
model was designed to serve as the basis for better-informed strategies, by enabling the exploration of
tradeoffs between short- and long-term dependencies in the maintenance system. It is a generalization,
developed with support from two large maintenance organizations in the Swedish automotive industry,
that includes the following elements:
x a mix of currently applied maintenance methodologies, such as run-to-failure (RTF), PM using
fixed intervals (PMfi), and condition-based maintenance using inspections (CBMi) or sensors
(CBMs) (Tsang, 2002);
x defect-generating and defect-eliminating activities resulting in an aggregate equipment health
(EH) relating to the breakdown frequency (RBD) of the production system (Sterman, 2000);
x the resulting balance between unscheduled and scheduled maintenance, based on the above
points together with applied repair workers (SR) (inspired by Ledet and Paich (1994);
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continuous improvement (CI), based on root-cause analyses (RCA) of breakdowns, changing
the mix of maintenance methodologies depending on available maintenance engineers (SE)
(inspired by industrial partners); and
x maintenance total costs (CT), based on direct maintenance costs (CM), and estimated
maintenance consequence costs (CQ), based on variable behaviors such as RBD, planned
takedowns (RTD), inventories, and applied resources, (inspired by how costs are generated).
Fig. 6. is a simplified schematic of the SD model using Vensim DSS software, showing a stock and flow
structure for keeping track of the condition of equipment in operations; the remaining structure is
simplified into causal loop diagramming (CLD) notations (Sterman, 2000) to support the qualitative
explanation of the dynamics.
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the maintenance dynamics of the SD model, incorporating CLD notations.

Reactive maintenance leads to breakdowns (RBD) fixed by unscheduled repairs to restore equipment to
its functional condition. RBD not only degrade equipment health (EH), which can lead to more RBD, but
also reduce availability (AT), yet, simultaneously a lower level of AT is limiting the impact of equipment
deterioration, having a combined effect resulting from two different feedback loops. If the number of
repair workers (SR) is kept constant, all this feedback eventually generates an equilibrium performance
level. Regarding Fig. 1, this would correspond to the wedge keeping the circle in a fairly stationary
position on the slope; accordingly, reactive maintenance corresponds to level two.
Proactive maintenance leads to scheduled repairs restoring equipment to functional condition before
failure. The flow of takedowns (RTD) depends on the planned work order backlog and the pressure to
produce, giving rise to a growing gap between the targeted and current AT. This gap will delay the
proactive work and increase the risk of RBD. The precision with which defects can be identified depends
on the applied mix of RTF, PMfi, CBMi, and CBMSs, represented by the boxed variable “PM work” and
the current EH status. At this point, related to Fig. 1, these dynamics correspond to level two, as does
reactive maintenance. However, the introduction of new PM work according to the continuous
improvement (CI) principle, based on policies set by goal PM work and applied resource policies,
changes the mix of maintenance methodologies applied during different periods. As depicted by the
dynamics corresponding to level three in Fig. 1, the large arrow shifts the equilibrium towards
proactiveness by moving the wedge and circle up the slope.
4.2. Phase 2 – MOO+SD studies
Phase 2 represents a MOO study dependent on the purpose of the SD model, the understanding of the
dynamics included, and an idea of what should be studied in the tradeoff analyses. Similarly, as in SD
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studies, a large variety of possible tradeoff studies is available when using MOO in an SD model. It is
therefore the study at hand that defines the exact criteria to use. The applied MOO criteria identified in
step a) define the MOO model, as depicted in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Diagram of MOO model, from modeFRONTIER software.

Fig. 7 shows the parameters of the decision space searched in the SD model, defined in the InputFile,
and the searched objectives, defined in the OutputFile. The selection of input parameters is based on
knowledge of their effects in the SD model; any constant can be explored, but more parameters increase
the dimensionality of the search. It is desirable to include the major steering rates to check which ones
affect the model. The outputs include the conflicting objectives, which are evaluated together with
possible constraints, and any additional parameters can be mapped outside the evaluation process; this
allows multiple post analyses to support deeper understanding of the Pareto-front characteristics. More
details about the applied MOO criteria are reported in our previous studies (Linnéusson et al., 2017,
2018a; Linnéusson, Ng, & Aslam, 2018b).
Objective space exploration, step b), involves evaluating how well the integration of MOO and the SD
model works. It therefore involves a process of refining the integration through steps a), b), and c), also
improving the validity of the SD model through exploring the objective space. Further details of the
improved validation of the SD model were presented by Linnéusson et al. (2018a).
Stable conditions are eventually achieved, allowing performance of the tradeoff analysis of interest, i.e.,
step d). In the abovementioned SD+MOO-related papers, the relationship between the decision space
and the same optimization objectives as examined here was already analyzed, though the purposes of
this and the previous MOO studies differ greatly. In one of these studies, two experiments were
contrasted using a different coefficient for maintenance consequence costs (CQ), representing two
categories of critical equipment, to explore the potentially different Pareto frontiers. This resulted in two
very different mixes of maintenance methodologies (see Linnéusson et al. (2017); the results indicated
that more proactive efforts invested in more critical equipment generated much more potential saving
effects, as long as higher availability (AT) was required. Another study explored the MOO results of
applying different time horizons in four experiments, exploring the hypothesis that a longer time horizon
will allow more proactive solutions in the objective space. For example, Fig. 8 shows the different
characteristics of the Pareto front resulting from applying 1-, 3-, 5-, and 7-year time horizons, implying
that longer horizons enable solutions with higher performance at lower cost.
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Fig. 8. Two result graphs showing the results of the three optimization objectives.

The fact that more proactive maintenance behavior is achieved when searching for tradeoff-optimal
solutions with a longer time horizon is indicated by the nonlinear development of CQ in the right-handside graph in Fig. 8. At first, all experimental scenarios follow a linear relationship between CQ and AT,
up to a certain threshold. Studying a parallel coordinate map of certain key parameters in the one- and
seven-year scenarios, depicted in Fig. 9, clearly reveals that the better solutions are more proactive
solutions, as indicated by diverse results concerning RTD and RBD.

Fig. 9. Example of a parallel coordinate map for the further analysis of optimization results.

Moreover, the third study, i.e., Linnéusson et al. (2018a), explored three scenarios of companies at
different achieved states of maintenance performance, examining how the starting point in the PM work
is very important for the subsequent strategic development of maintenance. The experiments made it
clear that the starting point was significant for the potential tradeoffs between the three conflicting
objectives, which were carefully compared in a meta-analysis, revealing that different strategies were
required for the specific cases. It did not address the one-size-fits-all “fix” of implementing CBM to
achieve proactiveness; rather, it spoke for the need to carefully understand one’s starting point in order
to identify and select one of the best tradeoff solutions for a specific company.
Overall, SD+MOO enables effective searches of Pareto-front solutions, presenting the spectrum of
potential near-optimal tradeoffs in the studied system, though it is important to note that the results are
no better than the applied SD model. However, if someone is considering applying SD to explore the
conditions that can unlock future potentials of his/her system, the application of MOO provides metaknowledge of system behavior tradeoffs, i.e., step e), which cannot be identified using SD alone.
Furthermore, MOO analyses allow the comparison of tradeoff solutions between conflicting objectives,
which cannot be done using SOO.
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4.3. Phase 3 – Study of SD model behavior
Phase 3 is illustrated using a MOO experiment optimized using the abovementioned criteria with a
simulation period of fifteen years. Three near-optimal tradeoff solutions are selected according to Fig.
10. Solutions 40,992 and 42,962 are at the same level of AT, but perform divergently in terms of CT,
while solution 13,785 is the best performing in CT, yet not optimal in AT.

Fig. 10. Result graph showing selected solutions.

Table 2 presents the input values used to achieve the above solutions. These inputs are used to compare
and examine the dynamic behaviors of the solutions of the applied SD model, i.e., steps b) and c), shown
in the behavior graphs in Figs. 11–13. Fig. 11 presents the cost results, indicating that solution 13,785,
line 3 in the graphs, requires substantial initial costs, both CM and CQ, indicating clear worse-beforebetter behavior. This behavior is not as apparent in the other solutions, but is somewhat evident in
solution 40,992, line 2 in Fig. 11. This information provides a basis for what to expect from policies
applied to achieve long-term results, i.e., higher initial costs should be expected.
Table 2. The decision space generating the selected solutions.
Input parameters for Pareto solutions

13,785

40,992

1. numberRepairWorkers (Number of SR)

36

22

42,962
23

2. numberMaintenanceEngineers (Number of SE)

5

5

2
0.35

3. fractionPMiFromRCA (% of PMi from RCA)

0.25

0.25

4. fractionCBMiFromRCAhelp (factor to calculate % of CBMi and CBMs from RCA)

0.95

0.4

1

5. goalFractionCBMoverPM (Goal % CBMi + CBMs of total PM)

1

1

1

6. inspectionInterval (CBMi interval (Weeks))

4

6

50

7. goalCBMsensors (Goal CBMs)

500

150

325

However, to generate sufficient information to provide guidelines and key performance indicators
(KPIs), the decision space in Table 2 needs interpretation; in addition, careful investigation is required
of the flows and states of the SD model supporting the monitoring of desired progress towards realizing
the strategy. For example, the distribution between preventive and reactive work that SR can implement
can be studied in greater depth in Fig. 12, which characterizes an initially higher unscheduled workload
eventually leading to a shift towards scheduled work, especially in line 3. Still, this is a result of higher
levels of the underlying conditions sustaining such proactive behavior. Further examining the hidden
defect level of EH, the left-hand side of Fig. 13, reveals that the three solutions have divergent effects.
However, the hidden defects measure results from other ongoing action flows, such as the flow of RCA,
the right-hand side of the same figure, which is a flow of implemented countermeasures leading to the
improved PM work in the SD model. Efforts to understand the preconditions enabling the flow of RCA
countermeasures are worthwhile, as they enable better-informed knowledge of the driving forces of the
studied system. In other words, the SD model allows many potential studies of the underlying parameter
behaviors to support step c), i.e., formulation of strategy guidelines and KPIs, building support to
achieve the turnaround point in the worse-before-better behavior shown in line 3 in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. The resulting maintenance (CM) and consequential costs (CQ) of the studied MOO solutions.
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Fig. 12. Distribution over the simulation period of repair work; scheduled work to the left, unscheduled work to
the right.
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Fig. 13. Resulting EH and flow of RCA countermeasures to address RBD.

Step d) is by no means fully approached in the above examples, since the SD model allows multiple
investigations of the interrelations in the modeled structures. By means of such studies, information can
be generated that builds confidence in and motivation to implement the selected strategy, helps prepare
for any potential pitfalls, and provides prudent KPIs for measuring/monitoring important developments
considered necessary for the end results. Moreover, phase 3 may prompt study refinements, as indicated
in Fig. 4, due to redefined knowledge of the importance of evaluating additional structures supporting
the desired development. Accordingly, phases 1–3 are described as supporting the output strategies
shown in Fig. 4, applying SD modeling to facilitate identifying the general cause effect structures of
maintenance behavior and permit subsequent analyses, making the challenge of strategic development
of maintenance less intangible.
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4.4. Phase 4 – DES+MOO studies
The bottleneck in a production line is where the infinitesimal improvement with the largest impact on
throughput is located (Ng et al., 2014). Ng et al. (2014) and Pehrsson, Ng, and Bernedixen (2016) argued
that the numerous methods – such as machine utilization, blocking and starving patterns, data-driven
approaches, shifting bottleneck detection, and multiple bottlenecks detection – sharing the same
deficiency of lacking sufficient information to determine what improvement action(s) must be taken at
the identified workstation or machine. Instead, they apply conflicting objective functions, in which the
integration of DES and MOO works simultaneously to maximize the throughput and minimize the sum
of improvement combinations. Bernedixen, Ng, Pehrsson, and Antonsson (2015) compared DES+MOO
with the utilization method and the shifting bottleneck detection method, which better and more
accurately pinpointed the activity for the DES+MOO study, which had a larger effect in their
comparison.
A DES+MOO study of a production system, is also dependent on the purpose of the DES model, which
in our case is to identify bottlenecks in processing time, availability, and mean time to repair (MTTR).
Two suitable studies, i.e., by (Bernedixen et al., 2015; Ng et al., 2014), well represent how the results
are generated and what information they provide. Both cases were generated using in-house developed
software, the FACTS Analyzer, which provides a tightly integrated MOO-simulation functionality,
making the optimization of production systems straightforward (Ng et al., 2014). Further technical
details were presented by Pehrsson et al. (2016). Interestingly, the optimization results presented in all
the three aforementioned papers largely identify improved availability as the potential solution for
increased throughput, and not the traditionally expected processing time. In the industrial case described
by Ng et al. (2014), eight of the ten best improvements concerned availability, while the other two
concerned processing time. In the industrial case presented by Bernedixen et al. (2015), five of the ten
best improvements concerned availability and the other five concerned processing times. However, these
studies developed and applied production systems simulation from a production engineering perspective
in industrial cases, paying less attention to the maintenance perspective, which needs some further
elaboration.
Maintenance is often responsible for key results in terms of availability and MTTR in the servicing of
operations. This is achieved by urgent activities, of a “firefighting” nature after the failure of items, or
by planned activities based on knowledge about the degradation of specific items. Such planned for PM
activities are often having an intangible connection to the results, leading to decisions that delay the
preventive care (Repenning & Sterman, 2001). Availability, as applied in the discussed DES studies,
applies to the traditional measure of availability performance (Ljungberg, 2000). The upper horizontal
line in Fig. 14 shows when the equipment is functioning and the lower line shows the equipment
downtime.
MTBF

MDT
MWT MTTR

MTTF

Fig. 14. Visualization of common measures of availability performance.

Fig. 14 is based on the measures mean time to failure (MTTF), mean waiting time (MWT), and mean
time to repair (MTTR) as defined by Hagberg and Henriksson (2010), which we believe are best suited
for the visualization of common maintenance performance indicators related to operations. For instance,
some use the term mean time between failures (MTBF) to define the time interval during which an item
is performing its required function (see Campbell and Reyes-Picknell (2016); EN15341 (2007); Nord,
Pettersson, and Johansson (1997), instead of using MTTF. Also, some consider MTTR as equivalent to
how mean downtime (MDT) is depicted in our figure (see, e.g., Campbell and Reyes-Picknell (2016);
EN15341 (2007). We think that it is better to describe MDT as consisting of MWT and MTTR, in order
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to clarify the different contributions of maintenance to operations. MTBF, used in Fig. 14, can be seen
as the overall measure of maintenance organization performance for a certain piece of equipment. It
includes MDT, which depends on MWT, a measure of maintenance supportability to supply the right
maintenance resources with the right materials, documentation, and tools to start a repair, and MTTR, a
measure of the ability to repair and standardize equipment. The frequency of MDT follows the average
failure rate (Equation 1), which, according to Fig. 14 and the above reasoning, relates to the operating
reliability measure MTTF, according to (Hagberg & Henriksson, 2010), and not using MTBF as the
measure of reliability, as did (Campbell & Reyes-Picknell, 2016).
݁ݐܽݎ݁ݎݑ݈݅ܽܨሺߣሻ ൌ
 ݕݐ݈ܾ݈݅݅ܽ݅ܽݒܣൌ

ଵ



ெ்்ி
ெ்்ி

ሺெௐ்ାெ்்ோାெ்்ிሻ

(1)
(2)

Accordingly, calculating availability for a defined period follows Equation 2, supported by Fig. 14. A
DES study applies the availability measure as an input for a piece of equipment, together with MDT,
which jointly define the discrete events of time between failures and time to repair according to their
respective statistical distributions. The resulting improved mean reliability measure is MTTF (arising
from the maintenance methodologies applied over the period studied in an SD model), considered to
generate the corresponding improvement in the input measure of availability in a DES+MOO study with
a proportional effect. These definitions mean that if MTTR is reduced and MTTF remains the same, an
improved MTTR will lead to a decreased MTBF, which may explain why MTTR is ranked low in the
abovementioned studies and why improving MTTF is more beneficial than MTTR. Furthermore, it is
clear that the abovementioned studies have applied MTTR as corresponding to MDT, according to our
illustration in Fig. 14.
Overall, the available industrial case study examples and the applicability of the ready developed
FACTS Analyzer software point towards a practical method for bottleneck detection that facilitates
maintenance in prioritizing their activities. It supplies knowledge of where in the production system to
intervene, and of which parameters to adjust, by means of improved policies explored using the abovedescribed strategy-selection process. The use of DES+MOO in Phase 4, steps a) to d), could contain
more than the aspects mentioned above, but at this point, the activity-selection process (Fig. 4) builds
on how these previous studies addressed the potential improvements of the production system.
4.5. Phase 5 – SD+DES interaction study
Using the presented SD model enables easy monitoring of MTTF, since the stock and flow structure
represents both the average equipment in full operational functionality and the breakdown rate (see
Equation 3). The variable names in Equations 3–5 follow Fig. 6. MTTR, on the other hand, needs some
content interpretation, and can be defined differently depending on the applied structure of the SD
model. Equation 5 shows how MTTR is applied to obtain the measure presented in Fig. 15, which is
based on Equation 4. In this figure it is evident that the resulting measure, based on the time slots of
scheduled or unscheduled repairs, is a dimensionless ratio between reactive and proactive maintenance
interventions in operations. This means that the development shown in Fig. 15 can be interpreted as the
ratio shifting from reactive to proactive for the selected simulation experiments from Fig. 10.
 ܨܶܶܯൌ 
 ܴܶܶܯൌ 

ா௨௧௧
ௗ௪௦
σ ௧௦ௗ௨ௗ௦ାσ ௧௨௦ௗ௨ௗ௦
σ ௦ௗ௨ௗ௦ା σ ௨௦ௗ௨ௗ௦
ெ்்ோ

 ݁ݒ݅ݐܿܽݎܴܶܶܯൌ 

௧௨௦ௗ௨ௗ

(3)
(4)
(5)

The phase 5 SD+DES interaction study, consequently applies the combined output of the selected
strategy in phase 3, represented by the measures MTTF and MTTRproactive. These measures define the
potential percentage improvement of the objects in the DES+MOO study during a period defined in the
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specific study. In the example illustrated in Fig. 15, the dotted line indicates an arbitrary three-year
period for this purpose. The value of the specific solution is read at the end of the defined period, and
the improvement is calculated (see Equation 6), defining the maximum value of the range in the
DES+MOO study, according to Table 3.
οݎܨܶܶܯο ܴܶܶܯൌ 

௩௨௧ௗ௧ௗି௩௨௧௦௧௧
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Fig. 15. Output behavior of selected strategies for variables interacting with the DES+MOO study.

The example presented in Fig. 15 implies that the improvement details according to Table 3 are applied
in the DES+MOO study of MTTF and MTTR, respectively.
Table 3. Example of calculated improvement ranges in DES+MOO study based on SD outputs.

Type of improvement variable
in SD model (Fig. 15)
MTTF line1
MTTF line2
MTTF line3
MTTR line1
MTTR line2
MTTR line3

DES+MOO range
min
max
0%
12.7%
0%
16.9%
0%
106.0%
0%
–13.9%
0%
–17.6%
0%
–45.4%

Start
value
13.07
13.07
13.07
1
1
1

Value at 156
weeks
14.73
15.28
26.93
0.8614
0.8236
0.5459

Subsequently, the explored potential strategies result in three experiments for the DES+MOO study,
further exploring the production system to identify where improvements in MTTF and MTTR would
have the greatest impact. The resulting analyses, which optimize throughput with the fewest
implemented improvements, present a prioritized plan for maintenance to consider when planning
improvement activities. This specific DES+MOO study is not presented here; to understand its
principles in detail, the reader is referred to, for example, Ng et al. (2014) and Bernedixen et al. (2015).
4.6. Phase 6 – Reflections on implementation
The application of SD studies to problems contains a process of approaching ambiguous aspects of the
addressed problem boundary and potentially affects how we think about our problems, making them
more tangible. Therefore, as insights grow they can be implemented even during the process of
identifying policies, guidelines, and KPIs. Above all, although the SBO framework is a learning process
based on the strategy-selection process, a strategy can be formulated that the maintenance management
is confident in communicating and implementing; see step a) in phase 6 in Fig 5. The expected results
of the strategy applied to the measures MTTF and MTTR are then considered and evaluated in a more
tangible DES+MOO study. Altogether, the SBO framework defines the activities of the maintenance
plan and budget for the coming year, containing both concrete and policy aspects.
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Accordingly, the implemented activities are guided by their importance to the throughput of the
production system. The condition of the specific pinpointed equipment and the available historical data
then determine activities to be implemented to achieve the calculated improvement range (see Table 3).
At such specific levels, the guiding principles from the strategy perspective may be less significant, but
from the systems perspective, strategy evaluation provides insights into the accumulated flows in the
production system generated by all equipment. This means that the two perspectives are interdependent:
while the systems perspective supports analyzing the accumulated loads on equipment and resources to
reduce the risk of overload and gradually reduce the load, the specific equipment perspective aims to
reduce the significance of accumulating the load by means of intelligent prioritization, through the lens
of maximizing the production system throughput.
4.7. Concluding summary of the hybrid SBO framework
Fig. 16 presents an overview of the end product of the mixed method. It illustrates the contributions and
exchanges between the methods and the production system environment. SD with the integrated use of
MOO facilitates the strategy-selection process, exposing and evaluating the tradeoffs between
conflicting objectives in both the short and long terms, in order to inform maintenance strategy and the
applicable supporting KPIs. The obtained strategy has implications for the levels of proactiveness and
equipment health, which are related strategy output results serving as input into the DES+MOO study,
which represents the operational level. By applying the potential improvements in the DES+MOO study
generated by the applied strategy in terms of measures such as MTTF and MTTR, the optimization of
operations provides the prioritized measures that maintenance can include in their plans.
Knowledge and learning

Maintenance development on strategic level
Explore
strategies,
goals, and
policies to
their effects

Strategyselection
process
(SD+MOO)
Effects on:
• Proactiveness
• Equipment
health

Guidelines to
maint. strategy

Maint.
KPI’s

Production system
environment

Maintenance development on operational level
Prod.
data
MTTF
MTTR

Optimization
of operations
(DES+MOO)
Effects on:
• Productivity
• Profit

Prioritized
maintenance
activities,
relating to
production
performance

Performed
activities

Fig. 16. Overview of the mixed method in its context.

In summary, the SBO framework helps improve our knowledge of maintenance, on the strategic
perspective by exploring tradeoffs between long term implications of policies and the short term
economic requirements, and regarding the operational conditions that help maximize throughput via
accurate activities. This supports iterative knowledge building and organizational learning in order to
shape, manage, and be prepared for future demands.
According to the theoretical model of maintenance development presented in Fig. 1, SD and DES are
mixed in the proposed SBO framework mainly in order to take advantage of the divergent philosophical
standpoints of the two approaches, and of how they complement each other. Accordingly, SD is used
for its abilities to illuminate the ambiguous structures of decision-making processes, which, according
to Forrester (1961), consist of processes of converting information into action. Per definition, such
processes have feedback as their basis; by modeling them, we visualize our interpretations of the
structures and treat them in more tangible discussions. We do this before any changes in these structures,
with the aim of producing better results based on hypothesis testing. As the application of DES+MOO
produces accurate information to guide the actions of the maintenance organization, which together
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produce knowledge at the production system level that effectively facilitates the process of converting
relevant information into more accurate actions.
Discussion and conclusions
Our findings suggest that system dynamics (SD) simulation studies be applied to address the tradeoff
conflict between short-term requirements and their long-term effects through the complex feedback
structures of maintenance. Nevertheless, SD alone cannot adequately clarify the complexity of the
production system. Therefore, the application of DES is also proposed, enabling identification of where
in the production system maintenance should intervene for maximum effect. To achieve analytical
efficacy, the mixed-method designs integrate MOO, creating a hybrid SBO framework to support
maintenance management, using a mixed OR/MS method design combining SD and DES. MOO has
proven ability to exhaustively examine the objective space in SD models and effectively seek optimal
configurations in DES models. Actually, each method can be applied without the other to support
practical development, but to integrate strategic and operational maintenance development, they have
been synergistically used together as proposed here.
Moreover, the integration of SD with MOO not only increases the investigative rigor of the applied
models, but also presents Pareto-front optimal tradeoff solutions to the decision maker. The integration
of DES and MOO ensures the use of the best known and most effective approach to address the accurate
sequence in improving bottlenecks. Our literature review identified few studies that integrated
optimization into their proposed mixed SD+DES frameworks, and even fewer that emphasized MOO.
It seems as though this unique interaction between SD and DES is highly novel compared with previous
research. The resulting analyzed improvement potential, evaluated via a strategy-selection process using
SD and MOO, defines the input ranges for optimizing the DES model. Issues concerning the qualitative
character of SD modeling and subsequent analyses are therefore limited to the application of SD and do
not affect the validity of the DES model.
An apparent weakness of the proposed framework is the high level of competence, knowledge, and
applicable technical support required to implement it in industry. From our experience, one critical
bottleneck is applying SD in maintenance and manufacturing systems development. This introduces the
aggregate perspective of seeing one’s processes from a systems perspective, which industrial actors are
inexperienced in doing. Moreover, the SD model-building process is highly intuitive and considerable
practice is required to manage the high-variability capacity of its modeling language, which allows
endless possibilities to model the problem at hand. We therefore believe that future work to improve the
proposed framework should focus on the strategy side, to enhance and facilitate the application of SD
in maintenance development. At this point, our efforts have been directed towards integrating the
technical elements, ranging from the exemplary SD base model that MOO studies have demonstrated to
be useful, to the “headwork” of uniting the two perspectives of maintenance strategy and operations in
a suitable mixed method.
Regarding further research, the present work opens avenues for numerous studies in the fields of
maintenance management and maintenance policy optimization, primarily in industrial studies.
Regarding practical implementation and given the above issues concerning SD, our recommendation is
to start approaching the framework using DES+MOO due to its more tangible character and standardized
approach. With the emerging digitalization of industry, which will likely follow the common pattern of
exponential growth, there will be a natural development of more advanced virtual tools. Support from a
maintenance development tool that encompasses the larger system boundary as defined here is required
in order to maneuver among the increasing complexities and the demand for high utilization. This work
may serve as a reference for future studies endeavoring to unite the two perspectives of maintenance
strategy and operations in order to realize sustainable change in production performance via
maintenance efforts.
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